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Chapter 1

Introduction
This thesis investigates description logic-based semantic reasoning techniques
for the modeling and verification of cloud infrastructure pre-deployment. The
overarching goal is to improve the extent to which provable automated techniques support manual security reviews, and by doing so, to aid users of all
levels in designing infrastructure that is guaranteed to be secure.

1.1

The Cloud

The term cloud is a general term to denote the on-demand availability of computer services and resources. Although initially limited to services such as data
storage and computing power, the cloud offering has grown far beyond over the
last two decades and now includes a multitude of computing solutions. Amazon
Web Services (AWS) began serving customers in 2006 with the introduction
of the Simple Storage Service (S3) and the Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2).
Companies such as Microsoft Azure, IBM Cloud, Oracle, and Google Cloud
began their operations in the following years. As of today, these companies
offer services spanning quantum, satellite, robotics, virtual reality, and gaming
solutions; and it is estimated that 94% of all enterprises worldwide use cloud
services.
Cloud computing is made possible by virtualization. Virtualization is a
software abstraction that allows dividing single physical computers and their
components into multiple virtual resources. The global physical infrastructure
(computer resources and network) is geographically partitioned into regions,
which are further organized in availability zones. Depending on the region and
customer needs, availability zones can be further partitioned into smaller units,
e.g., local zones and outposts. Such a hierarchical topology allows for high
availability, fault tolerance, high bandwidth, low latency, redundancy, data
residency, and scalability.
Virtual resources can be purchased by users depending on their needs,
and efficiently scale as these grow, following a pay-as-you-use model. The
process of purchasing and configuring instances of virtual cloud resources is
called deployment. When users compose multiple resource instances into larger
infrastructure, we say that they are “deploying a cloud infrastructure”. For
example, users could deploy a simple infrastructure constituted by a single
1
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storage instance, to store their data; or they could deploy a more complex
infrastructure with several storage instances composed of an API interface,
a computing unit, and a database, to allow for a more articulated set of
features. Customers first subscribe to the cloud services by creating an account
and configuring users to access it. The configuration of users requires the
establishment of access credentials, which are needed for authentication. When
a user—human or machine—logs into an account or service using its access
credentials, we say that it assumes (or becomes) an identity. Identities are
given permission to perform operations within accounts in a process that is
broadly referred to as authorization. Although there exist multiple alternative
ways to manage authorization, it is often recommended to use policies (either
role-based or tag-based access control policies) as these allow for fine-grained
control over who has access to what and under what conditions. Actions grant
different types of access levels, such as read, write, list, or management. Actions
granting read, write, and list access may entail a data flow from one node to
another within a cloud configuration. Actions granting write and management
access, in addition to potentially allowing data to flow, could allow users to
modify the current cloud configuration and are often called mutating actions.

1.1.1

Cloud Security

Designing a secure cloud-based application is extremely challenging. The
challenge arises from multiple contributing factors, technical and non-technical.
Not only infrastructure on the cloud is deployed at a large scale, is complex, is
highly distributed, and communicates with an open—potentially malicious—
environment; but also a precise definition of what is a secure infrastructure is
hard to characterize [1]. What is considered to be secure varies depending on
business context, legislation, use case, human interpretation, and intent. These
aspects are less understood and defined, almost fuzzy, compared to the more
technical ones; and are hard to grasp with exact formal definitions. In addition
to security, similar qualities like privacy and regulatory compliance must also be
taken into consideration when designing, and monitoring, a cloud application.
With the advent of the cloud, users of any expertise level can effortlessly build
very complex and powerful infrastructure, often having minimal understanding
and awareness of all the factors here described that contribute to its security,
privacy, and compliance.
According to the latest findings published by the Open Web Application
Security Project foundation (commonly known as the OWASP foundation) in
their “OWASP Top 10” 2021 report [2], the most serious web application security
risks are attributable to missing, broken, or insufficient control mechanisms.
These categories of threats are extremely widespread, and often could be very
simple to fix but are tremendously difficult to find. In particular, broken access
control occupies the first position, followed (in order) by faulty encryption,
injection attacks, insecure design, security misconfiguration, use of vulnerable
and outdated components, broken authentication, data integrity failures, and
faulty logging and monitoring. Especially relevant to this thesis is the insecure
design category, added in 2021, and motivated by the need for a stronger
adoption of threat modeling, secure design patterns and principles, and reference
architecture.
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Threat Modeling Threat modeling is a common practice to identify, understand, and address potential exposure to security threats [3]. It is advisable
since the early stages of software development, best during the design phase,
and relies heavily on a graph representation of the infrastructure including
diagrams of its data flows, control flows, authentication and authorization
flows, and architectural components. A threat model usually includes (1) a
model of the infrastructure; (2) a list of the assumptions made on the basis
of the system’s functionality; and, most importantly, (3) a list of applicable
threats. By working on this latter list, expert security engineers, architects,
and developers address potential exposure to security risks before they can
manifest. Although some vulnerabilities may actually have a fix, the majority of them do not. Most of the time, vulnerabilities cannot be completely
eliminated, and the only available strategy is to reduce the probability of an
exploit by applying mitigations. Sometimes, however, no mitigation is possible,
and the probability of an exploit cannot be reduced. When this happens, the
final decision is to simply accept them, dynamically monitoring the system at
runtime. Threat modeling is a time-consuming and error-prone activity, mostly
done by manually analyzing the details of the system architecture.
Formal Methods for Security To date, cloud providers have successfully
employed formal methods to verify the functional correctness and reliability of
their systems [4–7], and new research directions are being proposed to integrate
automated threat modeling techniques in agile software development [8, 9].
There is certainly no technique that could replace expert security engineers
and users performing security reviews of cloud-based applications. However,
integrating formal automated threat modeling techniques in the process could
help. Such techniques need to be based on a precise language that is suitable
to model and reason about the configuration of a cloud deployment, the openworld surrounding it, common misconfigurations and known vulnerabilities,
data handling, and key generic components involved in authentication and
authorization. In addition, it needs to be equipped with inference procedures
able to investigate and discover potential exposures (resp. existing mitigations)
to threats and to reason about access control permissions, flows, and use
cases. Overall, such a technique should enable comprehensive exploration and
semantic reasoning of the security of the system.

1.1.2

Infrastructure as Code

The practice of purchasing remote, virtualized, and distributed infrastructure
discussed in the previous subsections is generally known as Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS). Users and enterprises can provision, deploy, manage, and
update their cloud infrastructure in different ways: they could do it through
command-line interface, web-based dashboards, programmatic API calls, or
intermediate high-level declarative languages that hide low-level deployment
instructions. The latter process, that of managing infrastructure via high-level
declaration files, is called Infrastructure as Code (IaC). All cloud providers
offer proprietary tools to programmatically deploy their resources on the cloud,
including a (usually declarative) deployment language. Amazon Web Services
offers CloudFormation, Microsoft Azure offers Resource Manager, IBM Cloud
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offers Cloud Schematics, and Google Cloud offers Deployment Manager. In
addition to these provider-specific frameworks, there exist general providerindependent IaC tools that abstract out the vendors’ specifics, such as Puppet,
Chef, and Terraform, and open standards, such as Tosca [10]. Source code files
are usually written in a standard data exchange format, such as XML, JSON,
or YAML. The research on infrastructure as code deployments is growing
(e.g., see [11, 12]); with particular focus on its security, for instance, code
smells [13–15], testing [16, 17], and intra-update vulnerabilities [18].
1.1.2.1

Services and Resource Types

The products offered by cloud providers are structured into services and resource
types. A service is like an abstract class for the product to be deployed, and it
encompasses a collection of resource types providing the structure for the actual
objects that users create and manage. Services are entities such as storage
categories, database categories, and different kinds of computing and networking
components. Resource types correspond to more granular definitions of entities
such as a single unit of storage, an object of data in the storage, a table in a
database, an item in a database, or a network interface. Resource types are
further defined by a list of property types. Intuitively, these correspond to more
specific settings that customers can configure for their resource instances.
Example 1 (Services and Resource Types)
The Amazon Web Services cloud provider offers a storage service called
Simple Storage Service, abbreviated as S3. Within the S3 category, users
can deploy and manipulate different resource types, each being responsible
for a different functionality in the scope of the overall storage service.
Examples of resource types that are available in S3 are Bucket, Object,
BucketPolicy, and AccessPoint, to name a few. Since resource type names
can be used more than once across different services, to avoid ambiguity
the names are often prefixed by the service they belong to; for example, by
writing S3::Bucket or S3::Object. A “bucket” is a virtual unit of storage,
while an “object” represents an actual piece of data contained in the
storage.

1.1.2.2

Resource Types’ IaC Specifications

Infrastructure as code frameworks come with a set of specification files that
define the resource types and property types that are supported by each service.
These are structured definitions of the services that are available, given in
terms of the particular resources that can be deployed for each service, written
in a data exchange format such as JSON. For each resource type, the definition
usually includes a list of the properties that users can configure with their
names, possibly nested subproperties, types, and allowed values. The following
example gives an intuition of this.

5
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Example 2 (Infrastructure as Code Specifications)
We consider Amazon Web Services infrastructure as code framework,
CloudFormation, and the S3::Bucket resource type introduced in the previous example. Since the bucket is a unit of storage, the settings that
users can configure include things such as data encryption, replication,
versioning, predefined access control, and settings related to logging and
notifications 1 . In the interest of simplicity, let us assume that the
CloudFormation service specification for the S3::Bucket resource type
allowed for the configuration of only two properties: AccessControl, to
be used to specify whether the resource is, e.g., Public or Private; and
LogDestination, to be used as a pointer to another bucket instance where
logs are stored. The code snippet below shows a simplified syntax of this
example specification.
"ResourceType":
" AWS :: S3 :: Bucket ": {
"Properties":{
" AccessControl ": {
"Type": "String",
"Required": false }
" Lo gDestina tion " : AWS::S3::Bucket,
...
}
}

1.1.2.3

Deployments’ IaC Configurations

Customers use specification files as part of their automated workflows and, in
general, as a guide to writing their configuration files. Configuration files are
code files representing the actual infrastructure that will be deployed. In these
declaration files, users specify which resource instances they wish to deploy in
their architecture and how these should be configured and composed together.
The resource instances declared in a configuration must validate against the
resource types defined in the specifications.
Example 3 (Infrastructure as Code Configuration)
Building on the previous example, let us now consider a user configuration
with only one bucket instance, called DataBucket, which is configured to
push its logs onto another bucket, called LogBucket, not part of what
is currently being deployed in the user infrastructure. This is a quite
common usage scenario, as users can refer to resources already deployed
elsewhere, either in the same or in a different account, provided that the
right access permissions are granted. No AccessControl attribute is given,
which is allowed by the property not being required. This configuration is
1 For a complete list of the S3::Bucket properties in CloudFormation, readers are invited to consult https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/awsproperties-s3-bucket.html (Link valid as of April 2022).
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summarized in the code snippet below.
" DataBucket ": {
"Type": "AWS::S3::Bucket",
"Properties":
" Lo gDestina tion ": ”LogBucket”
}

What we have describe so far is the essence of the Infrastructure as Code
paradigm. Code deployments facilitate automation, modularity, management,
and reusability: cloud providers publish code snippets to guide customers
through the services’ functionalities; specific deployment patterns can be easily
reused; and a large number of similar instances can be quickly created, either
programmaticaly or by just copy-pasting their settings. Furthermore, users
can share their solutions. A quick search on platforms such as GitHub, Stack
Overflow, and Reddit for keywords (and tags) such as “CloudFormation”,
“Azure Resource Manager”, or “Infrastructure as Code” yields thousands of
results. Unfortunately though, these practical advantages undermine the
system’s security. What is considered an adequate level of security in a given
usage scenario, might not be in another. Keeping track of the security-related
settings of hundreds of resources, and their interactions, could be challenging.
New security concerns can arise, and established security properties can break,
once different modules are composed. These security concerns are not far from
being concrete, and both inexperienced an advanced users are equally exposed.

1.2

Description Logics

Description logic (DLs) is a term used to denote a family of logics that are
suitable to describe knowledge [19]. The majority of the logics in the description
logic family are a subset of first-order logic (FOL) and have been carefully
crafted to offer good expressivity and practical decision procedures, while
at the same time maintaining decidability. Knowledge in DLs is encoded
with respect to individual names, concept names, and role names. Despite
the different terminology, these are equivalent notions to first-order logic
constants, unary predicates, and binary predicates, respectively. Depending
on the specific description logic being considered, a different set of operators
is used to combine atoms into more complex expressions. Expressions are
then related through top-level axioms and assertions. Axioms are universally
quantified statements, written in the form of inclusion axioms or general axioms,
used to encode constraints that are valid for all the objects in the domain
of interpretation. Assertions are existential facts that are known about the
domain of interpretation and are usually written in the form of concept and
role assertions, and equality and inequality assertions. Sets of axioms and
assertions constitute the so-called description logic knowledge base.
The more prominent features of description logic are not only due to their
expressivity and modularity but also to their interpretation. Description logics
are modal logics, therefore interpreted over models that are relational Kripke
structures (labeled transition systems). Axioms and assertions in DL knowledge
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bases constrain the set of all possible models; and description logic knowledge
bases should be seen as an abstraction for a set of models satisfying the axioms
and assertions that are included in the knowledge base. To understand how this
interpretation is made possible, we need to first understand assumptions such as
the open-world assumption and the unique name assumption, and properties of
the logic derivation system such as monotonicity [20]. Description logics adopt
the open-world assumption (OWA), which states that all information that is
not known to be true or cannot be proven true, is unknown. The open-world
assumption is widely adopted in semantic web techniques, as it better aligns
with real-world reasoning where knowledge tends to be incomplete [21]. This is
in contrast to the closed-world assumption (CWA) that interprets as false every
statement that is not certainly true and is usually the standard adopted in
database reasoning. In some modeling scenarios the two assumptions are needed
at the same time, as both complete and incomplete information coexists, and
using either one may lead to unintuitive or unintended results [22]. By default,
description logics do not make the unique name assumption, meaning that two
individuals with different names a and b are not assumed to be different elements
within the underlying domain of interpretation. To make these different, one
needs to explicitly add an inequality assertion a ̸≈ b. Similar to the OWA
case, dropping the unique name assumption could lead to unintuitive results,
however, it can be a powerful tool when modeling uncertainty. Description
logics belong to the so-called monotonic logics. Monotonicity is defined with
respect to the entailment relation: introducing new facts or axioms does not
falsify previously inferred conclusions and, generally, valid arguments cannot
be made invalid. Logics that do not have this feature are called non-monotonic
logics (NML) or defeasible logics. Examples of logical operators making a logic
non-monotonic are exceptions, default values, and introducing a priority of
evaluation among axioms.

1.2.1

Expressive Description Logics

We now introduce the reader to the syntax, semantics, and main decision
procedures of description logics. We mainly concentrate on a simple DL called
ALC (Attributive Language with Complement), but also discuss additional more
expressive features as we progress.
1.2.1.1

Syntax

Let us start by fixing the basic alphabets from which complex concept expressions, axioms, and assertions are constructed in this logic. We define three sets:
the set NC , of atomic concept names; the set NR , of atomic role names; and the
set NI , of individual names. Valid ALC concept expressions include the empty
concept ⊥, representing a set containing no individuals; the universe concept
⊤, representing a set containing all individuals; a basic concept A from the
alphabet NC ; the negation of a complex concept expression ¬C; the disjunction
of two complex concept expressions C ⊔ D; the conjunction of two complex
concept expressions C ⊓ D; the existential restriction ∃r.C; and the universal
restriction ∀r.C. These operators are summarized in the grammar below:
C, D ::= ⊥ | ⊤ | A | ¬C | C ⊔D | C ⊓D | ∃r.C | ∀r.C
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where A is an atomic concept in the set NC and r is a role from the set NR .
Complex concept expressions C, D are used to write general concept inclusion
axioms (GCIs), which are axioms of the form C ⊑ D. These state that the
concept expression C is subsumed by the concept expression D, and are used to
establish subsumption hierarchies between concepts. General concept inclusion
axioms are collected in the set T , which is typically referred to as TBox and
constitutes the terminological knowledge of the domain being modeled.
Example 4 (Specifications Modeling)
The sample S3::Bucket specification of Example 2 can be modeled through
concept inclusion axioms as the TBox TS3 . Encoding infrastructure as code
specifications into terminological knowledge enables resource type inference
and serves as a harness for semantic extensions of the resource specifications
with domain knowledge (e.g., ontologies of security, environment, and dataflow terms). To capture the connection that a bucket instance can establish
with another bucket instance, we encode the range of the LogDestination
property as follows:
TS3 = { ⊤ ⊑ ∀logDestination.S3Bucket }
The axiom in TS3 states that all nodes that are target of the property
LogDestination are inferred to be instances of the type S3::Bucket.

Facts about the individuals of the domain being modeled are encoded using
concept assertions of the form C(a) and role assertions of the form r(a, b). The
former state that the individual a is an instance of concept C. The latter state
that the individuals in the pair (a, b) are linked by the relation r. Concept and
role assertions are collected in the set A, which is typically referred to as the
ABox and constitutes the assertional knowledge of the domain being modeled.
Finally, an ALC knowledge base K arises from the union of the terminological
and assertional knowledge; that is, K = ⟨T , A⟩.
Example 5 (Configurations Modeling)
We now discuss how the cloud configuration of Example 3 could be
modelled in DL. Intuitively, the S3::Bucket instance that is declared
under the name DataBucket is encoded through the concept assertion
S3Bucket(DataBucket), and its LogDestination property is encoded
through the role assertion logDestination(DataBucket, LogBucket). These
two assertions form the ABox At :
At = { S3Bucket(DataBucket), logDestination(DataBucket, LogBucket) }
However, since we assume the information in the user configuration file
to be complete, and no AccessControl property has been declared, we
make the absence of this property explicit by adding the inclusion axiom
{DataBucket} ⊑ ¬∃accessControl.⊤. This axiom states that the individual DataBucket certainly does not have any outgoing edge labelled by the
property accessControl directed to any other node of the domain. It is
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needed to enforce a closed-world interpretation over the missing property,
resolving an unknown to a false. Therefore, the encoding of this cloud
configuration also produces the TBox:
Tt = { {DataBucket} ⊑ ¬∃accessControl.⊤ }
The assertions and axioms presented here and in the previous example
constitute the knowledge base K = ⟨TS3 ∪Tt , At ⟩, which encompasses all
the known information about this sample system.

By adding operators to the logic ALC, one can obtain more expressive
description logics. The logic ALCOIQ is obtained from ALC by adding three
main features: nominals, inverse roles, and quantified restrictions, symbolized
by the letters O, I, and Q, respectively, in the logic name signature. Nominals
are denoted with the syntax {a} and represent special singleton sets containing
only one individual, the individual a. Inverse roles are denoted with the syntax
r− and represent the binary relation obtained by inverting the position of
the individuals a and b in a pair (a, b) belonging to relation r. Quantified
restrictions are denoted with the syntax ≥n r.C and ≤n r.C and represent the
existence of a number of r-successors in set C that is either greater than n or
less than n. In even more expressive description logics, subsumption hierarchies
can be constructed starting from complex role expressions, in addition to
complex concept expressions. Examples of complex role expressions are the
inverse role r− , which we already discussed, and role chains of the form r ◦ r′
where two binary relations r and r′ are composed in sequence forming a new
relation. Using role expressions within inclusion axioms allows one to increase
the expressivity of the logic enormously, for example, allowing one to encode
transitivity as the axiom r ◦ r ⊑ r and therefore adding the capability to reason
about reachability within the graph entailed by the models of a knowledge base.
A notable example of such a description logic is the irresistible SROIQ [23].
1.2.1.2

Semantics

Description logics have a model-theoretic semantics that precisely specifies what
are the consequences of the axioms in a knowledge base K [24]. The semantics
is defined over an interpretation I = (∆I , ·I ), consisting of a set ∆I and an
interpretation function ·I . The set ∆I is the domain of the interpretation. The
interpretation function ·I maps each atomic concept A to a set AI subset of ∆I ;
each atomic role r to a binary relation rI subset of ∆I×∆I ; and each individual
name a to an element aI in the set ∆I . The interpretation is extended to
complex concept expressions and axioms in a predictable way. In particular,
we note that the interpretation of inverse roles and nominals is given by the
following set expressions: (r− )I = {(x, y) | (y, x) ∈ rI } and {a}I = {aI }. The
semantics of top-level inclusion axioms of the form C ⊑ D is given by C I ⊆ DI ,
and that of concept assertions C(a) and role assertions r(a, b) is give by the
two statements aI ∈ C I and (aI , bI ) ∈ rI . When all axioms and assertions in a
knowledge base K hold in the interpretation I, then we say that I is a model
of K. A knowledge base has multiple potential interpretations, all satisfying
all the axioms and assertions that it contains.
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Example 6 (Interpretation)
We now reflect on the possible interpretations that model the knowledge
base K from Example 5. In particular, the following logical statements
are true for all interpretations I = (∆I , ·I ) that model K:
(1)

DataBucketI ∈ S3BucketI

(2)

LogBucketI ∈ S3BucketI

(3)

(DataBucketI , LogBucketI ) ∈ logDestinationI

(4)

∀y ∈ ∆I . (DataBucketI , y) ∈
/ accessControlI

Where (2) and (4) are inferred from TBox axioms and not introduced as
ABox assertions. Precisely, (2) is entailed by the encoding of the service
specification—the inclusion axiom in TS3 , which states that the property
LogDestination points to an object of type S3::Bucket. Whereas, (4) is a
consequence of the inclusion axiom in Tt , which allows us to model that
the bucket DataBucket certainly does not have have any value under the
property AccessControl.

1.2.1.3

Decision Problems

Some decision problems that are relevant when doing description logic reasoning
are consistency, satisfiability, and instance checking [25]. A TBox T (resp.
ABox A) is said to be consistent iff there exists a model satisfying all axioms
in T (resp. all assertions in A), written I |= T (resp. I |= A). A knowledge
base K = ⟨T , A⟩ is consistent iff it has a model I such that I |= T and I |= A.
A concept C is satisfiable with respect to K iff there exists a model I of K
with C I ̸= ∅. An individual a is an instance of concept C with respect to K iff
aI ∈ C I holds for all models I of K.
Adding to Example 6, it is easy to see that the ABox At is consistent
with respect to Tt and TS3 ; that the concept S3Bucket ⊓ ∃accessControl.⊤ is
satisfiable with respect to K; and that LogBucket is an instance of S3Bucket.

1.2.2

Lightweight Description Logics

Lightweight description logics is a term used to denote smaller fragments
of the description logic family, characterized by the low complexity of the
standard decision procedures. Notable examples of lightweight DLs are the
logics EL++ [26] and the family of logics under the DL-Lite umbrella [27, 28].
The logic EL++ retains useful modeling features such as existential quantifiers, conjunction, disjoint concepts, general concept inclusion axioms, complex
role chains, and transitive relations, while at the same time admitting sound
and complete reasoning in polynomial time. The DL-Lite family of logics is
also particularly appealing due to its low computational complexity and great
expressive power as a conceptual modeling formalism. DL-Lite form the basis
of OWL 2 QL,2 one of the three profiles of OWL 2,3 which is the logic of choice
when modeling conceptual diagrams, UML class diagrams, and ER diagrams.
2 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/#OWL
3 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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In Paper B, we provide an alternative definition of DL-Lite description
logic knowledge bases mixing open- and closed-world reasoning. We then reuse
this definition in Paper C to introduce temporal and action reasoning. Using a
lightweight DL allows us to keep reasoning tractable, in particular, satisfiability
becomes decidable in AC0 data complexity (the size of the actual, variable,
data) and optimistic/pessimistic query answering is done in LogSpace in data
complexity.

1.3

Automated Reasoning for Cloud Security

The purpose of this section is to emphasize the automated reasoning techniques
that have been instrumental to this thesis’ research. Verifying security properties of cloud deployments requires reasoning about uncertain environments
and incomplete models, semantic meaning of a given configuration, exposure-to
and mitigation-of threats, and potential changes that could damage or improve
the deployments’ overall security.

1.3.1

Incomplete Knowledge and the Open-World

Secure design of cloud deployments requires reasoning about models that are
potentially incomplete and interact with an unknown open environment. Especially at the early stages of development, models can be patchy, inconsistently
or non-homogeneously defined, and their API interfaces may still be unclear.
When reasoning about infrastructure as code deployments, one needs to simultaneously reason about nodes that are being declared inside a given template
and nodes that are existing outside of it (let us recall the difference between
the DataBucket and the LogBucket objects from Example 5). In particular,
we assume that the information modeled for nodes that are in the scope of
a given configuration file is complete, and that the information that we have
for nodes that are outside is incomplete. But also, we could consider the case
where the deployment template is still unfinished, with some of its resource
instances still unspecified. In both cases, we need to reason about known
resources with unknown properties and about generally unknown nodes, as
both are important when evaluating the security of an infrastructure and its
potentially adversarial users. In the field of description logics, most of the
approaches that combine DLs’ intrinsic open-world semantics with local closeworld reasoning (e.g., [22, 29]) adopt a database view, where some predicates
(concepts or roles) are interpreted with the closed semantics; that is, their interpretation coincides with the assertions in the ABox. In Paper B, we introduced
a distinction between configuration nodes and external nodes, meaning that
whether an interpretation follows an open- or closed-world semantics is decided
more granularly over constants (individuals) rather than bulk predicates. An
alternative convenient way to achieve a combination of open- and closed-world
reasoning would be through epistemic logics and epistemic operators [21,30,31].
Epistemic concepts are interpreted as the set of individuals known to belong to
the concept in all possible worlds.
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1.3.2

Semantic Reasoning

By extending the knowledge formalized in the models of the cloud specifications
(the terminological portion of the cloud deployments definition) one could enable
a more complex semantic reasoning on the security of a cloud configuration.
More expressive description logics, e.g., SROIQ, could be used to reason about
subsumption hierarchies, chains of relations composed together, and transitivity
of relations. This expressive power is needed to reason about the complex
reachability properties of the underlying infrastructure graph. For example,
one could write an ontology of terms that relate to the general higher-level
concepts of security, logging, monitoring, and alerting to the specific services,
resource types, and property types of the IaC specifications, effectively adding
meaning to configuration files. Such an ontology could become part of a larger
ontology of threat modeling and security, which could be used in a tool (to be
integrated into the deployment pipelines) that automatically reasons about the
security of a cloud configuration, and could potentially block deployment if
predetermined security requirements are not met. In Paper A, we include a
proof-of-concept example of the advantages that such an approach could bring
in terms of reasoning about system-level security properties.

1.3.3

Querying for Vulnerabilities and Mitigations

In description logics, the outcome of querying a knowledge base with a formula
representing a concept expression is the set of its certain answers; i.e., the set
of individuals that are proven to be instances of that complex concept in all the
interpretations that are model of the knowledge base. Clearly, this semantics
is well-suited for expressing facts that must necessarily be true in all worlds.
Trivially, these include those that are asserted, that is, the knowledge that we
explicitly included in the model. The following example shows how querying
for certain answers could be helpful to express mitigations to threats that are
certainly in place.
Example 7 (Mitigations that must be in place)
Let us imagine that we aim to identify all the “buckets that certainly
keep logs”, since maintaining logs is the most fundamental mitigation to
threats in the repudiation family. Such a check could be simply done by
querying the knowledge base K encoding of the deployment configuration
with the complex concept expression S3Bucket ⊓ ∃logDestination.⊤, and
by retrieving the set of individuals that are instances of it. By looking at
the interpretation discussed in Example 6, it is easy to see that the set of
instances known to certainly satisfy this concept is {DataBucket}.

Sometimes, in contrast with what discussed above, we need to express facts
that may be true in some worlds. These include facts that are not asserted
and cannot be inferred but are consistent with respect to the terminological
knowledge of the system. By using the usual open-world semantics adopted in
description logics, however, there is no direct way to express similar properties
and to identify the individuals that are instances of these. As shown in the next
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example, to achieve such an outcome one could choose between two approaches:
either adding a layer of additional logic on top of the query answering process,
or modifying the internal interpretation of the logic in a way that enables some
form of pessimistic and optimistic reasoning.
Example 8 (Vulnerabilities that may be present)
We now aim to identify all the “buckets that may be public”, as that could
represent a threat to the confidentiality of the system. One way to obtain
this information is to query all the buckets that are known to be not public
and complement such set. As a consequence of the axioms introduced
in Example 5, and as highlighted in Example 6, we infer that DataBucket
is the only individual known to be not public, and that the set of known
buckets is {DataBucket, LogBucket}. Therefore, the only bucket that
may be public is LogBucket, which is pointed at by the infrastructure
being created, but is not part of it.

In Paper A of this thesis, we tackle this issue by taking the first approach: we
classify properties in four types, each with its dedicated interpretation of the
outcome of the satisfiability and instance retrieval checks and with a different
pass or fail logic. In Paper B of this thesis, we tackle this issue by taking the
second approach: we define a new notion of knowledge bases, which we call coreclosed knowledge bases. Core-closed knowledge bases generalize satisfiability
and model checking and can be queried with a language for vulnerabilities and
mitigations capable of alternate—within the scope of one single query—certain
and possible answers.

1.3.4

Reasoning about Actions and Updates

Within cloud deployments, access control policies are used to give identities
permission to perform certain actions on resource instances under specific
conditions. As discussed at the beginning of this introductory chapter, actions
can either entail a data flow between resources or mutate the structural configuration of an infrastructure. Extending the reasoning to include actions could
have two practical applications. First, reasoning about actions that enable a
flow of data (read and write actions such as those starting with get*, put*, and
list*) could aid information flow analyses tailored to guarantee system-level
properties such as confidentiality and integrity. Second, reasoning about mutating actions (management actions such as those starting with create*, delete*,
modify*) could help prevent changes that would introduce vulnerabilities or
drive complex structural repairs to mitigate exposure to security threats. In
Paper C, we incorporate action and temporal reasoning into the core-closed
knowledge bases that we previously introduced in Paper B. Reasoning now
becomes two-dimensional. Our models are now transition systems. Each state
is a different core-closed knowledge base and the transitions between states
are labeled by mutating actions. Inside each state, we do semantic reasoning
about a snapshot in time of the cloud deployment and query it for mitigations
and vulnerabilities to security threats. By moving along transitions, we reason
about potential changes caused by the execution of a mutating action. This
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framework enables us to find sequences of actions that when applied on the
cloud deployment would lead it to a state satisfying certain security properties,
therefore driving structural repair, or to a state removing security controls,
therefore to be avoided.
Example 9 (Action Reasoning)
Let us consider a knowledge base with the following assertions:
{ S3::Bucket(b), KMS::Key(k), bucketEncryptionRule(b, r), bucketKey(r, k),
bucketKeyEnabled(r, true), enableKeyRotation(k, f alse) }
and the set of mutating action labels Act defined as
{ deleteBucket, createBucket, deleteKey, createKey,
enableKeyRotation, putBucketEncryption, deleteBucketEncryption }.
Let us assume that we are interested in verifying the existence of a sequence
of actions that when executed would lead the system to a state where the
storage bucket node b is encrypted with a rotating key. Formally, this is
equivalent to checking the existence of a plan (a particularly well-formed
minimal sequence of actions) that, when executed on the transition system
arising from the combination of the knowledge base and the action set,
leads to a state where the query “bucket must have a bucket encryption
configuration with a rotating key” is satisfied on the bucket object b. It is
easy to see that the following three sequences of actions are valid plans to
reach the goal property.
π1 = enableKeyRotation(k)
π2 = createKey(k1 ) · enableKeyRotation(k1 ) · putBucketEncryption(b, k1 )
π3 = deleteBucketEncryption(b, k) · createKey(k1 ) · enableKeyRotation(k1 )·
putBucketEncryption(b, k1 )

The example is borrowed from Paper C, where we combine our novel
definition of core-closed knowledge bases and a language for mutating actions
into an overall generated transition system. The resulting transition system
enables reasoning about actions and temporal logic formulas.

1.4

Summary of the Contributions

This thesis consists of three papers. Papers A and B have been published in
peer-reviewed conferences, CAV 2021 and KR 2021, respectively. Paper C is
under submission. The purpose of this section is to outline the contributions
of each paper.
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Paper A

Pre-Deployment Security Assessment for Cloud Services Through
Semantic Reasoning
Claudia Cauli, Meng Li, Nir Piterman, and Oksana Tkachuk
This paper presents a general methodology for the formal modeling and
security analysis of cloud deployment configuration files. The focus is on the
Amazon Web Services deployment framework, AWS CloudFormation. The
paper proposes an automated technique to map CloudFormation templates and
security domain knowledge into description logic. The conceptual contribution
is that the open-world assumption makes description logic a good candidate
to model the underlying uncertainty of this scenario. The global service specifications and the user deployment configurations are modeled separately, as
terminological and assertional knowledge, respectively. The first contribution is
the formalization of (i) the resources type system enforced by the specifications
and (ii) the graph structure that is entailed by the configuration files. Both
these formal objects are then encoded into logical assertions and axioms in the
expressive description logic ALCOIQ. The second contribution is a prototype
tool implementation. The tool embeds a collection of widely-adopted security
best practices, encoded as DL-concept queries, and evaluates them against
real-world CloudFormation templates publicly available on GitHub. The experimental evaluation shows that the approach is feasible and detects numerous
violations of security best practices. As an additional proof-of-concept of the
value delivered by description logic-based semantic reasoning approaches, the
models are then extended with ontologies of more general cloud and dataflow
domain knowledge. By reasoning on these extended models, we check systemlevel properties related to the higher-level business logic and reachability within
the cloud deployments.
The novelty of this work is the application of description logic-based semantic reasoning to verifying security of cloud configurations before deployment.
However, this study also highlights the need for a logical formalism that is
better tailored for the encoding of cloud deployment specifications and configurations; for a query language to identify security issues and their mitigations;
and for efficient decision procedures for reasoning and query answering.
Statement of Contribution This paper was co-authored with Meng Li,
Nir Piterman, and Oksana Tkachuk. The research idea of applying description
logic-based reasoning to CloudFormation is mine and was conceived during
an internship at Amazon Web Services. The formalization, encoding, and
prototype implementation were carried out by myself. Writing is almost
exclusively mine.
Appeared in: 33rd International Conference on Computer-Aided Verification
(CAV), Virtual Event, July 20-23, 2021.
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1.4.2

Paper B

Closed- and Open-world Reasoning in DL-Lite for Cloud
Infrastructure Security
Claudia Cauli, Magdalena Ortiz, and Nir Piterman
This paper addresses the theoretical challenge of finding a suitable description logic formalism to efficiently encode, reason, and answer security
queries on cloud deployment configuration files. The two main contributions
introduced are: first, a richer definition of knowledge base that we now call
core-closed knowledge base and, second, a query language for vulnerabilities and
mitigations to security threats. Core-closed knowledge bases combine a core
system, to be interpreted under the closed-world assumption, and a standard
knowledge base, to be interpreted under the usual open-world assumption.
Predicates and objects are classified as either open or partially closed. The
core is used to model the system being formalized as a collection of description
logic axioms and assertions, with the peculiarity that assertions referring to
closed objects and partially closed predicates are fixed and are not influenced
by inference reasoning. Core-closed knowledge bases written in a lightweight
description logic, such as DL-LiteF , inherit the nice computational properties
of standard knowledge bases written in lightweight DLs. Satisfiability and
conjunctive query answering are in AC0 in data complexity. Satisfiability of
asserted conjunctive queries is in LogSpace in data complexity. The query
language for vulnerabilities and mitigations to security threats allows for the
boolean combination of brave and cautious reasoning applied to standard conjunctive queries, which are then reduced to query entailment and satisfiability,
respectively.
The novelty of this work lies in the unique combination of closed- and
open-world reasoning—through predicates that are closed only over a subset of
the domain but open otherwise—while at the same time ensuring tractability
in data complexity of the main decision procedures.
Statement of Contribution This paper was co-authored with Magdalena
Ortiz and Nir Piterman. The idea behind core-closed knowledge bases and
security queries is mine and motivated by previous work. Results and proofs
regarding core-closed knowledge bases are mostly mine, the remaining results
and proofs are developed jointly. Writing is almost exclusively mine.
Appeared in: 18th International Conference on Principles of Knowledge
Representation and Reasoning (KR), Virtual Event, November 3-12, 2021.
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Paper C
Actions over Core-closed Knowledge Bases
Claudia Cauli, Magdalena Ortiz, Nir Piterman
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This paper addresses the problem of incorporating action reasoning and
temporal reasoning into core-closed knowledge bases. The main contribution
is the definition of an action language to encode mutating actions. Mutating
actions are actions that modify the structural configuration of a deployment by
adding, modifying, or deleting existing resources. Once an action language with
formal syntax and semantics is defined, we concentrate on two distinct problems:
static verification and planning. The static verification problem, defined in
the context of core-closed knowledge bases and mutating actions, answers the
question of whether the application of an action, no matter the parameters
passed to it, always preserves given properties of the system. The planning
problem, which we instantiate in our setting for both the plan existence and
the plan synthesis formulations, answers the question of whether there exists
a sequence of actions leading the configuration to a state satisfying a preset
property; and, if so, computes it. Both the static verification and the planning
problems are relevant in practice, as they could help predict the impact of
potential changes and aid complex structural repairs.
The main novelty of this work lies in the definition of theoretical tools to
reason about cloud deployments’ change and repair, and how these impact their
security posture. Specifically, in the definition of the syntax and semantics
for a formal action language to encode mutating actions; and in providing
decision procedures for the two problems of static verification and planning
in the context of core-closed knowledge bases and the above-mentioned action
formalism.
Statement of Contribution This paper was co-authored with Magdalena
Ortiz and Nir Piterman. The decision to incorporate reasoning about actions
into the previously developed formalism is mine and motivated by practical
considerations. Results and proofs regarding the static verification problem
are developed jointly. Results and proofs regarding the planning problem are
mostly mine. Writing is exclusively mine.
Under submission

1.5

Discussion

In this section we compare and contrast description logic-based approaches to
other logic-based formalisms and tools.
Knowledge Representation Formalisms Description logics originally
developed from frameworks such as semantic networks, concept languages, and
frame-based systems, and later matured into languages with a precise formal
semantics. From this perspective, DLs can be viewed as a merging of two
trends: knowledge representation systems, on the one hand, and formal logics,
on the other hand.
First-Order and Modal Logic Most description logics are subset of firstorder logic, specifically of the two-variable guarded fragment of first-order
logic [32], denoted as GFO2 , occasionally extended with more expressive features
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such as counting quantifiers and transitive closure. Description logics are also
related to modal logic. The logic ALC has been proven to be a notational
variant of the modal logic K [33]. The logic ALC extended with transitive
closure, union, and composition of binary relations (denoted as ALC reg ) has
been proven to be a notational variant of PDL [34], and when extended with
inverse relations (ALCI reg ) becomes a syntactical variant of converse-PDL.
Differently from full FOL, reasoning in description logic is decidable. All
logics included in the DL family, from the more lightweight ones to the more
expressive ones, have been carefully crafted to maintain decidability while
ensuring good practical expressive power and, often, tractability of the main
decision procedures. By pushing the boundaries of the operators included in
known description logics, new insights are generally gained on the decidable
fragments of first-order logic [35].
Expressivity and Scalability The fundamental idea behind the description logic
machinery and its numerous fragments is to give users the possibility to establish
a trade-off between expressivity and scalability. As a consequence of their nice
computational properties (in terms of decidability, expressivity, scalability, and
availability of several different tractable fragments), description logics have
been chosen as the logical underpinning for the semantic Web; in particular, for
the Web Ontology Language (OWL). In its current version, the Web Ontology
Language is based on the expressive SROIQ(D) and subsumes three main
profiles, roughly corresponding to EL++, DL-Lite, and DLs extended with
rule-based reasoning, respectively.
Datalog Datalog [36] is a declarative logic programming language whose
programs consist of facts and rules. In standard Datalog, the latter are restricted Horn clauses, allowing conjunction in the rules’ body and disallowing
negation in the rules’ head. Some level of semantic reasoning analysis, similar—
but not equivalent—to what was done in Paper A, could be performed by
encoding designs’ specifications and higher-level security knowledge as Datalog
programs. However, such an encoding would not have enabled us to reason
about incomplete models and unknown nodes out-of-the-box (without a bespoke axiomatization). More importantly, would not have enabled us to obtain
the results that we achieved in Papers B and C, where we define a decidable
formalism mixing open- and closed-world reasoning, optimistic and pessimistic
querying, based on lightweight DLs, with low computational complexity, and
equipped with decision procedures for action reasoning, verification, and planning. With this respect, the main reason why Datalog differs from description
logic lies in its underlying closed-world assumption and its inability to reason
about anonymous objects in the domain of interpretation [37].
Alloy Alloy [38] is a declarative object-oriented specification language based
on first-order logic supporting n-ary relations, quantifiers, facts, predicates,
functions, and subtyping. Models are expressed in relational logic, and then
encoded into boolean formulas to be solved by a SAT solver. Relational
logic reasons about sets of objects and uses n-ary relations to model general
facts about these sets (without explicitly having to enumerate their elements)
and to refer to the existence of objects satisfying a given condition (without
saying which objects these are). From this perspective, Alloy would allow us
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to overcome some of the limitations of Datalog related to the assumptions
made on the openness of the domain of interpretation. In addition, the latest
release (Alloy 6) now supports full model checking, backed by NuSVM [39] and
nuXmv [40], and temporal logic keywords, thus being well-suited for modeling
both structural and behavioral aspects. These features could make Alloy a
good candidate for all the automated reasoning tasks that we discussed in the
previous section; however, we have not yet investigated its usage in the context
of the application analyzed in this thesis.
Three-Valued Logic and Model Checking Three-valued models, such
as partial Kripke structures [41], Modal Transition Systems [42], and Kripke
Modal Transition Systems (KMTS) [43] provide different degrees of abstractions
for the set of all interpretations that satisfy the constraints set by the models.
In KMTSs, this is allowed by a state labeling function that ranges over the
three values true, false, and unknown, and by the existence of two transition
relations: may and must. Generalized model checking (GMC) checks whether
there exists a concrete implementation satisfying the abstraction represented
by the model and a temporal formula. When the models are fully defined,
GMC reduces to model checking. When the models are fully undefined, GMC
reduces to satisfiability. Our core-closed knowledge bases, from Paper B, work
in a similar fashion. We conjecture that it would be possible to encode cloud
deployment and security domain knowledge into such formalisms, and reason
about vulnerabilities and mitigations to security threats with three-valued
temporal logics.

1.6

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have explored description logic-based semantic techniques
to reason about the security posture of cloud deployment configurations. We
concentrated on methods enabling a combination of open- and closed-world
reasoning as tools to model the unknown and incompleteness of the designs.
As our first step, we started by leveraging existing tools to encode cloud
deployments and security domain knowledge into expressive description logics.
We found this to be effective as a fully automated method to assess the
security posture of cloud services pre-deployment and decided to pursue it
further. However, we also concluded that the modeling effort required to
achieve the desired mixed open- and closed-world interpretation was excessive
and computationally disadvantageous. Then, we decided to limit the expressive
power of the logic used to that of lightweight description logics, and embed the
mixed interpretation into their syntax and semantics instead. We ended up
with a formalism that more elegantly achieves the intended interpretation of
our first study, with much lower computational overhead. Finally, we extended
this formalism to support, in addition to reasoning about configuration queries,
reasoning about the impact of changes and update to the system’s overall
security. To this end, we developed a formal language for mutating actions
and decision procedures for static verification and planning over the transition
system induced by the actions’ execution.
The big absent, in our final picture, is data flow. We did not investigate
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the integration of actions that entail a flow of data between nodes in a cloud
deployment. Reasoning about actions entailing a flow of data is paramount
to the establishment of confidentiality, integrity, and trust boundaries. These
actions manifest themselves either within a snapshot in time of the deployment,
or across several consecutive snapshots that are reachable as a consequence of
changes to the initial configuration. Differently from mutating actions, these
would need to be included inside the knowledge base and not at the level of
transitions. We leave this for future work.

1.6. CONCLUSION
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Chapter 2

Paper A
This chapter is based on

Pre-deployment Security Assessment for Cloud Services
Through Semantic Reasoning,
written by
Claudia Cauli, Meng Li, Nir Piterman, and Oksana Tkachuk,
published in
Proceedings of the 33rd International Conference on
Computer-Aided Verification (CAV), 2021.
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Abstract
Over the past ten years, the adoption of cloud services has grown rapidly,
leading to the introduction of automated deployment tools to address the scale
and complexity of the infrastructure companies and users deploy. Without
the aid of automation, ensuring the security of an ever-increasing number of
deployments becomes more and more challenging. To the best of our knowledge,
no formal automated technique currently exists to verify cloud deployments
during the design phase. In this case study, we show that Description Logic
modeling and inference capabilities can be used to improve the safety of cloud
configurations. We focus on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) proprietary
declarative language, CloudFormation, and develop a tool to encode template
files into logic. We query the resulting models with properties related to security
posture and report on our findings. By extending the models with dataflowspecific knowledge, we use more comprehensive semantic reasoning to further
support security reviews. When applying the developed toolchain to publicly
available deployment files, we find numerous violations of widely-recognized
security best practices, which suggests that streamlining the methodologies
developed for this case study would be beneficial.
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Introduction

The term Infrastructure as Code (IaC ) refers to the practice of configuring,
provisioning, and updating systems resources from source code files, which are
compiled into atomic instructions and then executed to deploy the desired architecture [44]. The advantage of handling code, instead of manually provisioning
resources, lies in the capability to use version control systems, orchestration
frameworks, and automated testing tools as part of the deployment process.
In addition to instructions relevant for resource creation, dependencies, and
updates, IaC configuration files contain information about settings, dataflow,
and access control. In a time when cloud companies provide customers with
simple-to-launch, albeit extremely powerful infrastructure, it is crucial to
automatically and provably verify the security of such systems.
In this study, we investigate IaC deployment frameworks and how these
are formally modeled and reasoned upon. We explore the usage of description
logics (DLs) as a conceptual-modeling formalism that is expressive, decidable,
and equipped with mature tooling. We argue that formal reasoning techniques
applied to deployment templates are an immensely valuable tool for developers
and security engineers by substantially aiding the automation of time-consuming
security reviews; helping them to detect complex logical errors at earlier stages;
and, containing the costs that finding and fixing security issues at later stages
would cause. As the prevalence of cloud infrastructure increases, in addition to
experts, automated reasoning tools could benefit inexperienced users as well.
System Studied. We focus on the Amazon Web Services proprietary IaC
tool, CloudFormation, the first to be introduced at a large scale, over ten
years ago. AWS, cloud provider within Amazon, serves millions of customers
worldwide. These include private businesses as well as government, education,
nonprofit, and healthcare organizations. While the cloud provider is responsible
for the faithful deployment of the customers’ desired configurations, it is the
customer’s duty to make sure that these comply with the security requirements
of their business context. Few management tools of this scale exist. Notable
mentions are Terraform [45], Microsoft Azure’s Resource Manager [46], Google
Cloud’s Deployment Manager [47], and the recently introduced OASIS standard
TOSCA [10].
Goal of Study. Our goal is to improve the quality of the security analyses that
are performed over IaC configurations pre-deployment; and by doing so, their
overall security. With this study, we investigate the application of description
logics to the formalization and reasoning over IaC deployments. In particular,
we are interested in three aspects: (i) whether proposed cloud configurations
comply with security best practices, (ii) how to aid customers in building
more secure infrastructure before deploying it, and (iii) to what extent formal
automated techniques can support manual pre-deployment security reviews.
Challenges. Little research has been done so far on the possibility to formalize
IaC languages, and no research has been done to devise a logic that is wellsuited to reason about cloud infrastructure. By nature, cloud infrastructure
interacts with an open environment that is, at best, only partially known. In
particular, external-facing APIs and users participate in these interactions. By
design, cloud services allow for the composition of smaller components into
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large infrastructure, the complexity of which creates a challenge with respect
to security. Our models should capture the connectivity of resources, the flow
of information that spans across multiple paths, and the rich security-related
data available in IaC configuration files. This is further complicated by the
need for a query language for verification and falsification, able to express that
mitigations must be present (vs. may be absent), and security issues must
be absent (vs. may be present). Importantly, we need practical tools that
support the implementation of all these parts and that can scale to real-world
IaC configurations.
Our Contribution. We provide a framework to encode IaC into description
logic, and investigate its effectiveness in answering configuration queries and
reasoning about dataflow, trust boundaries, and potential issues within the
system. Specifically, we test DLs reasoning capabilities to infer new facts about
underspecified resources (such as those not included in a given deployment but
used by it) and leverage DLs open-world assumption to perform verification and
refutation, depending on the property being checked. We formalize additional
security knowledge that allows for checking system-level semantic properties;
i.e., properties that consider the nature of the cloud environment and more
complex reachability over an inferred graph representation of the infrastructure.
Throughout the study, we make four novel contributions: (i) the formalization and logical encoding of AWS CloudFormation (Section 2.3); (ii) a technique
to express security properties (Section 2.4); (iii) the experimental evaluation
of encoding and query times, accounting for the most common security issues
that we found over publicly available IaC templates (Section 2.5); and (iv) an
extension that enables semantic dataflow reasoning (Section 2.6). Our tool is
implemented in Scala and available online [48]. We include preliminaries in
Section 2.2; discuss related work in Section 2.7; and conclude in Section 2.8.

2.2
2.2.1

Preliminaries
Description Logics

DLs are a family of logics well suited to model relationships between entities.
They provide the logical foundation of the well-known Web Ontology Language
[49–51], for which extensive tool support exists (e.g., the Protégé editor and
off-the-shelf reasoners such as FaCT, HermiT, and Pellet [52–55]). We introduce
the description logic ALC [24, 25, 56], Attributive Logic with Complement, and
two additional features that are relevant for our study. ALC formulae are built
from symbols from the alphabets NC , of atomic concept names; NR , of role
names; and NI , of individual names. These are the DL equivalents of FOL
unary predicates, binary predicates, and constants, respectively. ALC concept
expressions are built according to the grammar:
C, D ::= ⊥ | ⊤ | A | ¬C | C ⊔ D | C ⊓ D | ∃r.C | ∀r.C
where A is an atomic concept from the set NC ; C, D are possibly complex
concepts; and r is a role from the alphabet NR . Terminological knowledge
is represented via general concept inclusion axioms C ⊑D. As an example,
in the remainder of this paper we will refer to two standard axioms that
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enforce the domain and range of binary relations: dom(r, C) ≡ ∃r.⊤ ⊑ C and
ran(r, C) ≡ ∃r− .⊤ ⊑ C. Assertional knowledge is represented via concept
assertions C(a) and role assertions r(a, b). In this paper, we will use three
additional operators: inverse roles, functionality constraints, and complex
role inclusions. The first, denoted r− , encodes the converse of the binary
relationship r. The second enforces binary relationships to be functional. The
third, written r ◦ s ⊑ t, establishes that the chaining of the two relationships
r and s implies the relationship t, and can be used to implement transitivity
(when r = s = t). A model of a DL knowledge base is an interpretation I, over
a domain ∆, that satisfies all the axioms and assertions contained and implied
by the knowledge base. For the purpose of our application, we leverage two
classical inference problems: satisfiability and instance retrieval, whose full
definitions are found in standard textbooks [19, 57].

2.2.2

AWS CloudFormation

AWS CloudFormation, cfn, provides users with a declarative programming
language and a framework to provision and manage over 500 resources spread
across 70 services [58].1 Services are products such as storage, databases,
and processors, and their interface is implemented through resources, which
are the actual modules that users declare and deploy. Their declaration is
done by writing one or more so-called CloudFormation Templates (JSONformatted configuration files). Within a template, users configure settings
and communication of the desired resource instances. As an example, let us
consider one of the most widely known storage products within AWS: the
Simple Storage Service S3 (also illustrated in Listings 2.1 and 2.2). The
CloudFormation interface for S3 consists of two resources: S3::Bucket and
S3::BucketPolicy. A Bucket is a single unit of storage whose properties include
encryption, replication, and logging settings, which can be viewed as the
bucket’s own configuration parameters. They could also be references to other
resources that are connected to the current one, e.g., the unique ID of another
bucket where logs are stored. A BucketPolicy is a resource that links an access
control policy to a bucket. All the properties that can be instantiated and the
structure of resource-types such as S3::Bucket and S3::BucketPolicy are given
in the CloudFormation Resource Specification [58]. The resource specification is
a collection of files that prescribe resource properties and their allowed values.
Provided that a configuration file is valid with respect to the specifications,
an IaC deployment environment compiles it into instructions that are then
executed to provision the requested resources in the correct dependency order
and with the desired settings.

2.3

Formalization and Encoding of IaC Deployments

While setting up this case study, we found it convenient to come up with
a formalization, of both IaC resource specifications and IaC configuration
files, to use as an intermediate representation during the encoding process.
1 As

of August 2020, exact number is Region-dependent.
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This was also needed since we could not find suitable research in the area
(although some preliminary research on IaC formalization does exist: e.g. the
PhD thesis in [59]). As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, users consult the resource
specifications to find out what fields and values are allowed when declaring a
resource. Intuitively, these provide a sort of type-system, or JSON schema,
against which configuration files must validate. Configuration files contain the
resource declarations of the instances that the user wishes to deploy. Let us
illustrate this with some examples.
"ResourceType":
" S3 :: Bucket ": {
"Properties":{
" BucketName " : "String",
" L o g g i n g C o n f i g u r a t i o n ": {
"Type": "LoggingConfiguration",
"Required": false } ...}} ,
"PropertyTypes": ...,
" S3 :: Bucket . L o g g i n g C o n f i g u r a t i o n ":{
"Properties": {
" D e s t i n a t i o n B u c k e t N a m e ":{
"Type": "String",
"Required": false },
" LogFilePrefix ":{
"Type": "String",
"Required": false }}}

Listing 2.1. S3::Bucket specification

Listing 2.1 shows a snippet of the S3::Bucket resource-type specification. In
addition to the main resource type, the specification includes definitions for
its subproperties, their types, and whether these are required. Although the
example only shows string properties, in general, allowed properties values
range over objects, arrays, and primitive types such as integers, doubles, longs,
strings, and booleans.
" Con figS3Buc ket ": {
"Type": "AWS::S3::Bucket",
"Properties":
" BucketName ": “ConfigStore”,
" L o g g i n g C o n f i g u r a t i o n ": {
" D e s t i n a t i o n B u c k e t N a m e ":“ConfigStore”,
" LogFilePrefix ":“config-bucket-logs/”}}

Listing 2.2. S3::Bucket instance declaration

Listing 2.2, on the other hand, shows a common usage scenario of the S3 storage
service, where a bucket with basic configuration is used to store the desired data.
The instance has logical ID ConfigS3Bucket, is of type S3::Bucket, and specifies
two top-level properties, BucketName and LoggingConfiguration. It is easy
to see that this instance declaration validates against the resource specification
of Listing 2.1. This snippet is taken from one of the benchmark deployments
evaluated in Section 2.5 (StackSet 15) and, incidentally, it violates a security
best practice: “no bucket should store its own logs.” Such formalization has
been instrumental to capture infrastructure configurations, resources settings
and inter-connections, and to precisely and automatically encode it into DL.
Encoding We translate IaC specifications into DL terminological knowledge,
and IaC configurations into assertional knowledge. The conceptual modeling
features needed to model the former include axioms to define domain and
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range of properties, requiredness, and functionality. These give us enough
expressivity to infer qualities of nodes that are underspecified, such as those
that are referenced by a template but not declared in it (e.g., already deployed
and running elsewhere), whose configuration is unknown. To give readers an
intuition of the encoding procedure, let us look at the equation below, which
contains some of the axioms and assertions generated by the translation of the
code in Listings 2.1 and 2.2.
SpecS3::Bucket = { dom(bucketName, BUCKET), ran(bucketName,String),
(Funct bucketName), ..., dom(destinationBucket, LOGCONFIG),
ran(destinationBucket, BUCKET), ... }
Config = { BUCKET(ConfigS3Bucket), bucketName(ConfigS3Bucket, “ConfigStore”),
loggingConfig(ConfigS3Bucket, x), destinationBucket(x, ConfigS3Bucket),
logFilePrefix(x, “config-bucket-logs”) }

2.4

Security Properties Specification

We group properties into three categories that reflect their high-level meaning:
security issues, mitigations, and global protections to security concerns. We view
these in analogy to must and may specifications, which one would use to express
that an issue may be present (vs. must be absent) or that a protection must be
in place (vs. may be missing). Each property type is matched to a corresponding
query structure, which aids the translation of security requirements into formal
specifications and implements different fail/pass logics. Queries are written
as description logic expressions whose outcome can be one of UNSAT, SAT
with no instance found (SAT/0), and SAT with instances (SAT/+). These
are achieved by running a satisfiability check, possibly followed by an instance
retrieval call.
Mitigations are configurations of single resources that reduce the likelihood
of a security event. In order to pass, these checks must be verified. Examples
are:
M1 “All buckets must keep logs,”
M2 “Only buckets that host websites can have a public preset ACL,”

and

M3 “Data stores must have backup or versioning enabled.”
Security Issues are configurations that potentially increase exposure to
security concerns. In order to pass, these checks must be falsified. Examples
are:
I1 “There may be a bucket that is not encrypted,”
I2 “Encrypted bucket that sends events to a not-encrypted queue,”

and

I3 “There may be a networking component that opens all ports to all.”
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Global Protections are more general mitigations, applied on single resources
or as configuration patterns, whose presence and proper configuration ensures
protection over the system as a whole. Examples are:
P1 “There is an alarm configured to perform an action when triggered,”
and
P2 “There is a configuration recorder logging changes to the infrastructure.”
We refer the reader to the repository in [48] for the properties specification
files.2

2.5

Application to Existing Infrastructure

We now discuss the application of our approach to real-world IaC deployments.
We analyze AWS CloudFormation specification and configuration files, showing
that the approach is practical, scalable, and identifies potential security issues.
Operation of the Tool We develop a tool that performs three main tasks.
First, the encoding of the cfn resource specifications into formal models (Resource Terminologies).3 Second, the encoding of the actual cfn configuration
files, also called StackSet, into formal models (Infrastructure Model). Third,
inference and query answering for a set of predefined queries. We use the
OWLApi [60] for the encoding phase, and JFact [53] as the inference engine.
Experimental Setup We run our tool on 15 CloudFormation StackSets
openly available on GitHub. Regarding metrics, we define the infrastructure
size as the numbers of both declared resources (N ) and their types (NRT ).
The latter determines which resource terminologies are imported into the final
encoded model and thus influences its size, measured in number of logical
axioms (Nα ). The smallest StackSet has 6 resources and 6 resource types, the
largest has 508 resources and 21 resource types. We implement 50 properties
from the ScoutSuite collection [61] that are applicable at design time and, thus,
over IaC deployment files. Of the 50 properties, 29 are mitigations, 18 are
security issues, and 3 are global protections. We conduct our evaluation on
an Intel Core i5 with 16GB RAM and perform warmup runs and clear the
heap before each measurement. This tuning helps to minimize the impact
of just-in-time compilation and to reduce the likelihood of garbage collection
during the measured benchmark runs.
Results Evaluation The average compilation time of the entire cfn resource
specifications (542 files) was 940ms. Table 2.1 reports the results of our
experimental evaluation. StackSets are sorted by number of resources. For
each, we measure the time taken by the stackset encoding (ENC), inference
(INF), and query answering task (grouped by outcome: UNSAT, SAT with
no instances, and SAT with instances). As we can see from the table, the
encoding time increases with the infrastructure’s size, producing larger models
2 https://tiny.cc/PropertiesSpecifications
3 Available

here: https://tiny.cc/ResourceTerminologies
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Table 2.1. Evaluation results (mean times in millisec).

ID

N

NRT

ENC

Nα

INF

USAT

SAT0

SAT+

05
11
03
09
02
01
08
10
06
12
13
14
15
04
07

6
8
10
10
11
16
19
30
30
31
51
73
79
132
508

6
8
7
9
8
7
8
9
12
21
32
31
21
33
21

44.53
79.22
59.94
76.33
76.73
94.95
87.66
89.07
102.00
185.06
241.17
264.56
313.40
363.58
1005.46

814
917
886
940
1194
1007
1051
1177
1666
2798
3835
4143
4596
4834
10161

30.64
37.09
35.65
38.66
49.99
43.38
50.93
71.23
108.30
301.61
608.09
847.36
901.18
2100.85
15834.14

0.67
0.72
0.64
0.68
0.85
0.66
0.78
0.86
1.05
4.99
7.16
2.83
2.86
2.94
7.34

–
–
2.23
5.03
2.66
3.96
5.40
2.62
–
24.93
38.56
51.36
–
162.95
40.86

2.46
2.86
1.56
2.96
2.02
1.83
3.23
2.08
4.91
36.43
47.93
19.20
17.55
23.21
13.52

that require longer inference times. Average query answering times increase
accordingly. UNSAT queries have shorter average answering times than those
evaluating to SAT/0 or SAT/+ (UNSAT proofs are found before a SAT
outcome can be deduced). In addition, once a query is proved SAT, we invoke
a procedure for instances retrieval to determine whether satisfying instances
are present or not. The specific infrastructure configuration and its size are
the main influencing factors of query answering times. Considering that the
average template has about 50-100 resources, and templates having 100-500
resources are rare, the results suggest that our approach scales to real-world IaC
templates. For example, StackSet 04 has 132 resources, is encoded in 363ms,
classified in 2.1s, and has a max average per-query time of 162ms. Assuming a
pool of 100 checks to be run, the automated modeling and verification of such
an infrastructure would take, in the worst-case, around 18s.

2.5.1

Found Security Issues

Across all 15 deployments, we run 15x50 = 750 checks: 608 pass and 142 fail.
Of the 142 failing checks, 73 do not return any instance and 69 return one
or more instances (i.e., they fail with a SAT/+ outcome). Such a difference
is due to the nature of the single check and its definition of failure. A global
protection check fails when no instance implementing the protection is found;
a security issue check fails whenever is possible (SAT/0 or SAT/+); and a
mitigation check fails when no instance is found. We consider SAT/+ findings
particularly important, as they do not only witness a potential security issue
but also an actual misconfiguration. In particular, the 69 SAT/+-failing checks
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fail on 239 resource instances, with the most found issues being:
Missing or misconfigured encryption

131

Missing or misconfigured logging

46

Missing or misconfigured versioning/backup/replication

44

Missing User password reset requirement

12

Misconfigured authorization

3

Misconfigured networking configuration

3

The 73 findings returning no instances fall into two groups: the absence of
any monitoring or alarming system is very frequent, as is the dependency on
external resources whose security posture cannot be assessed.

2.6

Absent global monitoring/alarming/logging protection

41

Usage of external resources with unknown configuration
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Semantic Reasoning about Dataflows

To conclude our study, we manually craft two proof-of-concept models of terms
related to cloud security (ontologies). We use these to extend the formalization
of the CloudFormation IaC specification that was automatically generated by
our tool. Such domain-specific ontologies formalize several common cloud terms,
such as account, deployment, authenticated and unauthenticated users; generic
dataflow terms, such as storage, process, nodes, and flows of different kind;
and service-specific dataflow terms. By adding these on top of the underlying
IaC formal specification, we can reason about the higher-level business logic
and reachability of the infrastructure, and we can abstract it and visualize it
in a more convenient way. This is where the full inference power of description
logics comes into play. Such an inference power would be hard to achieve with
an alternative encoding (e.g. using a modal logic). Let us illustrate how this
technique is applied to system-level analyses of interest for a security review:
dataflow and trust boundary analyses. A trust boundary is a portion of a system
whose components trust each other and where data can securely flow. Multiple
trust boundaries may exist within one system. Dataflows that travel across
boundaries may introduce security issues and should be carefully reviewed.

"CustomerData" :

{
" Type ": " AWS :: S3 :: Bucket " ,
" Properties ": {
" LoggingConfig ": {
" D est i n a t i o n B u c k e t ": "
AccessLog " }}} ,

"TopicSubscription" :{
" Type ": " AWS :: SNS :: Subscription " ,
" Properties ": {
" Endpoint ": " devs@mail " ,
" Protocol ": " email " ,
" TopicArn ": " AccessTopic " }}

"TestData" :

{
" Type ": " AWS :: S3 :: Bucket " ,
" Properties ": {
" LoggingConfig ": {
" D e s t i n a t i o n B u c k e t ": "
AccessLog " }}} ,

"AccessLog" :

{
" Type ": " AWS :: S3 :: Bucket " ,
" Properties ": {
" NotificationConfig " : {
" TopicConfig " : {
" Topic ":" AccessTopic " }}}} ,

"AccessTopic" :

{
" Type ": " AWS :: SNS :: Topic " ... }

Figure 2.1. Sample template: accounts prod (left) and test (right).
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In Fig. 2.1, we see an example of such a situation, where the infrastructure
is deployed across two accounts, prod and test, sharing resources AccessLog
and AccessTopic. In our encoding, we use the so-called DLs inclusion axioms
to rewrite properties that (when chained) imply the existence of a more general
relation and to infer additional characteristics of nodes. For example, in the
following list axioms 2-7 formalize the relationships of “logging to” and “sending
notifications to” a resource, which imply the existence of a transitive dataflow
between nodes; and axioms 8-9 allow to infer that the node devs@mail is an
external node.
LoggingConfig ◦ DestinationBucket ⊑ logsTo

(2.1)

−

TopicArn ◦ Endpoint ⊑ sendsNotifications

(2.2)

NotificationConfig ◦ TopicConfig ◦ Topic ⊑ sendsNotifications

(2.3)

logsTo ⊑ dataflow

(2.4)

sendsNotifications ⊑ dataflow

(2.5)

dataflow ◦ dataflow ⊑ dataflow

(2.6)

∃Protocol.{“email”} ⊑ ∀Endpoint.EmailAddress
EmailAddress ⊑ ExternalNode

(2.7)
(2.8)

This encoding enables us to compute a succinct dataflow diagram from the
reasoned IaC configuration (see Fig. 2.2), and to formally verify properties
that usually require a manual analysis of the infrastructure and its underlying
graph representation.

Figure 2.2. Dataflow extracted from Fig. 2.1

E.g., the question, “can data flow from the customer-data bucket to the
outside?” can now be formalized as a DL formula and, using a reasoning
engine, the existence of a dataflow that starts on the customer-data bucket
and reaches the devs@mail node can now be inferred. We note that, due
to the structure of the TopicSubscription resource, this dataflow could not
have been detected with simple reachability analysis on a graph built without
the aid of semantic reasoning. Moreover, the dataflow diagram highlights
another potential source of information leakage: testers being exposed to
customer access information. This needs to be mitigated by enforcing the
proper trust boundaries, in particular, by adding a dedicated access log storage
for customer-data bucket in the prod account.
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Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, the problem of formally verifying the design of a
cloud infrastructure in its entirety has not been addressed before. Formal reasoning techniques have been successfully applied to different aspects of the
cloud, e.g. networks and access policies [5,7,62,63]. Non-formal tools exist that
recommend and run checks against already deployed resources [61, 64], or scan
IaC templates [65–67] for syntactical patterns violating security best practices.
These checks overlap considerably and can be expressed in our framework as
well. The disadvantages of such tools are that checks are local to single components, can be performed only post-deployment, need complex configurations,
access permissions, or even manual interaction. The CFn-Linter [66] has a
rule-based component that users can extend with custom syntax checks, but
none of the rules currently available focus on security. The CFn-nag linting
tool [65] checks compliance to best practices only locally to the single resources;
e.g., it cannot detect issues such as “there is an events queue, receiving from a
bucket with critical functionality, that may not be encrypted” or “there might
be a user that is shared by multiple policies” (which would go against the least
privilege principle); as well as including in its analysis external resources that
are referenced by the template being linted.
Regarding our choice of logic, large-scale configuration problems have been
tackled with description logic before [68, 69]. Simpler first-order logic formulas
with operators to represent object-oriented interface relationships could be used
to model IaC specifications. However, such an encoding would only partially
solve our problem, which is more complex because our overall goal is to do
formal semantic analyses (e.g. dataflow and threat modeling). Semantic-based
approaches, even DL-based, are being used to do conceptual modeling of security
engineers’ expertise with the provable and explainable inference capabilities of
logics. As an example, we refer the reader to the OWASP “Ontology-driven
Threat Modeling” project [70] that aims at the formalization of security-related
knowledge in the context of different types of computer systems by means of
description logic ontologies. In contrast to logic programming languages, such
as Datalog, DLs inherently support functionality axioms and the existence of
anonymous individuals within a domain that is assumed to be open. These are
supported out-of-the-box without the need for an additional, more complex,
axiomatization or encoding. In particular, we took advantage of DL’s openworld assumption to implement, in our properties encoding, verification and
falsification. Another alternative to DLs as a modeling language would be to
use 3-valued models with labels on states and transitions and apply model
checking [71, 72]. However, expressive branching-time logics [73, 74] have not
been studied in the context of 3-valued models and we are also not aware of
tool support at the level available for DLs (cf. [75, 76]).

2.8

Conclusion and Future Work

Throughout this case study, we investigated the usage of description logicsbased semantic reasoning to evaluate the security of cloud infrastructure predeployment. We encoded Amazon Web Services’ Infrastructure as Code specifi-
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cations and configurations into description logic models and verified the presence
and absence of potential security issues. We showed how this approach enables
deeper system-level analyses such as dataflow analysis. All results can be generalized to other existing IaC tools. While working on this project, we interacted
with developers on two occasions. First, for the benchmark templates used
in our experimental evaluation, we contacted the owners, told them about
the misconfigurations, and discussed potential security implications. Second,
within AWS, security engineers use a technique based on this paper for security
reviews of AWS products before they are launched, helping developers fix real
issues pre-deployment. In the process, we received valuable feedback that we
used for improving precision and reducing the number of false-positive results.
We plan to continue researching for an even better-fitting description logic
formalism, query language, three-valued semantics, and decision procedures for
verification and falsification of properties relevant to security analyses, such as
dataflows, trust boundaries, and threat modeling.
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Appendix
AWS CloudFormation Formalization

As a preliminary step in the process of representing CloudFormation templates
as formal models, we identify the key components that are responsible for both
the resources’ settings and their interactions, and map them into a precise
mathematical notation. This notation will serve as an intermediate representation, aiding the translation of cfn templates into description logic knowledge
bases. The formalization, and the successive translation, are straightforward;
however, we report it here in appendix to give a more rigorous definition of the
contribution presented in the paper.
As introduced in the paper, the two main components of IaC tools, and
therefore of CloudFormation, are resource specifications and configuration (or
template) files.
Resource Specifications For each “resource type” declarable in a template,
the specification defines its properties and their allowed values. We call such
a structure the Resource-Type. Similarly to a JSON Schema, a specification
file is a JSON document itself that supports validation,4 meaning that every
instance of the given type must validate against it. More precisely, each resource
specification provides the schema of the main resource-type and of possibly
many (sub)property-types. This is done by using keywords to shape and restrict
the set of valid documents.
Template Files Configuration files contain the resource declarations of the
instances that the user wishes to deploy. This is done by writing JSONformatted text files containing a list of resource instances to be deployed
together with their settings (conform to the definitions given in the resource’s
type specification). Under each resource instance’s name and type, users specify
properties as a list of attribute-value pairs. In line with the general definition
of JSON documents, in cfn templates attributes have values that range over
objects, arrays, or primitive types. When referring to a property’s value type,
we say that the values allowed for that property range over subproperties, arrays,
strings, integers, longs, doubles, booleans, and the constant null. Overall, the
values that are allowed in cfn templates coincide with the standard JSON
values: integers, longs, and doubles are JSON numbers; subproperties are
JSON objects.
Formalizing Specifications Syntax. Both resource- and property-types
have a name and a collection of property definitions. Each property definition is
given by a name, a type, and a flag indicating whether the property is required
or not. Let RTi denote the name of the principal resource-type within the i-th
resource specification, and the labels PTi.1 . . . PTi.ℓi denote the names of all its
(sub)property-types (collectively referred to as the set PTi ). We assume the
existence of a renaming function that unambiguously maps specification names
to unique identifiers and, when talking about properties and types, we mean
their unique renaming. We call the properties appearing under the specification
of a resource- or property-type its defining properties, or simply its properties.
4 Strictly speaking, according to the technical standard of “JSON Schema Language” in
IETF Internet-Draft, this specification is not the JSON Schema of a template.
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The type of a property from the i-th specification (Ti ) is one of:
Ti ::= T | List(T ) | PTi | List(PTi )

(2.9)

T ::= String | Integer | Long | Double | Boolean
Properties within a given RTi always range over types of the i-th specification,
never referencing a set P Ti′ s.t. i′ ̸= i or RTi itself. In other words, resources do
not explicitly point to each other. However, as explained in the Inter-Resource
References paragraph below, there can be implicit references.
Formalizing Templates Syntax. Every resource declared in a cfn template
can be modeled as a tree-shaped structure whose root represents the resource
itself and the branching follows from its properties. Accordingly, the whole
template is a forest of resource trees. Formally, each tree t is the tuple
(N, E, A, v), where N is the set of nodes; E and A are sets of edges; and v is a
value function. The set N is the tree domain, which contains the root and a
node for each object, array, and value appearing within a resource declaration’s
Properties block. It is, therefore, partitioned into the disjoint sets {r}, Obj,
Arr, and Val. The root node r carries extra information: the pair ⟨id, type⟩
of the resource’s logical ID and type. The edges of the tree derive from two
nesting relations, found in properties and arrays, respectively. The first is
the property-value relation E, connecting a root or object node to the nodes
encoding their properties values. E-edges are labeled by property names from
the set NR and are contained in the set ({r}∪ Obj)×NR ×(N ∖{r}). The second
relation is called array relation A, and links every array node to its elements by
introducing indexed edges. It is contained in Arr×N×(Obj ∪V al). Nodes in
N do not carry information about the actual content of a property value. This
is particularly relevant for nodes in the set Val that are leaf nodes and need to
be assigned a concrete element from their respective domains. An exception is
made only for Val nodes corresponding to the JSON null, which do not have an
assignment. Let String, Int, Long, Double, and Bool be the sets of all concrete
elements that can be associated with the content of a value node. The partial
function v : V al → (String ∪ Int ∪ Long ∪ Double ∪ Bool) maps the leaf nodes to
concrete elements and it is undefined for null nodes.
Inter-Resource References. In Listing 2.1, the type of property DestinationBucketName is declared as String. However, further documentation specifies
that the string must contain a reference to a resource of type S3::Bucket. Usually, such reference takes the form of an Amazon Resource Name (aka ARN,
the instance’s unique address) or, if the resource is in the same template, of its
name. The snippet in Listing 2.2 is a case in point – "ConfigStorage" is the
name of the referenced resource of type S3::Bucket. To cover for such cases, we
extend our formalization to include the definition and the resolution of these
references, which are needed when encoding the cfn resource specifications
and the cfn templates, respectively. Let NC be the alphabet of distinct type
names, NR the alphabet of property names, and NI a set of individual names.
To define the references as part of the specification, we introduce a function
range : NR → NC whose domain is the set of all properties and range matches the
grammar of Equation (2.9) extended with resource-types. If a property p ∈ NR
is of type string and intended to reference a resource, range(p) is set to the
correct resource-type RTj (for some j given in the documentation); otherwise,
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range(p) is set to the original type prescribed in the specification file. To resolve
the references in actual templates, we introduce a resolve procedure that given
a node x returns the corresponding DL individual ix ; i.e., resolve : N → NI .
The function is undefined over nodes not referencing any resource; returns a
pre-existing individual over those nodes that point to a resource declared in
the same template; returns a fresh individual in NI for those nodes referencing
a resource that is external to the template. From now on, we assume range
to capture the real type of a given property and resolve to return the correct
individual. We rely on these for the encoding of the next section.

A.2

AWS CloudFormation Description Logic Encoding

We now describe the translation implemented in our tool from the mathematical
notation formalized in the previous Appendix to DL. The tool creates a
“Terminological Box” (also called TBox in description logic) from the resource
specifications and an “Assertional Box” (also called ABox in description logic)
from the cfn templates.
Resource Specifications Translated to Terminological Boxes. We construct a global cfn DL specification T cfn as the union of TBoxes TRTi that we
create for each individual resource specification RTi . We introduce concept
predicates matching resource-, property-, and primitive types, and role predicates matching property names. The structure of the cfn resource specifications
is preserved by introducing axioms that simulate the characteristics of the
properties declared therein: domain, range, requiredness, and functionality. Let
X be a property- or resource-type in RT , and p one of its defining properties.
The collection of TBox axioms enforce (1) the connectivity of a resource to its
properties, (2) the type application of the properties, (3) required properties,
and (4) connection to individuals rather than lists. The first and the second are
enforced using dom and ran axioms (see Sec. 2.2). For the third we use axioms
of the form req(p, X) ≡ X ⊑ ∃p.⊤, which enforce X-nodes to have at least one
p-successor. For the fourth we use axioms of the form fun(p) ≡ ≥2 p.⊤ ⊑ ⊥,
which enforce a single p successor when p is not a list. Overall, the tool builds
TRT as:
[
TRT =
{ dom(p, X), ran(p, range(p)), req(p, X), fun(p) }
(X,p)∈RT

We note that we have not created any individuals or assertions. We created
axioms that constrain the valid interpretations and enable inference on the
characteristics of underspecified nodes, such as those that are pointed by a cfn
template but not declared in it.
Templates Translated to Assertional Boxes. For a template t, valid
against the cfn specifications, our tool creates ABox assertions At . The construction ensures that At is consistent w.r.t. the DL encoding of the specifications, T cfn . For resource declarations we add individuals, and model their
configuration by means of assertions. Because DLs are interpreted under an
open-world assumption, which treats missing information as unknown, and
since we assume a template to be complete, we “close the world” around the
given properties’ assertions by using additional concept assertions. Let us
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recall, from the formalization, that a template is a forest of resource trees, each
having its own root, nodes, edges, and value function; and that trees may be
implicitly connected via inter-resource references. In the following, we give
an overview of how: i) our tool creates individuals for nodes, and ii) creates
concept and role assertions from node types and properties.
Create Individuals for Nodes We construct the alphabet of individual names I
and a map ind from nodes into individuals, which is used for the construction
of role assertions. For x a root node with identifier id, our tool adds the symbol
id to I and sets ind(x) = {id}. For x a node in Obj, our tool adds individual
ix to I and sets ind(x) = {ix }. For x a node in Val s.t. resolve(x) is defined,
our tool does not add any new individual names (the resolve invocation takes
care of that, see Sec. 2.3) and sets ind(x) = {resolve(x)}. For x a node in Val
s.t. resolve(x) is undefined and v(x) = y, our tool adds the symbol y to I and
returns ind(x) = {y}. For x a node in Arr s.t. A(x) = {(1, v1S), . . . , (k, vk )}, our
tool does not add any fresh names to I but sets ind(x) = i∈[k] ind(vi ). The
result is that we do not preserve the encoding of the array parent node x but
rather relate the parent of x to each encoded element of the array. We note
that ind is set to a singleton set in all cases except the latter. When clear from
context that such set is a singleton, we denote by ix the individual encoding
node x, omitting the statement ix ∈ ind(x).
Create Assertions from Configurations The newly introduced individuals are
related through assertions, which encode the structure of the resource trees
and their settings. The encoding of root and object nodes is straightforward.
However, since DLs are interpreted under an open-world assumption that treats
missing information as unknown, we seek a special treatment for the explicit
encoding of properties that are not given in the template and for the encoding
of bounded arrays. The assertions created from nodes and properties are as
follows:
root(j) = { RT(id), p(id,i) | rj = ⟨id,RT ⟩, (rj ,p,c) ∈ E j, i ∈ ind(c) }
obj(j,x) = { p(ix ,i) | (x,p,c) ∈ E j, i ∈ ind(c) }
abs(j,x) = { ¬∃p.⊤(ix ) | (x,p,c) ∈
/ E j, p is a property of x’s type }
arr(j,x) = {

≤k p.⊤(ix )

| (x,p,a) ∈ E j, a ∈Arrj, |Aj(a)| = k }

For every root node rj , with identifier id and type RT , our tool adds the
concept assertion RT(id) (see root). We add the role assertion p(ix ,i) to encode
the properties of either a root or object node x for every triplet (x,p,c) in the
set E and every i arising from the mapping of node c (see root, obj). For a
node x and property p, which could be set (according to the specification)
under a node of x’s type but is absent in the template, our tool adds the
axioms abs(·). These axioms enforce individuals ix to have no p-successors.
For a node x linking to an array node a, our tool adds the axioms arr(·), which
enforce the exact array cardinality. In addition, we remark that we do not
need any further assertions to encode value and array nodes, as their mapping
into individuals is enough. Lastly, no axioms are added for the individuals
introduced by the resolve function (and external to the template), since their
information is incomplete. The tool, thus creates the following ABox At :
[
[
[

root(j) ∪
obj(j,x) ∪
abs(j,x) ∪ arr(j,x)
At =
tj ∈t

x∈Obj j

x∈{rj }∪Obj j
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A.3

Formal Encoding of the Infrastructure in Listing 2.2

By following the encoding procedure presented, the S3::Bucket resource specification (partly reported in Listing 2.1) and the deployment template snippet
of Listing 2.2 are encoded into the knowledge base K = (TS3::Bucket , A) that is
defined as follows:
TS3::Bucket = { ∃bucketName.⊤ ⊑ BUCKET, ∃bucketName− .⊤ ⊑ STRING,
≥2 bucketName.⊤ ⊑ ⊥,
−

∃loggingConfig.⊤ ⊑ BUCKET,

∃loggingConfig .⊤ ⊑ LOGGINGCONFIG,

≥2 loggingConfig.⊤ ⊑ ⊥,

∃destinationBucket.⊤ ⊑ LOGGINGCONFIG,
∃destinationBucket− .⊤ ⊑ BUCKET,

≥2 destinationBucket.⊤ ⊑ ⊥,
−

∃logFilePrefix.⊤ ⊑ LOGGINGCONFIG, ∃logFilePrefix .⊤ ⊑ STRING,
≥2 logFilePrefix.⊤ ⊑ ⊥,
−

∃notifConfig.⊤ ⊑ BUCKET,

∃notifConfig .⊤ ⊑ NOTIFCONFIG,

≥2 notifConfig.⊤ ⊑ ⊥,
−

∃topicConfigs.⊤ ⊑ NOTIFCONFIG, ∃topicConfigs .⊤ ⊑ TOPICCONFIG,
∃topic.⊤ ≡ TOPICCONFIG, ∃.topic− .⊤ ⊑ TOPIC }
A = { BUCKET(ConfigS3Bucket),
bucketName(ConfigS3Bucket, “ConfigStore”),
loggingConfig(ConfigS3Bucket, x), destinationBucket(x, ConfigS3Bucket),
logFilePrefix(x, “config-bucket-logs”) }
The assertions introduced in the ABox A only specify the nature of the root
node ConfigS3Bucket. No concept assertion is introduced for the nested nodes
x, ConfigStore, and config-bucket-logs. However, by combining the axioms in
TS3::Bucket with the knowledge asserted in A, the reasoning engine will infer that
LOGGINGCONFIG(x), STRING(ConfigStore), and STRING(config-bucket-logs).

A.4

Formal Encoding of the Infrastructure in Fig. 2.1

The encoding procedure applied to the template of Fig. 2.1 and to the resource
specifications of the S3 and SNS resource types (for the sake of brevity not
reported here) results in the knowledge base K = ( TS3::Bucket ∪ TSNS::Topic ∪
TSNS::Subscription , A ), where TS3::Bucket is the same as in the previous appendix,
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and the remaining components are as follows:
TSNS::Topic = { ∃subscription.⊤ ⊑ TOPIC, ∃subscription− .⊤ ⊑ TOPICSUBSCR,
∃endpoint.⊤ ≡ TOPICSUBSCR, ∃endpoint− .⊤,

≥2 endpoint.⊤ ⊑ ⊥,

−

∃protocol.⊤ ≡ TOPICSUBSCR, ∃protocol .STRING,
≥2 protocol.⊤ ⊑ ⊥, . . . }

TSNS::Subscription = { ∃endpoint1.⊤ ⊑ SUBSCRIPTION, ∃endpoint1− .⊤,
≥2 endpoint1.⊤ ⊑ ⊥,
−

∃protocol1.⊤ ≡ SUBSCRIPTION,

∃protocol1 .STRING,

≥2 protocol1.⊤ ⊑ ⊥,

∃topicArn.⊤ ≡ SUBSCRIPTION, ∃topicArn− .TOPIC,
≥2 topicArn.⊤ ⊑ ⊥, . . . }

A = { BUCKET(CustomerData), loggingConfig(CustomerData, x),
destinationBucket(x, AccessLog), BUCKET(AccessLog),
notifConfig(AccessLog, x′ ), topicConfig(x′ , x′′ ),
topic(x′′ , AccessTopic), SUBSCRIPTION(TopicSubscription),
endpoint1(TopicSubscription, devs@mail),
protocol1(TopicSubscription, “email”),
topicArn(TopicSubscription, AccessTopic), TOPIC(AccessTopic),
BUCKET(TestData), loggingConfig(TestData, y),
destinationBucket(y, AccessLog)}

A.5
A.5.1

Sample of Security Properties
Mitigations

Alsoo called All-known-must queries, meaning that a property φ certainly holds
on all the known objects of interest, formulated as ( ⊔x∈inst(X) {x} ) ⊓ ¬φ and
interpreted as tt-ff-ff over the three outcomes UNSAT, SAT/0, and SAT/+.
These properties are used to express that all known instances of a given
concept X certainly satisfy a property φX . They are suitable for expressing
mitigations to security threats that must be in place in order for the property
to be satisfied and for the check to pass. We adopt an epistemic approach,
where by known instances we mean all the individuals that satisfy the concept
X in all models. We simulate an epistemic operator (not yet implemented in
any description logic reasoner) by building a composite query that, first, fetches
the set of all individuals certainly satisfying X (which we denote as inst(X))
and, then, builds the corresponding nominal concept set to be included in the
DL query. The DL queries have the following structure: ⊔x∈inst(X) {x} ⊓ ¬φX
and their interpretation over the three outcomes (UNSAT, SAT/0, and SAT/+)
is of True, False, and False, respectively.
Example 1. “Only S3::Buckets that host a website can be public”
⊔x∈inst(Bucket) {x} ⊓ ∃accessControl.{P ublic} ⊓ ¬ ∃websiteConfig.⊤
Example 2. “All S3::Buckets with a critical functionality must be encrypted
and log to an encrypted bucket.”
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⊔x∈inst(CriticalBucket) {x} ⊓ ¬ EncrLoggBucket, where
CriticalBucket ≡ ∃s3bucketName−.DeliveryChannel ⊔
∃s3bucket− .(∃code−.Function) ⊔
∃s3bucket−.AccessLoggingPolicy ⊔
∃bucket−.(∃bodyS3location−.RestApi)
EncrBucket ≡ ∃encryption.( ∃sseConfiguration.( ∃kmsMasterKeyId.Key ))
EncrLoggBucket ≡ EncrBucket ⊓

∃ loggingConfig.( ∃destinationBucket.EncrBucket )
Example 3. “All known KMS::Keys must be enabled”
⊔x∈inst(Key) {x} ⊓ ¬ ∃enabled.{tt}
Example 4. “No S3::Bucket should store its own logs”

⊔x∈inst(LogBucket) {x} ⊓ ∃loggingConfig.∃destinationBucket.{x} , where
LogBucket ≡ ∃destinationBucket− .∃loggingConfig− .Bucket
A.5.2

Security Issues

Also called Exists-known-may queries, meaning that a property φ may hold on
some known instances, formulated as ( ⊔x∈inst(X) {x} ) ⊓ φ with an interpretation of ff-tt-tt over the three outcomes UNSAT, SAT/0, and SAT/+.
These properties are used to express that there exist a known instance of
a concept X that may satisfy a property φX . They are suitable for expressing
security issues that might be present and could cause the check to fail. Similarly
to the previous type of property, we adopt an epistemic approach and simulate
the epistemic operator by building a composite query that, first, fetches the
set of all individuals certainly satisfying X (which we denote as inst(X)) and,
then, builds the corresponding nominal concept set to be included in the DL
query. The DL queries have the following structure: ⊔x∈inst(X) {x} ⊓ φX and
their interpretation over the three outcomes (UNSAT, SAT/0, and SAT/+) is
of False, True, and True, respectively.
Example 5. “There is a SQS::Queue known to receive from a bucket with
critical functionality that might not be encrypted”
⊔x∈inst(CriticalQueue) {x} ⊓ ¬ ∃kmsMasterKeyId.Key, where
CriticalQueue ≡ Queue ⊓ ∃queue−.∃queueConfig−.∃notificationConfig−.Bucket
Example 6. “There might be an IAM::User that is shared by two or more
policies”
⊔x∈inst(User) {x} ⊓ ≥2 users−.Policy
Example 7. “There might be an EC2::SecurityGroup that opens all ports to
all”
⊔x∈inst(SecurityGroup) {x} ⊓∃ingress.( ∃cidrIp.{0.0.0.0/0} ⊓∃fromPort.{0} ⊓ ∃toPort.{65535} )
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Global Protections

Also called Exists-must queries, more general than the previous, formulated
as X ⊓ φX with an interpretation of ff-ff-tt over the three outcomes UNSAT,
SAT/0, and SAT/+ (corresponding to the natural semantics of DL simple
concepts). These properties coincide with simple DL concept queries and are
used to express that there exists an instance of a concept X that certainly
satisfies a property φX . They are suitable for expressing global mitigations and
configuration queries of simple facts not involving potentially underspecified
resources. The DL queries are simply written as X ⊓ φX and their interpretation
over the three outcomes (UNSAT, SAT/0, SAT/+) is of False, False, and True,
respectively.
Example 8. “There is a CloudWatch::Alarm that must perform an action when
triggered”
Alarm ⊓ ∃alarmActions.⊤
Example 9. “There is a CloudTrail::Trail that logs global service events”
Trail ⊓ ∃isLogging.{tt} ⊓ ∃includeGlobalEvents.{tt}

A. APPENDIX

A.6

StackSet 15 - Automated Checks Report
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Chapter 3

Paper B
This chapter is based on

Closed- and Open-world Reasoning in DL-Lite for Cloud
Infrastructure Security,
written by
Claudia Cauli, Magdalena Ortiz, and Nir Piterman,
published in
Proceedings of the 18th International Conference on Principles of
Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KR), 2021.
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Abstract
Infrastructure in the cloud is deployed through configuration files, which
specify the resources to be created, their settings, and their connectivity. We
aim to model infrastructure before deployment and reason about it so that
potential vulnerabilities can be discovered and security best practices enforced.
Description logics are a good match for such modeling efforts and allow for
a succinct and natural description of cloud infrastructure. Their open-world
assumption allows capturing the distributed nature of the cloud, where a
newly deployed infrastructure could connect to pre-existing resources not
necessarily owned by the same user. However, parts of the infrastructure that
are fully known need closed-world reasoning, calling for the usage of expressive
formalisms, which increase the computational complexity of reasoning. Here,
we suggest an extension of DL-LiteF that is tailored for capturing such cloud
infrastructure. Our logic allows combining a core part that is completely defined
(closed-world) and interacts with a partially known environment (open-world).
We show that this extension preserves the first-order rewritability of DL-LiteF
for knowledge-base satisfiability and conjunctive query answering. Security
properties combine universal and existential reasoning about infrastructure.
Thus, we also consider the problem of conjunctive query satisfiability and show
that it can be solved in logarithmic space in data complexity.
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Introduction

Complex cloud infrastructure is managed through code files that are compiled
into atomic deployment instructions as part of a process known as Infrastructure
as Code, IaC. As of 2021, known IaC frameworks include AWS CloudFormation,
Terraform, Microsoft Azure Resource Manager, Google Cloud Deployment
Manager, Chef, and Puppet, to name a few. Unfortunately, though, the same
features that make IaC a convenient and powerful deployment tool—reusability,
modularity, and shareability—also threaten the security of the cloud. IaC
files are often recycled and combined, with little consideration of whether the
original business context and security requirements apply to the new usage
scenario. The security vulnerabilities arising from such a practice are subtle
and widespread and need to be detected early, at the level of configuration files,
before potentially-vulnerable infrastructure is deployed.
For such reasons, we research the application of knowledge representation
formalisms to the modeling and reasoning of IaC files and work towards a
comprehensive framework that fits into the scene set by existing tools (such as
static analysis, linters, and rule-based recommendation systems) to secure cloud
infrastructure pre-deployment. Description logics are a good match for such
modeling efforts. They allow us to succinctly and unambiguously describe cloud
infrastructures, and to leverage decidable reasoning services, often implemented
in efficient off-the-shelf engines, when reasoning about their security.
By the distributed nature of the cloud, users can configure their infrastructure to connect to resources that are running elsewhere but not declared
in their accounts. This happens frequently; for instance, when users have
permission to perform operations on resources that they do not own, such as
write or read permissions on a shared storage instance. As a consequence, IaC
files may combine objects for which we have full knowledge, as declared in the
configuration file, with objects for which we only have partial knowledge, as
referenced by the configuration file. Although the structural specifications are
known for both types of resources, the actual configuration of objects that are
not declared in the IaC file is not known. Is the shared storage encrypted? Is it
accessible through a web server? Is it publicly readable or writable? To answer
these questions, we need to combine closed- and open-world reasoning in a
way that enables verification and refutation of queries representing potential
vulnerabilities. In previous work [77], we introduced the idea of using DL-based
reasoning techniques for cloud infrastructure security, and used the expressive
ALCOIQ to model and reason about AWS CloudFormation, Amazon Web
Services proprietary IaC framework. We simulated closed-world reasoning on
selected nodes using the rich constructors available in ALCOIQ , such as nominals, universal restrictions, and counting quantifiers. However, reasoning about
security using this logic was not efficient, as basic services like satisfiability
are NExpTime-complete [19, 78] and the encoding of vulnerability queries
turned out to be non-trivial for users that are not versed in description logic.
This work highlighted the need for a formalism that scales to the size of cloud
deployments, offers a more transparent and straightforward modeling language,
and does not require cumbersome specifications of security properties to catch
the desired interpretation.
In this paper, we instead introduce a lightweight description logic that is
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tailored to model cloud infrastructure, at the same time ensuring tractable
reasoning. We extend the popular DL-LiteF with specification predicates whose
interpretation is closed over a core part of the knowledge base (KB) but open
elsewhere. We call such KBs core-closed knowledge bases. We show that this
specific way of combining open and closed interpretations of the same predicates
does not incur complexity penalties. Indeed, we show that satisfiability and
query entailment over core-closed KBs are first-order reducible. To reason
about mitigations and vulnerabilities to security threats, and in analogy to
the terminology used for 3-valued reasoning in the model-checking community,
we introduce Must and May conjunctive queries and devise a simple logical
language for the specification of such properties. Technically, properties that
must hold are resolved via query entailment and properties that may hold are
resolved via query satisfiability. We show that computing whether a tuple ⃗t is
a sat-answer of a given query can be solved in logarithmic space in the core
portion of the KB.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 3.2 we motivate the choices
made in the contributions put forth by this paper. In Sec. 3.3 we review the
background on DL-LiteF and conjunctive queries. In Sec. 3.4 and 3.5 we
introduce core-closed KBs and study KB satisfiability. In Sec. 3.6 and 3.7 we
discuss conjunctive query entailment and satisfiability. In Sec. 3.8 we present
our security queries. We then discuss related work (Sec. 3.9) and conclude in
Sec. 3.10. Results and proofs that are omitted in this paper are found in the
full version.

3.2

Motivation

In this section, we emphasize how the application of description logic to cloud
security drives the two main contributions of this paper: core-closed KBs and
Must/May queries.
IaC Modeling In the Infrastructure as Code paradigm, the creation of
resources is managed through configuration files that declare types and settings
of the resource instances to be created, and are automatically compiled into
atomic deployment instructions. Configuration files must validate against
specification files, supplied by the cloud provider to describe how each type of
resource can be declared and configured. In addition to the usual TBox and
ABox, we introduce here two dedicated sets of assertions and axioms, denoted
as M and S respectively, and use them to encode resources configuration and
specification according to the IaC paradigm. The following is an example of
how these could be used to model the structural specification of the resource
type Bucket (S) and the actual configuration of an instance called “data” (M);
and how these relate to the higher-level concept of Storage (T ), which could
further have external entities (A).
S = { ∃logsStore ⊑ Bucket, ∃logsStore− ⊑ Bucket }
M = { Bucket(data), logsStore(data, logs) }
T = { Bucket ⊑ Storage }
A = { Storage(externalStorage) }
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Resources that are declared in an IaC configuration file are in the process of
being deployed but do not yet exist. We informally call these the template
resources. These form an infrastructure that can be connected to other external
resources—not declared in the current deployment template but already running
elsewhere. We call these the boundary resources, as they lie at the boundaries
of the known core infrastructure. In the example above, data is a template node
and logs is a boundary node. Boundary and external nodes are not part of our
deployment. We may not own these cloud resources and have no knowledge of
their configuration, but still, have permission to use them. However, we do know
that these must have some configuration that conforms to the specifications
too; therefore, we adopt an open-world assumption when it comes to boundary
resources configuration w.r.t. the general system specifications. In contrast, we
assume to have complete information about the configuration of our template
resources w.r.t. the specifications and, thus, apply closed-world reasoning over
these. In our example, where logs is a boundary node, although we do not own
its configuration we certainly know that it must be a bucket and that it may
have a logsStore property configured. Regarding the data object, which is a
template node, we exclude the possibility of it being involved in additional
relations (such as being the source or target of a logsStore property). In fact,
had there been any further properties they would have been declared, and since
this resource instance does not yet exist it cannot be pointed to by any node
that is external to the current deployment. We call the pair ⟨S, M⟩ the core of
our system, and refer to the richer KBs described above as core-closed KBs.
Querying for Vulnerabilities and Mitigations In security, we seek query
languages to express that mitigations to security threats must be present (vs.
may be absent) and vulnerabilities may be present (vs. must be absent). Such
a requirement calls for efficient decision procedures for query satisfiability, in
addition to query entailment. In our usage scenario, Boolean combinations
of so-called Must/May queries serve that purpose. We define Must/May
queries by nesting regular conjunctive queries within the scope of a Must or
May operator and resolve these via query entailment and query satisfiability,
respectively.
This implementation allows us, for example, to query for potentially vulnerable instances such as “Buckets that may store their own logs”, encoded
as
qv [x] = May logsStore(x, x),
and to query for instances where mitigations to security threats are in place
such as “Buckets that must be server-side encrypted”, expressed as
qm [x] = Must ( ∃y,z. encrypt(x, y) ∧ sseConfig(y, z) ) .
In addition, through Boolean combinations of Must/May queries we combine
multiple properties into one single check; e.g., the following query witnessing
the breach of the mitigation “Buckets that may store logs must be encrypted”:
q[x] = Must Bucket(x) ∧ May ( ∃y. logsStore(y, x) )
∧ ¬Must ( ∃y,z. encrypt(x, y) ∧ sseConfig(y, z) ) .
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We note that the combination of core closed-world reasoning and Must/May
queries enables a very precise framework for the verification and refutation of
security properties. Importantly, such precision allows us to reduce the rate of
false-positive results that would clutter the quality of the findings presented to
users and security engineers. For instance, the set of answers to the vulnerability
query qv over the sample model introduced in the previous paragraph would
contain the logs node but would not contain the data node. The data bucket
is already known to store its logs in a distinct bucket and is assumed to not
have any more properties. The logs bucket, instead, belongs to the universe of
external underspecified resources, for which it is not known whether it stores
any logs (and where), and might actually store logs on itself—a fact that is
worth spotlighting while assessing the security of IaC deployments. As can be
seen in the extended version of our previous work [79], the examples discussed
here are very close to real IaC deployments’ encoding and to the properties
that are of interest for a security review.

3.3

Background

Here, we review DL-LiteF and CQs, which provide the basis for the contributions made throughout the paper.
Let C, R, and I be countably infinite sets of concept names, role names,
and individual names. A DL-LiteF concept B is built according to the syntax
B ::= ⊥ | A | ∃P, where A is a concept name from the set C and P is a
role name R, or its inverse R− , from the set R. A TBox T is a collection of
positive inclusion axioms B1 ⊑ B2 , negative inclusion axioms B1 ⊑ ¬B2 , and
functionality axioms Funct P. An ABox A is a collection of concept and role
assertions, both positive and negative, of the form A(a), ¬A(a), R(a, b), and
¬R(a, b), with a,b individual names from the set I. A DL-LiteF knowledge base
(KB) K is the pair ⟨T , A⟩. The semantics of a DL-LiteF KB is given in terms
of interpretations. An interpretation is the tuple I = (∆I , funI ), where ∆I is
a non-empty domain and funI is an interpretation function. The function funI
assigns to every concept name A a set AI subset of ∆I , to every role name R a
set RI subset of ∆I × ∆I , and to every individual name a a domain element
aI form the set ∆I . We adopt the unique name assumption (UNA), which
requires that aI ̸= bI for individual names a ̸= b. The interpretation function
is extended to concepts and roles as follows.
⊥I = ∅
(¬B)I = ∆I ∖ BI
(R− )I = {(a, b) | (b, a) ∈ RI }
(∃P)I = {a | ∃b ∈ ∆I .(a, b) ∈ PI }
An interpretation I is a model of K iff for all α in T ∪ A we have I |= α. The
KB K is said to be satisfiable when there exists at least one model. We write
K |= α whenever I |= α for all models I of K.
A conjunctive query (CQ) is an existentially-quantified formula q[⃗x] of the
form ∃⃗y .conj(⃗x, ⃗y ), where conj is a conjunction of positive atoms and potentially
inequalities. A union of conjunctive queries (UCQ) is a disjunction of CQs.
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The variables in ⃗x are called answer variables, those in ⃗y are the existentiallyquantified query variables. A tuple ⃗c of constants appearing in K is an answer
to q if for all interpretations I model of K we have I |= q[⃗c]. We call these
tuples the certain answers of q over K, denoted ans(K, q), and the problem
of testing whether a tuple is a certain answer query entailment. A tuple ⃗c of
constants appearing in K satisfies q if there exists an interpretation I model
of K such that I |= q[⃗c]. We call these tuples the sat answers of q over K,
denoted sat−ans(K, q), and the problem of testing whether a given tuple is a
sat answer query satisfiability. In the rest of the paper, we consider inequalities
only in the case of query satisfiability and not in the case of query entailment.

3.4

DL-LiteF Core-closed KBs

In this section, we introduce the so-called “core-closed” knowledge bases, their
models, and their unique features.
A DL-LiteF core-closed KB is the tuple K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩, built from a
standard KB ⟨T , A⟩ and a core ⟨S, M⟩. As described in Section 3.2, the set S
contains DL-LiteF axioms representing the core structural specifications and
the set M contains positive concept and role assertions representing the core
configuration. Syntactically, M is similar to an ABox A but, differently from
A, it is assumed to be complete with respect to the specifications S. As usual,
⟨T , A⟩ encodes the incomplete terminological and assertional knowledge that,
in our setting, may refer to both the (closed) core and the surrounding (open)
world.
The core-closed KB K is defined over the sets of concept names C, role names
R, and individual names I. The set of concepts is partitioned into specification
concepts CS and open concepts CK . The set of roles is partitioned into
specification roles RS and open roles RK . The set of individuals is partitioned
into the core individuals IM and the open individuals IK . We call CS and
RS core-closed predicates as their extension is closed over the core domain and
open otherwise. In contrast, we call CK and RK open predicates. From now on,
we denote symbols from the alphabet XX with the subscript X , and symbols
from the alphabet X with no subscript. We now define which assertions are Massertions, i.e., fall into the scope of M; and which assertions are A-assertions,
i.e., fall into the scope of A.
M ⊆ { AS (aM ), RS (aM , aM ), RS (aM , aK ), RS (aK , aM ) }
A ⊆ { AK (a), RK (a, b), AS (aK ), RS (aK , bK ) }
We assume M to be complete and consistent w.r.t. S, and interpret as
false all M-assertions missing from M. The usual open-world assumption is
made over A-assertions.
For convenience, we sometimes consider the set of open individuals IK as
further partitioned into a set of boundary elements IB , which appear in M,
′
and a set of free elements IK , which appear only in A. With this notation in
mind, we introduce the active domain of constants appearing in M, denoted
adom(M) and defined as the set IM ⊎ IB . We adopt the standard name
assumption over individuals in adom(M) and the unique name assumption
′
over individuals in IK . In Section 3.7.1, we will refer to this assumption as
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core standard name assumption. Such an assumption reflects the knowledge
that we have of the system that we aim at modeling. According to it, the
nodes declared in the (known) core part of the infrastructure simply coincide
with their interpretation domain; but the nodes belonging to the (unknown)
surrounding part of the infrastructure need to be mapped to the domain. All
these elements are distinct.
According to the DL-LiteF syntax, axioms are built from concepts B ::=
S
B | BK , with BK ::= ⊥ | AK | ∃PK and BS ::= ⊥ | AS | ∃PS , where P, called
basic role, is either an atomic role R or its inverse R− from the set R. Axioms
in S (S-axioms) refer only to core-closed predicates; whereas T -axioms can
refer both to core-closed predicates (on the left-hand side of concept inclusions)
and to open predicates:
S ⊆ { BS1 ⊑ BS2 , BS1 ⊑ ¬BS2 , Func(PS ) }
K
T ⊆ { B1 ⊑ BK
2 , B1 ⊑ ¬B2 , Func(PK ) }

The semantics of a DL-LiteF core-closed KB is given in terms of interpretations I, consisting of a non-empty domain ∆I and an interpretation function
funI . The latter assigns to each concept A a subset AI of ∆I , to each role
R a subset RI of ∆I × ∆I , and to each individual a a node aI in ∆I . An
interpretation I is a model of an inclusion axiom B1 ⊑ B2 if BI1 ⊆ BI2 . An
interpretation I is a model of a membership assertion A(a), (resp. R(a, b)) if
aI ∈ AI (resp. (aI , bI ) ∈ RI ). We say that I models T , S, and A if it models
all axioms or assertions contained therein. We say that I models M, denoted
I |=CWA M, when it models an M-assertion f if and only if f ∈ M. Finally,
I models K if it models T , S, A, and M. If K has at least one model, then K
is satisfiable.
The notion of FOL-reducibility captures the property that we can reduce
satisfiability and query answering over a core-closed KB to evaluating a firstorder logic query over A and M considered as minimal models. In particular, we
consider the following interpretations of A and M: the database interpretation
of A, denoted db(A), and the labeled transition system interpretation of M,
denoted lts(M).
Given an ABox A, with adom(A) its active domain of constants, we denote
by db(A) the interpretation (∆db(A) , ·db(A) ) that is defined as follows:
∆db(A)
adb(A)
Adb(A)
Rdb(A)

= adom(A)
= a, for each constant a appearing in A
= { a | A(a) ∈ A } for each A ∈ C
= { (a, b) | R(a, b) ∈ A } for each R ∈ R.

For an MBox M, we denote by lts(M) the interpretation (∆lts(M) , ·lts(M) )
that is defined similarly as above with one notable exception: the interpretation
of concept and role names is computed only for those concepts and roles that
fall within the scope of M, that is, core-closed predicates CS and RS . It
is easy to see that db(A) |= A, and, precisely, it is the minimal model of A.
Similarly, lts(M) |=CWA M, and, in particular, it is the unique model of M.
We consider various reasoning problems over core-closed KBs and study
their combined and data complexity [80]. We measure data complexity in terms
of the model M, which we expect to be much larger than A.
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Core-closed KB Satisfiability

As per standard DL-LiteF results, we now show that satisfiability of core-closed
KBs (i) can be reduced to consistency of the functionality axioms and of the
axioms in the negative closure of T and S, and (ii) it is FOL-reducible. Readers
familiar with the work of [28] will recognize the analogies between the two
presentations.
As defined in the previous section, a DL-LiteF core-closed KB K =
⟨T , A, S, M⟩ is satisfiable if and only if there exists at least one interpretation I such that I |= T ∪ A ∪ S and I |=CWA M. Let ga be a function
that takes as input a basic role P and two individuals a, b and returns a
membership assertion in the following way: ga(P, a, b) = R(a, b) if P = R, and
ga(P, a, b) = R(b, a) if P = R− .

3.5.1

Canonical Interpretation

The canonical interpretation of a core-closed KB K is constructed according to
the notion of boundary chase, or bchase. The bchase is built by exploiting the
applicable positive inclusion axioms in the sets T and S.
Definition 1 (Applicable Axioms). Let X be a set of M-assertions, Y be a
set of A-assertions, and P IT and P IS be the positive inclusion axioms in T
and S, respectively. Then, an axiom α ∈ P IT ⊎ P IS is said to be applicable in
Y to an assertion f ∈ Y ⊎ X if:
c1 α = A ⊑ AK ,

f = A(a), and AK (a) ∈
/Y

c2 α = ∃P ⊑ AK , f = ga(P, a, b), and AK (a) ∈
/Y
c3 α = A ⊑ ∃PK , f = A(a), and there is no b such that ga(PK , a, b) ∈ Y
c4 α = ∃P ⊑ ∃PK , f = ga(P, a, b), and there is no c such that ga(PK , a, c) ∈ Y
c5 α = AS ⊑ A′S , fA = AS (aK ), and A′S (aK ) ∈
/Y
c6 α = ∃PS ⊑ AS , f = ga(PS , aK , b), and AS (aK ) ∈
/Y
c7 α = AS ⊑ ∃PS , fA = AS (aK ), and there is no aM s.t. ga(PS , aK , aM ) ∈ X
and no cK s.t. ga(PS , aK , cK ) ∈ Y
c8 α = ∃P′S ⊑ ∃PS , f = ga(P′S , aK , b), and for no aM , ga(PS , aK , aM ) ∈ X and
for no cK , ga(PS , aK , cK ) ∈ Y
Starting with Y0 = A and X = M (that is, starting with the contents of
A and M), axioms are incrementally applied to assertions. At each i-th step,
an axiom α is applied to an assertion f in Yj ∪ X and a new membership
assertion is added to Yj+1 . Following such step, α is not applicable in Yj+1 to
the assertion f anymore. Depending on the order of application, syntactically
different sets of assertions could be generated. To account for this, from now
on we assume the existence of an infinite ordered set of fresh symbols I+ , from
which we draw fresh individuals, and apply assertions following a preset order.
Definition 2 (Boundary Chase). Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF coreclosed KB, P IT the positive inclusion axioms in T , P IS the positive inclusion
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axioms in S, and I+ a set of fresh individuals. Then, the boundary chase of K,
denoted bchase(K), is defined as:
[
Yj
bchase(K, X ) =
j∈N

where X = M, Y0 = A, and Yj+1 = Yj ∪ {fnew }, where fnew depends on the
rule being applied:
let f be the first assertion s.t. there is α applicable in Yj to f
let α be the first applicable axiom
let anew be the next available constant in the ordered set I+
switch < f, α >
case c1: fnew = AK (a)
case c2: fnew = AK (a)
case c3: fnew = ga(PK , a, anew )
case c4: fnew = ga(PK , a, anew )
case c5: fnew = A′S (aK )
case c6: fnew = AS (aK )
case c7: fnew = ga(PS , aK , anew )
case c8: fnew = ga(PS , aK , anew )
As customary, we note that (i) negative inclusion and functionality axioms
play no role in the construction of the bchase, and that (ii) this notion of
bchase is fair, that is, all applicable axioms will eventually be applied, as
formalized by the following statements. Let bchase i be the bchase built at the
i−th rule application. Then, if there is an i ∈ N s.t. axiom α is applicable
in bchase i (K,X ) to an assertion f ∈ bchasei (K, X ), then there is a j > i s.t.
bchasej+1 (K, X ) = bchasej (K, X ) ∪ {f ′ }, where f ′ is the result of applying α
to f in bchasej (K, X ).
Moreover, as clear from Definitions 1 and 2, we have that an axiom is
applicable to an M-assertion only when a fresh assertion about a “boundary”
individual aK can be added to the chase. However, only A-assertions are
included in the bchase itself, and the procedure of adding fresh assertions only
generates A-assertions and never generates M-assertions. We formalize this in
the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed KB, let i be
an index in N, and let bchasei (K,M) be K’s i-th boundary chase. Then,
bchasei (K,M) does not contain M-assertions.
We are now ready to define the notion of canonical interpretation of a
core-closed KB.
Definition 3 (Canonical Interpretation). The canonical interpretation of
a core-closed KB K, denoted as can(K), is the interpretation can(K) =
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(∆can(K) , ·can(K) ) where:
∆can(K) = IM ⊎ IK ⊎ I+
acan(K) = a

for a ∈ adom(M) ∪ bchase(K, M)

AK

can(K)

= {a | AK (a) ∈ bchase(K, M)}

RK

can(K)

= {(a, b) | RK (a, b) ∈ bchase(K, M)}

AS can(K) = AS lts(M) ∪ {a | AS (a) ∈ bchase(K, M)}
RS can(K) = RS lts(M) ∪ {(a, b) | RS (a, b) ∈ bchase(K, M)}
We refer to the canonical model built with the i-th bchase as cani (K) =
(∆can(K) , ·cani (K) ) and note that ∆lts(M) ⊆ ∆can(K) , ∆db(A) ⊆ ∆can(K) , and
·lts(M) ∪·db(A) = ·can0 (K) .
Lemma 2. Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed KB, and let
can(K) be its canonical interpretation. Then, can(K) is a model of M.
Proof. We show that can(K) models an M-assertion f iff if f ∈ M. The
‘if’ direction follows from the fact that can(K) contains lts(M), which is a
model of M and contains all M-assertions f such that f ∈ M. The ‘only
if’ direction follows from Lemma 1: in particular, can(K) is the union of
lts(M) and bchase(K,M), and since bchase does not contain M-assertions,
then all M-assertions in can(K) are inside lts(M). Since lts(M) models
M, then all M-assertions f in can(K) are also in M. We conclude that
can(K) |=CWA M.
Lemma 3. Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed KB, let P IT be
the positive inclusion axioms in T , and let P IS the positive inclusion axioms
in S. Then, can(K) is a model of (P IT , A, P IS , M).
As a consequence, every DL-LiteF core-closed KB with only positive inclusion axioms in T and S (s.t. P IT = T and P IS = S) is always satisfiable, since
one can always build a can(K) that is a model of K. Regarding functionality
assertions, the following lemma applies.
Lemma 4. Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed KB, let FT be the
subset of functionality axioms in T , and let FS be the subset of functionality
axioms in S. Then can(K) is a model of (FT , A, FS , M) if and only if db(A) ∪
lts(M) is a model of (FT , A, FS , M).

3.5.2

NI-closure

Let us now consider negative inclusion axioms. In particular, to establish a
satisfaction relation between db(A) and lts(M), on one side, and the NIs in
K, on the other side, we need to consider the interaction between the positive
and the negative inclusion axioms that are contained in K. In the following,
we materialize the interaction between the PIs and NIs contained in T ∪ S by
computing their negative inclusion closure, cln(T ∪ S). We then show that
can(K) is a model of such closure.
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Definition 4. Let T be a DL-LiteF TBox, and let S be a DL-LiteF SBox.
We call NI-closure of T ∪ S the set cln(T ∪ S) of inclusion axioms defined
inductively as follows:
[A] All NIs in T ∪ S are in cln(T ∪ S);
[B] All Fs in T ∪ S are in cln(T ∪ S);
[C] If B1 ⊑ B2 ∈ (T ∪ S), and B2 ⊑ ¬B3 (or B3 ⊑ ¬B2 ) ∈ cln(T ∪ S), then also
B1 ⊑ ¬B3 ∈ cln(T ∪ S);
[D] If either ∃P ⊑ ¬∃P ∈ cln(T ∪ S) or ∃P− ⊑ ¬∃P− ∈ cln(T ∪ S), then both
are in cln(T ∪ S).
This closure does not add negative inclusion axioms that were not implied
already by T ∪ S.
Lemma 5. Let T ∪S be a set of DL-LiteF inclusion axioms, and let α be either
a functionality axiom or a negative inclusion axiom. Then, if cln(T ∪ S) |= α
then T ∪ S |= α.
We are now ready to show that, provided we have computed the closure
cln(T ∪ S), the analogous of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 hold for NIs.
Lemma 6. Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed KB. Then, can(K)
is a model of K if and only if the union db(A) ∪ lts(M) is a model of cln(T ∪ S),
A, and M.
Corollary 1. Let T ∪ S be a set of DL-LiteF inclusion axioms, and α a
functionality or negative inclusion axiom. We have that, if T ∪ S |= α then
cln(T ∪ S) |= α.

3.5.3

FOL-reducibility

Lemma 7. Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed KB. Then can(K)
is a model of K if and only if K is satisfiable.
Since can(K) could be infinite, its construction is in general neither convenient nor possible. However, the results presented so far, especially Lemmas 6
and 7, allow us to conclude that in order to check satisfiability of a DLLiteF core-closed KB K it is sufficient to compute cln(T ∪ S) and to look at
db(A) ∪ lts(M).
Theorem 1. Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed KB. Then K is
satisfiable if and only if db(A) ∪ lts(M) is a model of cln(T ∪ S), A, and M.
Proof.
⇒ K is satisfiable. From Lemma 7, it follows that can(K) is a model of K.
From Lemma 6, it follows that db(A) ∪ lts(M) is a model of cln(T ∪ S), A,
and M.
⇐ If db(A) ∪ lts(M) is a model of cln(T ∪ S), A, and M, then, from Lemma 6,
can(K) is a model of K, and, from Lemma 7, K is satisfiable.
Verifying that db(A) ∪ lts(M) models cln(T ∪ S), A, and M, can now be
done by writing a Boolean FOL query over db(A) ∪ lts(M) itself. We use the
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following translation function δ from axioms in cln(T ∪ S) to FOL formulas:
δ(func R) = ∃x, y, z.R(x, y) ∧ R(x, z) ∧ y ̸= z
δ(func R− ) = ∃x, y, z.R(y, x) ∧ R(z, x) ∧ y ̸= z
δ(B1 ⊑ ¬B2 ) = ∃x.γ1 (x) ∧ γ2 (x)
where Bi is a DL-LiteF complex concept, and in the last equation we have:
γi (x) = Ai (x) if Bi = Ai ; γi (x) = ∃yi .Ri (x, yi ) if Bi = ∃Ri ; and γi (x) =
∃yi .Ri (yi , x) if Bi = ∃R−
i . Intuitively, such formulas detect inconsistencies that
would make db(A) ∪ lts(M) not model the axioms in the NI-closure.
To summarize, to decide satisfiability of a DL-LiteF core-closed KB K we
need to: (1) compute db(A) and lts(M); (2) compute cln(T ∪ S); and (3)
compute the Boolean FOL formula qunsat as the union of all Boolean formulas
returned by the application of δ to every axiom in cln(T ∪ S). We show how
this is done in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: The algorithm Consistent
Inputs : K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩
Output : true if K is satisfiable, false otherwise
1

def Consistent (K):
qunsat ::= ⊥;

2

foreach α ∈ cln(T ∪ S) do
qunsat ::= qunsat ∨ δ(α);

3
4

db(A)∪lts(M)

6

= ∅ then
if qunsat
return true;

7

return false;

5

Lemma 8. Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed KB. Then, the algorithm Consistent(K) terminates, and K is satisfiable iff Consistent(K) returns
true.
Proof. Termination follows from the fact that cln(T ∪ S) is a finite set. The
query qunsat verifies whether there is an axiom α in the NI-closure that is
violated in db(A) ∪ lts(M). The algorithm returns true only when such an
axiom does not exists, therefore, db(A) ∪ lts(M) is a model of all assertions in
cln(T ∪ S), and, by Theorem 1, K is satisfiable.
As a consequence of Lemma 8, we get:
Corollary 2. Satisfiability of a DL-LiteF core-closed KB is FOL reducible.

3.6

CQ Entailment

In this section, we discuss entailment of a conjunctive query q over a core-closed
KB K and computation of the certain answers ans(q, K). Let us recall that,
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for the entailment problem, we are interested in queries that do not contain
inequalities. By the construction of K’s canonical model can(K) presented in
the previous section, it is easy to see that the preliminary properties that hold
for DL-LiteF KBs [28] also hold for DL-LiteF core-closed KBs. In particular,
we have that (i) there exists an isomorphism from K’s canonical model to
every model of K and (ii) the answers to a CQ over K correspond to the
answers to the query over can(K). Based on these results , we solve entailment
of a CQ q over a core-closed KB K via query reformulation. The query is
reformulated based on the PI axioms in T ∪ S and then evaluated over db(A) ∪
lts(M). Classically, the algorithm PerfectRef takes in input a CQ q and returns
a collection of fresh CQs that reformulate q by internalizing positive inclusion
axioms and reducing atoms that can be unified [28]. We apply PerfectRef as is
and, hence, omit its description from the presentation. We report the CAns
procedure in Algorithm 2 and state its correctness by the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed KB, let q be
a conjunctive query, and ⃗t a tuple of constants in K. Then ⃗t ∈ ans(q, K) iff
⃗t ∈ CAns(q, K).
As a result of the tight correspondence between the standard and the coreclosed setting w.r.t. canonical model construction and query reformulation,
we have that ans(q, K) = CAns(q, K) and that, hence, answering conjunctive
queries in core-closed DL-LiteF KBs is FOL-reducible. In addition, due to
such correspondence, other properties of conjunctive query answering over
DL-LiteF hold as well, e.g., it is also the case that there is a K with no finite
interpretation that answers a CQ, just like usual DL-LiteF KBs [28].
Theorem 3. Query entailment in DL-LiteF core-closed KBs is AC0 in data
complexity and NP-complete in combined complexity.
Algorithm 2: The algorithm CAns
Inputs : CQ q, K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩
Output : ans(q,K)
1

def CAns (K,q):

3

if not Consistent(K) then
return AllTup(q,K)

4

return PerfectRef(q, T ∪ S)db(A)∪lts(M) ;

2

3.7

CQ Satisfiability

We now discuss satisfiability of a conjunctive query with inequalities q w.r.t
a core-closed KB K and computation of the sat answers sat-ans(q, K). Let q
be the conjunctive query q[⃗x] = ∃⃗y .conj(⃗x, ⃗y ) where ⃗x is the set of q’s answer
variables and ⃗y are the existentially-quantified variables. We call a CQ-assertion
a query q where the answer variables ⃗x have been replaced by an assignment ⃗c
and define the problem of CQ-assertion satisfiability as follows.
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Definition 5 (CQ-assertion Satisfiability). An asserted conjunctive query with
inequalities q[⃗c] = ∃⃗y .conj(⃗c, ⃗y ) is said to be satisfiable w.r.t. K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩
iff there exists an interpretation I model of K such that I satisfies q[⃗c].
To decide CQ-assertion satisfiability we require solving satisfiability of a
core-closed KB without the unique name assumption, which we discuss in the
following paragraph.

3.7.1

Core-Closed KB Satisfiability w/o UNA

Let us drop the unique name assumption on pairs of individuals that are not
covered by the core standard name assumption (cf. Section 3.4). Intuitively,
these include all pairs referring to individuals not in M’s active domain plus
all pairs where exclusively one element can be a boundary node from IB . The
ABox A can now contain inequality assertions aj ̸≈ ak where aj ∈ IK and
′
ak ∈ IK . Pairs of individuals not falling in this set definition, that is, pairs s.t.
aj ∈ IM or aj , ak ∈ IB , will still be assumed to be distinct by the core SNA.
For instance, a boundary node aj in IB could correspond to the same domain
′
object as an external node ak in IK . We refer to this assumption as A-noUNA.
Lemma 9. Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed KB with inequalities in A interpreted under A-noUNA. Then, one can construct in polynomial
′
time in IK and IB a core-closed KB K′ = ⟨T ′ , A′ , S, M⟩ s.t. A′ contains no
inequalities and K is satisfiable iff K′ is satisfiable.
Proof. We build T ′ and A′ by applying the following rules:
• if (func P) ∈ T ∪ S and {ga(P, ai , aj ), ga(P, ai , ak )} ⊆ A for aj =
̸ ak s.t. aj ∈ IK
K′
and ak ∈ I , then replace all occurrences of ak with aj in A.
• if (func P) ∈ T ∪ S and {ga(P, ai , aj ), ga(P, ai , ak )} ⊆ A for aj ̸= ak s.t. aj ∈ IM
or aj , ak ∈ IB , or if A contains a ̸≈ a for some a, then the KB is not satisfiable
and we add Af (af ) to A and Af ⊑ ⊥ to T for fresh concept Af and constant
af .
Lastly, we remove all inequalities and denote the sets as A′ and T ′ . For the
rest of this proof, see the full version.
Theorem 4. Under the A-noUNA assumption, satisfiability of DL-LiteF coreclosed KBs with inequalities is AC0 in data complexity and P-complete in
combined complexity.

3.7.2

Solving CQ-assertion Satisfiability

Consider a CQ-assertion ∃⃗y .conj(⃗c, ⃗y ). From now on, for simplicity, let us
denote it as conj, which is treated as the set of atoms that the query comprises.
⃗ The
The set conj can be grounded by replacing variables ⃗y with constants d.
⃗
assignment d may contain both constants from I and fresh constants. When
⃗ denoted conj(d),
⃗ all atoms become assertions. Assertions
conj is grounded in d,
′
′
C(c), r(c, c ), r(c, a), r(a, c), c ̸≈ c , c ̸≈ a, a ̸≈ c, and b ̸≈ b′ where C ∈ CS , r ∈ RS ,
c, c′ ∈ IM , b, b′ ∈ IB , and a ̸∈ IM are called M-assertions. All other assertions are
⃗ is therefore partitioned
called A-assertions. A grounded CQ-assertion conj(d)
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into the two sets conjA and conjM . The set conjM is the subset of conj
containing M-assertions. To distinguish the predicate assertions from the
̸≈
⋆
inequality assertions we refer to its subsets as conjM
and conjM
, respectively.
The set conjA is the subset of conj containing A-assertions. We add to this
′
set the inequality a ̸≈ a′ for every distinct a ∈ IK and a′ ∈ IK . We do this to
preserve these objects’ distinctness when invoking the satisfiability without
UNA, according to the following lemma.
Lemma 10. An asserted conjunctive query with inequalities q[⃗c] = ∃⃗y .conj(⃗c, ⃗y )
is satisfiable w.r.t. K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ iff there exists at least one assignment
⃗ does not include assertion x ̸≈ x
d⃗ for the variables in ⃗y such that conj(⃗c, d)
for every constant x and is grounded in the sets conjA and conjM such that
⋆
conjM
⊆ M and K′ = (T , A ⊎ conjA , S, M) is satisfiable without the UNA.
⃗ which induces the
We now show that finding (part of) the assignment d,
partition to conjM and conjA of Lemma 10, can be done in log-space in M.
We introduce terminology and notation that will be helpful to understand the
reasoning behind Algorithm 3. The algorithm manipulates a set of atoms. We
refer to this set as conj even though its composition changes between different
stages of the running of the algorithm. Each atom in conj is either an assertion,
whose arguments are all constants, or an unassigned atom, whose arguments
contain some variables. In high-level, conj contains five types of atoms that
play a different role in determining query satisfiability. These five types are:
A-assertions, M-assertions, A-atoms, M-atoms, and atoms. We have already
introduced the first two sets, conjA and conjM , and assumed that conjA
′
enforces the unique name assumption on IK and IK by explicitly including
additional inequalities. The remaining three types of atoms are defined as
follows. (1) Unassigned atoms that refer to concepts in CK and roles in RK are
called A-atoms as they will inevitably be replaced by A-assertions. We denote
this set as conjA? and highlight that it does not contain inequalities, but only
concept/role atoms. (2) Unassigned atoms of the form r(c, y), r(y, c), c ̸≈ y,
or y ̸≈ c where r ∈ RS and c ∈ IM , are called M-atoms as they will inevitably
be replaced by M-assertions. We denote this set as conjM? . Differently from
conjA? , conjM? may contain inequalities. Hence, we partition it into the
̸≈
⋆
subsets conjM?
and conjM?
. (3) The remaining elements in conj are simply
called atoms as they might be replaced either by constants from IM or IK ,
turning them into A-assertions or M-assertions, respectively. We denote this
subset of conj as conj? and partition it into conj?⋆ and conj?̸≈ .
Algorithm Description The algorithm searches for an assignment that
partitions conj into the sets conjM and conjA such that conjM is consistent
with (i.e., included in) M and conjA is satisfiable w.r.t. K when dropping
the UNA. Assignments are found by replacing variables with constants in Aatoms, M-atoms, and atoms, which become A-assertions or M-assertions; thus,
populating the sets conjA and conjM . The algorithm starts with a set conj that
̸≈
⋆
may contain all types of assertions (i.e., conj ⊆ conjM ∪ conjM?
∪ conjM?
∪
conj?⋆ ∪ conj?̸≈ ∪ conjA? ∪ conjA ). At each recursive invocation of Algorithm 3
with the currently handled set of atoms conj, we have that conj is certainly
unsatisfiable if: (i) it contains any inequality assertions referring to the same
pair of symbols or (2) it contains any concept/role M-assertions that are
not in M (lines 2-3). Hence, when the code execution continues to line 4, all
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Algorithm 3: Sat (K,conj)
Inputs : Consistent K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩, set conj
Output : true if conj is satisfiable w.r.t. K
1

def Sat (K,conj):

3

⋆
̸⊆ M) then
if (conj contains x ̸≈ x) or (conjM
return false;

4

conj ::= conj ∖ conjM ;

2

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

if conj == ∅ then
return true;
⋆
if there is at ← conjM?
with free variable y then
for a s.t. at[a/y] ∈ M do
if Sat(K, conj[a/y]) then
return true;

return false;
if there is at ← conj?⋆ with free variables ⃗y then
for ⃗a s.t. at[⃗a/⃗y ] ∈ M do
if Sat(K, conj[⃗a/⃗y ]) then
return true;
return Sat(K, conj[a⃗y /⃗y ]);
if there is at ← conjA? with free variable y then
for a ∈ IM do
if Sat(K, conj[a/y ]) then
return true;
return Sat(K, conj[ay /y ]);

23

if there is at ← conj?̸≈ then
return Sat(K, conj[a⃗y /⃗y ]);

24

̸≈
conj ::= conj ∖ conjM?
;

25

conjA ::= conjA ∪ {a ̸≈ b | a, b ∈ IB ∪ IK ∧ a ̸= b};

26

return sat̸≈
noUNA (T , A ∪ conjA , S, M)

22

′
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⋆
the M-assertions conjM
do not affect satisfiability and all the M-inequalities
̸≈
conjM are simply true by the underlying core SNA. These assertions can then
be disregarded (line 4). If, after removing these, conj is empty, then it is surely
satisfiable (lines 5-6). Otherwise, conj may still contain M-atoms, A-atoms,
̸≈
⋆
atoms, and A-assertions (i.e., conj ⊆ conjM?
∪ conjM?
∪ conj?⋆ ∪ conj?̸≈ ∪
conjA? ∪ conjA ). We prioritize the replacement of atoms that must be mapped
to assertions in M, and try all of these during replacement of both M-atoms
⋆
and atoms (lines 8-10 and 13-15). For concept/role M-atoms in conjM?
we
⋆
try all replacements from M. If we find an atom from conjM? that cannot be
instantiated with an assertion in M leading to satisfiability of the replaced
query, then conj is surely unsatisfiable (line 11). Otherwise, it is satisfiable (line
10). Similarly, for concept/role atoms in conj?⋆ , we first try all the replacements
in M (lines 13-15); if none of these replacements makes conj satisfiable, then
we try by replacing variables with fresh constants (line 16), turning the generic
atom into an A-assertion. For concept/role A-atoms in conjA? , we first try
all the replacements in IM (lines 18-20); if none of these replacements makes
conj satisfiable, then we try by replacing variables with fresh constants (line
21) Notice that in both cases the A-atom becomes an A-assertion. When
the algorithm progresses to line 22, conj may still contain inequality atoms,
̸≈
inequality M-atoms, and A-assertions (i.e., conj ⊆ conj?̸≈ ∪ conjM?
∪ conjA ).
We assign the inequality atoms by replacing variables with fresh constants
̸≈
(lines 22-23) and disregard the inequalities in the set conjM?
, as they must
be true by the core SNA (line 24). If a recursive call reaches line 25, then
only A-assertions are left in conj (i.e., conj = conjA ). In line 25, we enforce
′
the uniqueness of the pre-existing nodes in IB and IK and, finally, invoke the
̸≈
satnoUNA algorithm (line 26).

Correctness
Theorem 5. Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed KB, q a conjunctive query, and ⃗c a tuple of constants in K. Then, q[⃗c] is satisfiable w.r.t
to K if and only if Sat(K, q[⃗c]) returns true.
Corollary 3. Query satisfiability in DL-LiteF core-closed KBs is decided in
LogSpace in data complexity and is P-complete in combined complexity.
We leave open the question of whether query satisfiability is in AC0 in data
complexity. In Algorithm 4, we report the procedure that given a query q
computes the set sat-ans(q, K) w.r.t. a core-closed KB K. We now state the
correctness of the algorithm.
Theorem 6. Let K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed KB, q a CQ with
inequalities over K, and ⃗t a tuple of constants in K. Then, ⃗t ∈ sat-ans(q, K)
iff ⃗t ∈ SAns(q, K).

3.8

Must/May Queries

As introduced in Section 3.2, we are interested in Boolean combinations of
Must/May queries. Such a Boolean combination is a query ψ that combines
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Algorithm 4: The algorithm SAns
Inputs : CQ q, K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩
Output : sat-ans(q,K)
1

def SAns (K,q):

3

if not Consistent(K) then
return ∅

4

return { ⃗c | ⃗c ∈ AllTup(q, K) ∧ Sat(K, q[⃗c]) = tt };

2

nested UCQs in the scope of a Must or a May operator as follows:
ψ ::= ¬ψ | ψ1 ∧ ψ2 | ψ1 ∨ ψ2 | Must φ | May φ̸≈
where φ,φ̸≈ are unions of conjunctive queries potentially containing inequalities.
Note that we do not allow nesting of Must/May atoms within ψ as we believe
it would not increase its expressive power. Intuitively, the reasoning needed for
answering the nested queries can be decoupled from the reasoning needed to
answer the higher-level Boolean combination. In particular, the set of answers
to the query ψ over a core-closed KB K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ with individual names
I, denoted as ANS(ψ, K), is computed asW
follows. Each nested query Must q[⃗x]
with
q
the
union
of
conjunctive
queries
i qi is resolved by computing the set
S
S
ans(q
CAns(q,
,
K)
as
K).
Each
nested
i
i
i
W query May q[⃗x] with q the union
of
conjunctive
queries
with
inequalities
i qi is resolved by computing the set
S
S
sat−ans(q
,
K)
as
SAns(q,
K).
Connectives
¬, ∧, ∨ are resolved by set
i
i
i
complementation w.r.t. I, intersection, and union, respectively.
Theorem 7. Answering whether a given tuple ⃗t satisfies a Must/May query
over a core-closed DL-LiteF KBs can be decided in LogSpace in data complexity and is NP-complete in combined complexity.

3.9

Related Work

Many authors have advocated for combining open- and closed-world reasoning in
description logics, and proposed a variety of ways to achieve it, e.g., [81–84]. One
of the most prominent approaches is to extend DLs with closed predicates [83],
that is, with a set of concepts and roles that are viewed as complete and their
extensions fixed in all models. Our combination of open- and closed-world
reasoning was tailored specifically for this application domain, and it is not
obvious whether it can be easily expressed using the usual closed predicates,
due to the presence of predicates that are closed over part of the domain but
open on the rest.
One of the major challenges of extending DLs with closed predicates is to
keep the complexity in check. Closed predicates can be simulated in expressive DLs with nominals (like ALCO and its extensions), but for such logics
satisfiability is at least ExpTime-hard [19] and conjunctive query entailment
2ExpTime-hard [85]. Moreover, such an encoding is not useful for obtaining
improved bounds for the data complexity. Unfortunately, query answering
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with closed predicates is also intractable in data complexity, and the coNP
lower bound applies already to very restricted classes of conjunctive queries
(CQs) and very weak DLs like DL-Litecore or EL [86]. [87] showed that for most
lightweight DLs conjunctive query answering is FOL rewritable only under
some safety restrictions that make the presence of closed predicates irrelevant.
Our core-closed KBs resemble their safe KBs and are FOL rewritable, but the
partial closed-world assumption plays an important role, particularly in the
query satisfiability problem that arises from the May queries.
Semantic approaches to security are being studied [88] and will soon lead
to publicly available, community-maintained, threat modeling ontologies. As
an example, we refer the reader to the “Ontology-driven Threat Modeling”
incubator project by OWASP (https://github.com/OWASP/OdTM) and reflect
on how this will impact the adoption of DL-based semantic reasoning techniques
in threat modeling and security. We believe that our Must/May queries could
be used within a first-order logic of knowledge/belief [89], as done in [90], but
this was not in the scope of the application presented in this paper.

3.10

Conclusion and Future Work

We introduce a variant of DL-LiteF that combines closed- and open-world
reasoning within the same predicates. Our variant is tailored for the modeling
of cloud infrastructure and allows to reason about security issues that might
arise in such applications. We avoid the complexity price usually involved
in reasoning with closed predicates and show that we keep the convenient
complexity of DL-LiteF for KB satisfiability and conjunctive query answering,
and that conjunctive query satisfiability is also tractable. We combine query
answering and satisfiability in a logic that includes must and may queries over
KBs, as required for testing security issues.
As future work, we are interested in including more complex knowledge in
the TBox while still keeping (data) complexity tractable. For example, complex
role inclusions would be required to reason about dataflow, which is a central
aspect of security. Also, to be able to reason about permissions, we would have
to consider non-monotone extensions. Practically, we are interested in logical
languages that would allow security engineers to pose security queries in an
intuitive and easy-to-use way.
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Appendix
Proofs of Section 3.5

Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. By construction, bchase i (K,M) is built by adding fresh assertions to
the set Yi−1 according to the rules in Definition 2. It is easy to see from the
cases c1-c8 that none of these fresh assertions is an M-assertion.
Proof of Lemma 3
Proof. Since we have already shown that can(K) is a model of M, we need to
show three things: (1) can(K) satisfies all assertions in A, (2) can(K) satisfies
all positive axioms in P IT , and (3) can(K) satisfies all positive axioms in
P IS . (1) follows from the fact that can(K) contains A. To prove (2) and
(3), we need to proceed by contradiction considering all cases for axioms in
P IT and P IS and the fact that M is assumed to be consistent w.r.t. S. The
proof is similar to that of Lemma 7 in [28]. In particular, let us note that the
rules c1-c8, that are used in the construction of the bchase, cover all cases
of positive axioms in T ∪ S. For each of these cases, the rule is triggered
when an assertion that should be logically implied by another, according to the
implication established by the corresponding rule’s axiom, is missing. Hence,
for every axiom α = B1 ⊑ B2 , it is possible to prove by contradiction that
if an object a such that B1 (a) ∈ can(K) ∧ B2 (a) ∈
/ can(K) exists, then the
corresponding rule would have been triggered, and the assertion B2 (a) added
to can(K), leading to a contradiction. While the above statement is valid for
all the nodes in IK , it applies to nodes in IM only for rules c1-c4. For rules
c5-c8, that do not apply to objects aM ∈ IM , we need to recall that M is
assumed to be consistent with respect to S.
Proof of Lemma 4
Proof.
⇒ We show that db(A)∪lts(M) |= (FT , A, FS , M) if can(K) |= (FT , A, FS , M).
Since can(K) is built from the union of lts(M), which is the model of M, and
of the bchase(K, M), which contains A, it follows that if a functionality axiom
is satisfied by can(K) then it must be satisfied by the union db(A) ∪ lts(M) of
its components’s minimal interpretations.
⇐ We show that if db(A)∪lts(M) |= (FT , A, FS , M) then can(K) |= (FT , A, FS , M)
. We proceed by induction on the construction of the canonical model, when
seen by progressing through the construction of the chase.
Base Step. We have that can0 (K) = (∆can(K) , ·can0 (K) ) where ·can0 (K) =
·lts(M) ∪ ·db(A) and since by assumption ·lts(M) ∪ ·db(A) |= (FT , A, FS , M) then
can0 (K) |= (FT , A, FS , M).
Inductive Step. Let us assume by contradiction that there exists an i such that
cani (K) is a model of (FT , A, FS , M) but cani+1 (K) is not. According to this
assumption, there is an axiom α that when applied to an assertion f ∈ cani (K),
following one of the rules c1-c8, violates a functionality assertion. The only
rules that add fresh role assertions, and that can therefore violate functionality,
are the rules c3, c4, c7, and c8. Let us consider the cases c3 and c4. In
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both cases, we have cani+1 (K) = cani (K) ∪ {ga(PK , a, anew )} where anew is
a new constant symbol introduce according to the total order in the set I+ .
Since cani+1 (K) is not a model of (FT , A, FS , M), there must exist at least a
functionality axioms α that is not satisfied by cani+1 (K). However, all three
following cases lead to a contradiction:
can

(K)

can

(K)

- If α = Func(PK ), there must exists pairs (x, y) and (x, z) of objects in PK i+1
s.t. y ̸= z. However, since rule c3 or c4 was applied, then no other PK -assertion
departing from a was contained in cani (K) and only ga(PK , a, anew ) is added
to cani+1 (K). Therefore, the functionality axiom must have been not satisfied
in cani (K), which is a contradiction.
i+1
- If α = Func(P−
K ), there must exists pairs (y, x) and (z, x) of objects in PK
s.t. y ̸= z. Since anew is fresh in cani+1 (K), there could not have been another
pair (a′ , anew ) with a =
̸ a′ contained in cani (K) and therefore this pair is also
not in cani+1 (K). Therefore, the functionality axiom must have been not
satisfied in cani (K), which is a contradiction.

- If α = Func(P′ ) with P′ =
̸ PK , we would conclude that the axiom is already
not satisfied in cani (K), but this would lead to a contradiction.
Let us now consider the rules c7 and c8. In both cases, we have that
cani+1 (K) = cani (K) ∪ {ga(PS , aK , anew )}. Similarly to the above, all three
following cases lead to a contradiction:
- If α = Func(PS ), then there must exists pairs (x, y) and (x, z) of objects in
can
(K)
PS i+1
s.t. y ̸= z. However, since rule c7 or c8 was applied, then no other
PS -assertion departing from aK was contained in cani (K) (neither in X nor in
Y). Therefore, the functionality axiom must have been not satisfied in cani (K),
which is a contradiction.
can

(K)

i+1
- If α = Func(P−
S ), there must exists pairs (y, x) and (z, x) of objects in PS
′
s.t. y ̸= z. Since anew is fresh in cani+1 (K), no other pair (a , anew ) with
a′ ̸= aK could have been contained in cani (K) and, therefore, is also not
contained in cani+1 (K). Therefore, the functionality axiom must have been
not satisfied in cani (K), which is a contradiction.

- If α = Func(P′ ) with P′ ̸= PS , we would conclude that the axiom is already
not satisfied in cani (K), but this would lead to a contradiction.

Proof of Lemma 5
Proof. The proof follows as, by construction, all assertions in cln(T ∪ S) are
logically implied by T ∪ S.
Proof of Lemma 6
Proof.
⇒ We show that if can(K) is a model of K, then db(A) ∪ lts(M) is a
model of cln(T ∪ S), A, and M. Since can(K) models K and, by Lemma 5, all
assertions in cln(T ∪ S) are logically implied by K, then can(K) also models
cln(T ∪ S). Let us recall that, for every atomic concept A ∈ C we have that
Adb(A) ∪ Alts(M) = Acan0 (K) ⊆ Acan(K) , and for every atomic role R ∈ R we
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have that Rdb(A) ∪ Rlts(M) = Rcan0 (K) ⊆ Rcan(K) . Since can(K) is a model of
cln(T ∪ S); since the restriction can(K) to can0 (K) only affects extensions
in the bchse and does not affect extensions in lts(M); and since the nature
of functionality and negative inclusion axioms is such that they cannot be
contradicted by restricting the bchase extension of atomic concepts and roles,
then we can conclude that db(A) ∪ lts(M) is a model of cln(T ∪ S).
⇐ We show that if db(A) ∪ lts(M) is a model of cln(T ∪ S), A, and M, then
can(K) is a model of K. To do so, we need to prove that can(K) is a model
of the functionality and negative inclusion axioms in K (since, by Lemma 3,
can(K) is always a model of the positive inclusion axioms in K, we do not
need to include those in the proof). We prove the latter statement by showing
that can(K) is a model of cln(T ∪ S), A, and M. That is, we prove that if
db(A) ∪ lts(M) is a model of cln(T ∪ S), A, and M, then can(K) is a model
of it too. We do so by induction on the construction of the bchase(K).
Base Step. By construction, we have can0 (K) = (∆can(K) , ·can0 (K)) where
·can0 (K) = (·lts(M) ∪ ·db(A) ). Therefore, Acan0 (K) = Alts(M) ∪ Adb(A) , for every
atomic concept A; and Rcan0 (K) = Rlts(M) ∪ Rdb(A) , for every atomic role R.
Given that by assumption db(A) ∪ lts(M) is a model of cln(T ∪ S), A, and
M, it follows that can0 (K) is also a model for cln(T ∪ S), A, and M.
Inductive Step. Let us assume by contradiction that cani (K) is a model of
cln(T ∪ S), A, and M, and cani+1 (K) is not. Let us recall that cani+1 (K) is
obtained from its predecessor by applying one of the bchase rules c1-c8. In
the following, we use the symbol B to refer to a complex DL-LiteF concept,
that is, a concept B = A or B = ∃P. A rule is executed because a PI axiom
B1 ⊑ B2 = A1 ⊑ B2 (resp. = ∃P ⊑ B2 ) is applicable to an assertion A1 (a)
(resp. ga(P, a, b)) in cani (K). As a result of the rule’s application, we have
that cani+1 (K) = cani (K) ∪{A2 (a)} if B2 = A2 or cani+1 (K) = cani (K)
∪{ga(P′ , a, b)} if B2 = ∃P′ . Since cani (K) is a model of cln(T ∪ S) and
cani+1 (K) is not, there must exists a negative inclusion axiom α ∈ cln(T ∪ S)
s.t. cani (K) models α and cani+1 (K) does not model α. The axiom α must be
of the form B2 ⊑ ¬B3 or B3 ⊑ ¬B2 , while cani+1 (K) must contain an assertion
A3 (a) if B3 = A3 , or ga(P′′ , a, b) if B3 = ∃P′′ . If such axiom exists in cln(T ∪ S),
then the set cln(T ∪ S) must also contain the result of its combination with
B1 ⊑ B2 (the PI that triggers the application of rule); that is, the axiom B1 ⊑ ¬B3
must also be in cln(T ∪ S). If B2 ̸= B3 , then the axiom B1 ⊑ ¬B3 would not be
satisfied in cani (K), which leads to a contradiction. If B2 = B3 , then B2 ⊑ ¬B2
would not be satisfied in cani (K), which also leads to a contradiction.

Proof of Corollary 1
Proof. We first consider the case in which α is a NI axiom. Let us assume by
contradiction that T ∪ S |= α and cln(T ∪ S) ̸|= α. We now show that from
the fact that cln(T ∪ S) ̸|= α one can construct a model of T ∪ S that does
not satisfy α, thus obtaining a contradiction.
Let us assume that α = A1 ⊑ ¬A2 , and consider the DL-LiteF KB K =
⟨T , A, S, M⟩ where M = ∅ and A = {A1 (a), A2 (a)}. We show that can(K) is
the model that we are looking for, that is, the model such that can(K) |= T ∪ S
and can(K) ̸|= α. The fact that can(K) ̸|= α is clear from the content of A.
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We proceed to prove that can(K) |= T ∪ S. The only NIs that can be violated
by db(A) ∪ lts(M) are A1 ⊑ ¬A2 , its contrapositive form A2 ⊑ ¬A1 , A1 ⊑ ¬A1 ,
and A2 ⊑ ¬A2 . Since M is empty, we concentrate on db(A). By assumption,
we know that cln(T ∪ S) ̸|= A1 ⊑ ¬A2 and, therefore, cln(T ∪ S) ̸|= A2 ⊑ ¬A1 .
It follows that it cannot model neither the two remaining axioms A1 ⊑ ¬A1 ,
and A2 ⊑ ¬A2 . Hence, we can conclude that db(A) |= cln(T ∪ S) and therefore
db(A) |= cln(T ∪ S) ∪ A ∪ M. From Lemma 6 it follows that can(K) is a model
of K. The same claim can be proven for the cases where α has a different form.
We now consider the case in which α is a functionality axiom. In a similar
way, we assume by contradiction that T ∪ S |= α and cln(T ∪ S) ̸|= α. We show
that from cln(T ∪ S) ̸|= α one can construct a model of T ∪ S that does not
satisfy α, obtaining a contradiction. The proof is similar to the one conducted
for the case of NI, by using the ABox A = {ga(P, a, b), ga(P, a, c)}.
Proof of Lemma 7
Proof.
⇒ Follows from the definition of satisfiability for K KB BSs. If can(K) is
a model of K, then K is obviously satisfiable.
⇐ We prove this direction by contraposition. We show that if can(K) is not a model
of K, then K is not satisfiable. By Lemma 6, it follows that db(A) ∪ lts(M) ̸|=
(cln(T ∪ S), A, M), and therefore db(A) ∪ lts(M) ̸|= cln(T ∪ S). This means
that there exists a negative inclusion axiom α such that db(A) ∪ lts(M) ̸|= α
and cln(T ∪ S) |= α. By Lemma 5, we have that T ∪ S |= α. Let us assume
that α is of the form A1 ⊑ ¬A2 . Then, there exists a ∈ ∆db(A)∪lts(M) such that
db(A)∪lts(M)
db(A)∪lts(M)
a ∈ A1
and a ∈ A2
. Let us now assume by contradiction
that K is satisfiable and therefore there exists an interpretation J = (∆J , ·J )
that is a model of K. We construct an isomorphism ψ from ∆db(A)∪lts(M)
to ∆J such that ψ(a) = aJ for each constant occurring in A ∪ M. Since J
is a model of A ∪ M it satisfies all their membership assertions, including
J
ψ(a) ∈ AJ
1 and ψ(a) ∈ A2 . However, this makes the NI A1 ⊑ ¬A2 be violated
also in J , contradicting the fact that J is a model of K.

Proof of Corollary 2
Proof. Directly follows from Lemma 8.

B.2

Proofs of Section 3.6

Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. Follows from the correctness of the corresponding procedure Answer in
the standard setting, cf. [28], when considered over a single CQ. In particular,
let us stress that core-closed KBs do not introduce any significant difference
with respect to the rewrite procedure and, in general, with respect to CQ
entailment.
Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. Follows from the complexity of the standard setting [28]
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Proofs of Section 3.7.1

Proof of Lemma 9
Proof. We now prove that K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ is satisfiable under A − noUNA if
and only if K′ = ⟨T ′ , A′ , S, M⟩ is satisfiable with the UNA.
⇐ If K′ is satisfiable with the UNA, then all the KBs, including K, that are
obtained from it by following a procedure that is the inverse of the one presented
above, are satisfiable under the A − noUNA.
⇒ If K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ is satisfiable under the A − noUNA, then there exists at
′
′
least one model I = (adom(M) ⊎ IK ⊎ I+ , ·I ), where IK = IK ∖ IB , and a
′
B
K′
+
B
non-injective function f : IB ∪ IK ⊎ I+ → ∆I ⊎ ∆I ⊎I s.t. f : IB → ∆I ,
′
that associates each constant from the set of open individual names IK ⊎ I+
B
K′
+
with an element from ∆I ⊎ ∆I ⊎I , and each constant name IB with a
B
boundary domain node ∆I . This function can, thus, map open individuals
onto boundary nodes. Since I is a model of K, it satisfies all functional
axioms in T ∪ S. In particular, we have that for all functionality axioms
α = (Func P) ∈ T ∪ S, and for all a, ak , aj s.t. aj ∈ (I ∖ adom(M)) and
ak ∈ (I ∖ IM ), if I |= ga(P, a, ak ) ∧ ga(P, a, aj ) then f (ak ) = f (aj ). Given that
I |= ga(P, a, ak )∧ga(P, a, aj ) if and only if {ga(P, a, ak ), ga(P, a, aj )} ⊆ A, then
we have that f (ak ) = f (aj ), for all ak , aj s.t. aj ∈ (I ∖ adom(M)) and ak ∈
(I ∖ IM ), s.t ∃(Func P) ∈ T ∪ S and a such that {ga(P, a, ak ), ga(P, a, aj )} ⊆ A.
Let f be the minimal such function, and let f ′ be obtained from it by replacing
each occurrence of ak with aj . Clearly, f ′ is injective, i.e., there is no pair x, x′
of distinct objects such that f ′ (x) = f ′ (x′ ). Now, let K′ be computed from
K according to the procedure presented above. We have that K′ is satisfiable
under A − noUNA and with function f ′ . But since f ′ is a an injective function,
then K′ is satisfiable also under the UNA.

Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. The upper bound in combined complexity follows from Corollary 2 and
from the fact that the construction of K′ is done in polynomial time in IB and
′
IK . The lower bound in combined complexity follows from results in [27]. The
data complexity follows from Corollary 2.
Proof of Lemma 10
Proof. Consider a CQ-assertion q[⃗c] = ∃⃗y .conj(⃗c, ⃗y ).
⇒ If q[⃗c] is satisfiable w.r.t. K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ then there is an interpretation
I = ⟨∆I , funI ⟩ such that I satisfies q[⃗c]. Let ⃗e be the assignment to ⃗y such that
conj(⃗c, ⃗e) is satisfied. We partition ⃗e to elements in IM or IK , and elements
not in these sets. Consider the assignment d⃗ obtained from ⃗e by replacing every
element not in IM ∪ IK by a fresh constant. Let conjM and conjA be the sets
⃗ By I |=CWA M, we conclude
arising from the grounding of conj as conj(d).
⋆
′
that conjM ⊆ M. The interpretation I that enhances I by assigning the
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fresh constants appearing in d⃗ to the elements to which they are assigned by ⃗e
shows that that K′ = (T , A ⊎ conjA , S, M) is satisfiable without the UNA.
⇐ Consider the assignment d⃗ that grounds conj to conjM and conjA and the
interpretation I satisfying K′ . By definition, I |=CWA M and I models T , S,
and A ∪ conjA . We convert the assignment d⃗ to an assignment ⃗e that ranges
over IM , IK and the constants that are identified by I with the fresh constants
⃗ Using the assignment ⃗e and I we see that q[⃗c] is satisfiable
appearing in d.
w.r.t. K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩.

Proof of Theorem 5
Proof.
⇒ Suppose that q[⃗c] is satisfiable w.r.t. K and assume by way of contradiction that the algorithm returns false.
We use the formulation of Lemma 10. Consider the assignment d⃗ guaranteed
by the Lemma. We use d⃗ to guide the selection of the algorithm and show a
contradiction.
In the case that d⃗ is the empty assignment there are no free variables in conj.
The algorithm cannot return false in line 3 as the query itself is satisfiable by
assumption. If the algorithm returns true in line 6, we are done. Otherwise,
the algorithm proceeds to lines 24-26. There, we enforce the uniqueness of
′
the pre-existing nodes IB and IK and call the satisfiability without unique
name assumption. By assumption q[⃗c] is satisfiable, which implies that the
KB is satisfiable. It follows that the same interpretation can be used for the
satisfiability without the unique name assumption in line 26.
Consider an M-atom at appearing in conj with a free variable y. The assignment d⃗ into at is later found in M. It follows that for the free variable y in
at there is an a such that at[a/y] ∈ M as required on line 8. It follows that
returning false at line 11 is not possible.
Consider an atom at that refers to either a role r ∈ RS or a concept C ∈ CS
and assigned by d⃗ with at least one value in IM . It follows for the free variables
⃗y in at there is an assigment ⃗a such that at[⃗a/⃗y ] ∈ M. This matches the
condition in line 13.
Consider another atom at that refers to either a role r ∈ RS or a concept
C ∈ CS and is assigned by d⃗ with constants not in IM . As we assume that the
algorithm returns false, trying to match this atom by assigning it constants that
match atoms in M (line 13) does not succeed. Thus, the algorithm attempts
to replace the variables in at by fresh constants (line 16). Notice that in the
case that d⃗ assignes both variables in the same atom by one constant (not in
IM ), this is not an issue as the satisfiability without unique name assumption
(line 26) can unify the two fresh constants.
Consider an atom at that refers to either a role r ∈ RK or a concept C ∈ CK
with a variable y that is assigned by d⃗ a constant in IM . It follows that the
loop in lines 18-20 tries to assign y with this value in IM . As we assume that
the algorithm returns false, if the algorithm tries to assign to this variable
other values in IM this will fail. Notice that if the same variable appears in
an atom that refers to predicates RS or CS then it would already have been
replaced by lines 12-15 with a matching atom in M.
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Consider an atom at that refers to either a role r ∈ RK or a concept C ∈ CK
with a variable y that is assigned by d⃗ a constant not in IM . As we assume
that the algorithm returns false, if the algorithm tries to assign to this variable
values in IM in lines 17-20 this will fail. It follows that the variable y is replaced
by a fresh constant (line 21).
When the algorithm reaches line 22 all the pure atoms have already been
made to assertions by previous stages of the algorithm. The only atoms that
may remain unassigned in conj are inequalities where either one or both of
the variables are unassigned. A variable y appearing in such an inequality is
assigned in d⃗ to either a value not in IM or to a value in IM . In either case,
the algorithm assigns to such variables fresh constants. Consider a variable
y appearing in inequalities that is assigned in d⃗ to a value not in IM . The
fresh constant replaced into this variable can be united by the satisfiability
algorithm without unique name assumption to have the same interpretation as
⃗ Consider a variable y appearing in inequalities
the value assigned to y by d.
⃗
that is assigned in d to a value in IM . Notice that the variable y appears only
in inequalities as all variables in all pure atoms have been already replaced. Let
Y be the set of fresh constants that are assigned by the algorithm to variables y
that are assigned by d⃗ a value in IM . The interpretation of such fresh constants
by the satisfiability without the unique name assumption cannot be equal to
IM . However, an interpretation that keeps these fresh constants different from
all other constants will satisfy the same inequalities.
Finally, the satisfiability without the unique name assumption is called in line
26. Consider the fresh constants appearing in conjA in line 26. Those of the
fresh constants were replaced into variables that are matched by d⃗ to values
′
in IK ∪ IB . It follows that the algorithm is free to unify them with the value
⃗ Those of the fresh constants that are in the set Y of
assigned to them by d.
variables appearing only in inequalities that are assigned in d⃗ to values in IM
are left as unique fresh individuals.
We see that the resulting assignment is satisfiable by the same model that
satisfies d⃗ as, indeed, the fresh constants in Y are compared under d⃗ to IM
elements, which are different from all other elements. This is possible also
for the fresh elements. It follows that the algorithm returns true leading to a
contradiction.
⃗ y be the sequence of replacements
⇐ Suppose that Sat(K, q[⃗c]) returns true. Let d/⃗
⃗ y ]. That is, conj is the result
done by the algorithm. Denote conj = q[⃗c, d/⃗
⃗ Clearly, we have
of replacing the variables in ⃗y by the found constants d.
⃗ y ] is the union of conj ⋆ , conj ̸≈ , and conjA . That is, conj ⋆ , conj ̸≈ ,
conj[d/⃗
M
A?
M
A?
̸≈
⋆
conjM?
, and conjM?
are all empty.
By the check in line 2, we have that x ̸≈ x is not included in conj. Furthermore,
⋆
conjM
⊆ M.
The final check (line 19) is to call sat̸≈
noUNA (T , A ∪ conjA , S, M). This corresponds to the requirement in Lemma 10.

Proof of Corollary 3
Lemma 11. Sat(K, q[⃗c]) is computed in LogSpace in M.
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Proof. The algorithm can be reorganized by allocating ⌈log(|M| + 1)⌉ bits per
⋆
(a) atoms in conjM?
, (b) atoms in conj?⋆ , and (c) variables in conjA? . Storing
these bits requires at most logarithmic space in |M|.
The algorithm then enumerates for every atom (or variable) all the possible
assertions in M (values in IM ) and tries the assignment that replaces the atom
with the assertion (value).
This exhausts all the options to match assertions from M in lines 7-10 and
12-15 and values from IM in lines 17-20. Whenever all the options have been
tried the variable can be replaced with a fresh constant.
For every such replacement, the algorithm has to solve an instance sat of
satisfiability without the unique name assumption. By Lemma 9 sat is then
converted to a “normal” satisfiability with the same M and S that is polynomial
′
at most in IK and IB . The latter satisfiability is first-order reducible. Thus,
the entire algorithm requires logarithmic space in M.
Proof. The proof for the LogSpace data complexity follows from the above
proof for Lemma 11. The combined complexity follows from the complexity of
satisfiability over DL-LiteF core-closed KBs under the A-noUNA assumption.

Proof of Theorem 6
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.

B.4

Proofs of Section 3.8

Proof of Theorem 7
Proof. This follows from the respective complexity of query entailment and
query satisfiability.
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Abstract
We present new results on the application of semantic- and knowledge-based
reasoning techniques to the analysis of cloud deployments. In particular, to the
security of Infrastructure as Code configuration files, encoded as description
logic knowledge bases. We introduce an action language to model mutating
actions; that is, actions that change the structural configuration of a given
deployment by adding, modifying, or deleting resources. We mainly focus on
two problems: the problem of determining whether the execution of an action,
no matter the parameters passed to it, will not cause the violation of some
security requirement (static verification), and the problem of finding sequences
of actions that would lead the deployment to a state where (un)desirable
properties are (not) satisfied (plan existence and plan synthesis). For all these
problems, we provide definitions, complexity results, and decision procedures.
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Introduction

The use of automated reasoning techniques to analyze properties of cloud
infrastructure is gaining increasing attention [5, 62, 63, 91, 92]. Despite that,
more effort needs to be put into the modeling and verification of generic security
requirements over cloud infrastructure pre-deployment. The availability of
formal techniques, providing strong security guarantees, would assist complex
system-level analyses such as threat modeling and data flow, which now require
considerable time, manual intervention, and expert domain knowledge.
We continue our research on the application of semantic-based and knowledgebased reasoning techniques to cloud deployment Infrastructure as Code configuration files. In [77], we reported on our experience using expressive description
logics to model and reason about Amazon Web Services’ proprietary Infrastructure as Code framework (AWS CloudFormation). We used the rich constructs
of these logics to encode domain knowledge, simulate closed-world reasoning,
and express mitigations and exposures to security threats. Due to the high
complexity of basic tasks [19, 78], we found reasoning in such a framework
to be not efficient at cloud scale. In [93], we introduced core-closed knowledge bases—a lightweight description logic combining closed- and open-world
reasoning, that is tailored to model cloud infrastructure and efficiently query
its security properties. Core-closed knowledge bases enable partially-closed
predicates whose interpretation is closed over a core part of the knowledge
base but open elsewhere. To encode potential exposure to security threats, we
studied the query satisfiability problem and (together with the usual query
entailment problem) applied it to a new class of conjunctive queries that we
called Must/May queries. We were able to answer such queries over coreclosed knowledge bases in LogSpace in data complexity and NP in combined
complexity, improving on the required NExptime complexity for satisfiability
over ALCOIQ (used in [77]).
Here, we enhance the quality of the analyses done over pre-deployment
artifacts, giving users and practitioners additional precise insights on the
impact of potential changes, fixes, and general improvements to their cloud
projects. To do so, we enrich core-closed knowledge bases with the notion
of core-completeness, which is needed to ensure that updates are consistent.
We define the syntax and semantics of an action language that is expressive
enough to encode mutating API calls, i.e., operations that change a cloud
deployment configuration by creating, modifying, or deleting existing resources.
As part of our effort to improve the quality of automated analysis, we also
provide relevant reasoning tools to identify and predict the consequences of
these changes. To this end, we consider procedures that determine whether
the execution of a mutating operation always preserves given properties (static
verification); determine whether there exists a sequence of operations that
would lead a deployment to a configuration meeting certain requirements (plan
existence); and find such sequences of operations (plan synthesis).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we provide background
on core-closed knowledge bases, conjunctive queries, and Must/May queries.
In Section 4.3 we motivate and introduce the notion of core-completeness.
In Section 4.4 we define the action language. In Section 4.5 we describe the
static verification problem and characterize its complexity. In Section 4.6 we
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address the planning problem and concentrate on the synthesis of minimal
plans satisfying a given requirement expressed using Must/May queries. We
discuss related works in Section 4.7 and conclude in Section 4.8.

4.2

Background

Description logics (DLs) are a family of logics for encoding knowledge in terms of
concepts, roles, and individuals; analogous to first-order logic unary predicates,
binary predicates, and constants, respectively. Standard DL knowledge bases
(KBs) have a set of axioms, called TBox, and a set of assertions, called ABox.
The TBox contains axioms that relate to concepts and roles. The ABox contains
assertions that relate individuals to concepts and pairs of individuals to roles.
KBs are usually interpreted under the open-world assumption, meaning that
the asserted facts are not assumed to be complete.
Core-closed Knowledge Bases In [93], we introduced core-closed knowledge bases (ccKBs) as a suitable description logic formalism to encode cloud
deployments. The main characteristic of ccKBs is to allow for a combination of
open- and closed-world reasoning that ensures tractability. A DL-LiteF ccKB
is the tuple K = ⟨T , A, S, M⟩ built from the standard knowledge base ⟨T , A⟩
and the core system ⟨S, M⟩. The former encodes incomplete terminological
and assertional knowledge. The latter is, in turn, composed of two parts: S,
containing axioms that encode the core structural specifications, and M, containing positive concept and role assertions that encode the core configuration.
Syntactically, M is similar to an ABox but, semantically, is assumed to be
complete with respect to the specifications in S. The ccKB K is defined over the
alphabets C (of concepts), R (of roles), and I (of individuals), all partitioned
into an open subset and a partially-closed subset. That is, the set of concepts is
partitioned into the open concepts CK and the closed (specification) concepts
CS ; the set of roles is partitioned into open roles RK and closed (specification)
roles RS ; and the set of individuals is partitioned into open individuals IK and
closed (model) individuals IM . We call CS and RS core-closed predicates, or
partially-closed predicates, as their extension is closed over the core domain
IM and open otherwise. In contrast, we call CK and RK open predicates. The
syntax of concept and role expressions in DL-LiteF [27, 28] is as follows:
B ::= ⊥ | A | ∃p
where A denotes a concept name and p is either a role name r or its inverse r− .
The syntax of axioms provides for the three following axioms:
B1 ⊑ B2 ,

B1 ⊑ ¬B2 ,

(funct p),

respectively called: positive inclusion axioms, negative inclusion axioms, and
functionality axioms. From now on, we denote symbols from the alphabet
XX with the subscript X , and symbols from the generic alphabet X with no
subscript. In core-closed knowledge bases, axioms and assertions fall into the
scope of a different set depending on the predicates and individuals that they
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refer to, according to the set definitions below.
M ⊆ { AS (aM ), RS (aM , a), RS (a, aM ) }
A ⊆ { AK (aK ), RK (aK , bK ), AS (aK ), RS (aK , bK ) }
S ⊆ { B1S ⊑ B2S , B1S ⊑ ¬B2S , Func(PS ) }
T ⊆ { B1 ⊑ B2K , B1 ⊑ ¬B2K , Func(PK ) }
As mentioned earlier, M-assertions are assumed to be complete and consistent
with respect to the terminological knowledge given in S; whereas the usual
open-world assumption is made for A-assertions. The semantics of a DL-LiteF
core-closed KB is given in terms of interpretations I, consisting of a non-empty
domain ∆I and an interpretation function ·I . The latter assigns to each
concept A a subset AI of ∆I , to each role r a subset rI of ∆I × ∆I , and to
each individual a a node aI in ∆I , and it is extended to concept expressions in
the usual way. An interpretation I is a model of an inclusion axiom B1 ⊑ B2 if
BI1 ⊆ BI2 . An interpretation I is a model of a membership assertion A(a), (resp.
r(a, b)) if aI ∈ AI (resp. (aI , bI ) ∈ rI ). We say that I models T , S, and A if it
models all axioms or assertions contained therein. We say that I models M,
denoted I |=CWA M, when it models an M-assertion f if and only if f ∈ M.
Finally, I models K if it models T , S, A, and M. When K has at least one
model, we say that K is satisfiable.
In the application presented in [77], description logic KBs are used to encode
machine-readable deployment files containing multiple resource declarations.
Every resource declaration has an underlying tree structure, whose leaves can
potentially link to the roots of other resource declarations. Let Ir ⊆ IM be
the set of all resource nodes, we encode their resource declarations in M, and
formalize the resulting forest structure by partitioning M into multiple subsets
{Mi }i∈Ir , each representing a tree of assertions rooted at a resource node i (we
generally refer to constants in M as nodes). For the purpose of this work, we
will refer to core-closed knowledge bases where M is partitioned as described;
that is, ccKBs such that K = ⟨T , A, S, {Mi }i∈Ir ⟩.
Conjunctive Queries A conjunctive query (CQ) is an existentially-quantified
formula q[⃗x] of the form ∃⃗y .conj(⃗x, ⃗y ), where conj is a conjunction of positive
atoms and potentially inequalities. A union of conjunctive queries (UCQ) is
a disjunction of CQs. The variables in ⃗x are called answer variables, those
in ⃗y are the existentially-quantified query variables. A tuple ⃗c of constants
appearing in the knowledge base K is an answer to q if for all interpretations I
model of K we have I |= q[⃗c]. We call these tuples the certain answers of q over
K, denoted ans(K, q), and the problem of testing whether a tuple is a certain
answer query entailment. A tuple ⃗c of constants appearing in K satisfies q if
there exists an interpretation I model of K such that I |= q[⃗c]. We call these
tuples the sat answers of q over K, denoted sat−ans(K, q), and the problem
of testing whether a given tuple is a sat answer query satisfiability.
Must/May Queries A Must/May query ψ ( [93]) is a Boolean combination
of nested UCQs in the scope of a Must or a May operator as follows:
ψ ::= ¬ψ | ψ1 ∧ ψ2 | ψ1 ∨ ψ2 | Must φ | May φ̸≈
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where φ and φ̸≈ are unions of conjunctive queries potentially containing
inequalities. The reasoning needed for answering the nested queries can be
decoupled from the reasoning needed to answer the higher-level formula: nested
queries Must φ are reduced to conjunctive query entailment, and nested
queries May φ̸≈ are reduced to conjunctive query satisfiability. We denote by
ANS(ψ, K) the answers of a Must/May query ψ over the core-closed knowledge
base K.

4.3

Core-complete Knowledge Bases

The algorithm Consistent presented in [93] computes satisfiability of DL-LiteF
core-closed knowledge bases relying on the assumption that M is complete
and consistent with respect to S. Such an assumption effectively means that
the information contained in M is explicitly present and cannot be completed
by inference. The algorithm relies on the existence of a theoretical object, the
canonical interpretation, in which missing assertions can always be introduced
when they are logically implied by the positive inclusion axioms. As a matter
of fact, positive inclusion axioms are not even included in the inconsistency
formula built for the satisfiability check, as it is proven that the canonical
interpretation always satisfies them ( [93], Lemma 3). When the assumption
that M is consistent with respect to S is dropped, the algorithm Consistent
becomes insufficient to check satisfiability. We illustrate this with an example.
Example 10 (Required Configuration). Let us consider the axioms constraining
the AWS resource type S3::Bucket. In particular, the S-axiom S3::Bucket ⊑
∃loggingConfiguration prescribing that all buckets must have a required logging
configuration. For a set M = {S3::Bucket(b)}, according to the partiallyclosed semantics of core-closed knowledge bases, the absence of an assertion
loggingConfiguration(b, x), for some x, is interpreted as the assertion being
false in M, which is therefore not consistent with respect to S. However, the
algorithm Consistent will check the lts interpretation of M for an empty formula
(as there are no negative inclusion or functionality axioms) and return true.
In essence, the algorithm Consistent does not compute the full satisfiability
of the whole core-closed knowledge base, but only of its open part. Satisfiability
of M with respect to the positive inclusion axioms in S needs to be checked
separately. We introduce a new notion to denote when a set M is complete
with respect to S that is distinct from the notion of consistency. Let K =
⟨T , A, S, M⟩ be a DL-LiteF core-closed knowledge base; we say that K is
core-complete when M models all positive inclusion axioms in S under a
closed-world assumption; we say that K is open-consistent when M and A
model all negative inclusion and functionality axioms in K’s negative inclusion
closure. Finally, we say that K is fully satisfiable when is both core-complete
and open-consistent.
Lemma 12. In order to check full satisfiability of a DL-LiteF core-closed KB,
one simply needs to check if K is core-complete (that is, if M models all positive
axioms in S under a closed-world assumption) and if K is open-consistent
(that is, to run the algorithm Consistent).
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Proof. Dropping the assumption that M is consistent w.r.t. S causes Lemma 3
from [93] to fail. In particular, the canonical interpretation of K, can(K), would
still be a model of P IT , A, and M, but may not be a model of P IS . This
is due to the construction of the canonical model that is based on the notion
of applicable axioms. In rules c5-c8 of [93] Definition 1, axioms in P IS are
defined as applicable to assertions involving open nodes aK but not to model
nodes aM in IM . As a result, if the implications of such axioms on model
nodes are not included in M itself, then they will not be included in can(K)
either, and can(K) will not be a model of P IS . On the other hand, one can
easily verify that Lemmas 1,2,4,5,6,7 and Corollary 1 would still hold as they
do not rely on the assumption. However, since it is not guaranteed anymore
that M satisfies all positive inclusion axioms from S, the if direction of [93]
Theorem 1 does not hold anymore: there can be an unsatisfiable ccKB K such
that db(A) ∪ lts(M) |= cln(T ∪ S), A, M. For instance, the knowledge base
from Example 10. We also note that the negative inclusion and functionality
axioms from S will be checked anyway by the consistency formula, both on
db(A) and on lts(M).
Lemma 13. Checking whether a DL-LiteF core-closed knowledge base is corecomplete can be done in polynomial time in M. As a consequence, checking
full satisfiability is also done in polynomial time in M.
Proof. One can write an algorithm that checks core-completeness by searching
for the existence of a positive inclusion axiom B1S ⊑ B2S ∈ P IS such that
M |= B1S (aM ) and M ̸|= B2S (aM ), where the relation |= is defined over
DL-LiteF concept expressions as follows:
M |=⊥(aM )

↔

false

M |=AS (aM )

↔

AS (aM ) ∈ M

M |=∃rS (aM )

↔

∃b. rS (aM , b) ∈ M

|=∃rS− (aM )

↔

∃b. rS (b, aM ) ∈ M.

M

The knowledge base is core-complete if such a node cannot be found.

4.4

Actions

We now introduce a formal language to encode mutating actions. Let us remind
ourselves that, in our application of interest, the execution of a mutating action
modifies the configuration of a deployment by either adding new resource instances, deleting existing ones, or modifying their settings. Here, we introduce a
framework for DL-LiteF core-closed knowledge base updates, triggered by the
execution of an action that enables all the above mentioned effects. The only
component of the core-closed knowledge base that is modified by the action
execution is M; while T , S, and A remain unchanged. As a consequence of
updating M, actions can introduce new individuals and delete old ones, thus
updating the set IM as well. Note that this may force changes outside IM due
to the axioms in T and S. The effects of applying an action over M depend on
a set of input parameters that will be instantiated at execution time, resulting
in different assertions being added or removed from M. As a consequence of
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assertions being added, fresh individuals might be introduced in the active
domain of M, including both model nodes from IM and boundary nodes from
IB . Differently, as a consequence of assertions being removed, individuals might
be removed from the active domain of M, including model nodes from IM but
not including boundary nodes from IB . In fact, boundary nodes are owned
by the open portion of the knowledge base and are known to exist regardless
of them being used in M. We invite the reader to review the set definitions
for A- and M-assertions (Section 4.2) to note that it is indeed possible for a
generic boundary individual a involved in an M-assertion to also be involved
in an A-assertion.

4.4.1

Syntax

An action is defined by a signature and a body. The signature consists of an
action name and a list of formal parameters, which will be replaced with actual
parameters at execution time. The body, or action effect, can include conditional
statements and concatenation of atomic operations over M-assertions. For
example, let α be the action act(⃗x) = γ; that is, the action denoted by signature
act(⃗x) and body γ, with signature name act, signature parameters ⃗x, and body
effect γ. Since it contains unbound parameters, or free variables, action α is
ungrounded and needs to be instantiated with actual values in order to be
executed over a set M. In the following, we assume the existence of a set
Var, of variable names, and consider a generic input parameters substitution
θ⃗ : Var → I, which replaces each variable name by an individual node. For
simplicity, we will denote an ungrounded action by its effect γ, and a grounded
⃗
action by the composition of its effect with an input parameter substitution γ θ.
Action effects can either be complex or basic. The syntax of complex action
effects γ and basic effects β is constrained by the following grammar.
γ ::= ϵ | β · γ | [ φ ⇝ β ] · γ
β ::= ⊕x S | ⊖x S | ⊙xnew S | ⊖x
The complex action effects γ include: the empty effect ( ϵ ), the execution of
a basic effect followed by a complex one ( β · γ ), and the conditional execution
of a basic effect upon evaluation of a formula φ over the set M ( [ φ ⇝ β ] · γ ).
The basic action effects β include: the addition of a set S of M-assertions
to the subset Mx ( ⊕x S ), the removal of a set S of M-assertions from the
subset Mx ( ⊖x S ), the addition of a fresh subset Mxnew containing all the
M-assertions in the set S ( ⊙xnew S ), and the removal of an existing Mx subset
in its entirety ( ⊖x ). The set S, the formula φ, and the operators ⊕/⊖ might
contain free variables. These variables are of two types: (1) variables that are
replaced by the grounding of the action input parameters, and (2) variables
that are the answer variables of the formula φ and appear in the nested effect
β.
Example 11. The following is the definition of the action createBucket from
the API reference of the AWS resource type S3::Bucket. The input parameters
are two: the new bucket name “name” and the canned access control list “acl”
(one of Private, PublicRead, PublicReadWrite, AuthenticatedRead, etc.).
The effect of the action is to add a fresh subset Mx for the newly introduced
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individual x containing the two assertions S3::Bucket(x) and accessControl(x, y).
createBucket(x : name, y : acl) = ⊙x { S3::Bucket(x), accessControl(x, y) } · ϵ
The action needs to be instantiated by a specific parameter assignment, for
example the substitution θ = [ x ← DataBucket, y ← P rivate ], which binds
the variable x to the node DataBucket and the variable y to the node P rivate,
both taken from a pool of inactive nodes in I.
Action Query φ The syntax introduced in the previous paragraph allows for
complex actions that conditionally execute a basic effect β depending on the
evaluation of a formula φ over M. This is done via the construct [ φ ⇝ β ] · γ.
The formula φ might have a set ⃗y of answer variables that appear free in its
body and are then bound to concrete tuples of nodes during evaluation. The
answer tuples are in turn used to instantiate the free variables in the nested
effect β. We call φ the action query since we use it to select all the nodes that
will be involved in the action effect. According to the grammar below, φ is a
boolean combination of M-assertions potentially containing free variables.
φ ::= AS (t) | RS (t1 , t2 ) | φ1 ∧ φ2 | φ2 ∨ φ2 | ¬φ
In particular, AS is a symbol from the set CS of partially-closed concepts; RS
is a symbol from the set RS of partially-closed roles; and t, t1 , t2 are either
individual or variable names from the set I ⊎ Var, chosen in such a way that
the resulting assertion is an M-assertion. Since the formula φ can only refer
to M-assertions, which are interpreted under a closed semantics, its evaluation
requires looking at the content of the set M. A formula φ with no free variables
is a boolean formula and evaluates to either true or false. A formula φ with
answer variables ⃗y and arity ar(φ) evaluates to all the tuples ⃗t, of size equal
the arity of φ, that make the formula true in M. The free variables of φ
can only appear in the action β such that φ ⇝ β. We denote by ANS(φ, M)
the set of answers to the action query φ over M. It is easy to see that the
maximum number of tuples that could be returned by the evaluation (that is,
the size of the set ANS(φ, M)) is bounded by |IM ⊎ IB |ar(φ) , in turn bounded
by ( 2|M| )2|φ| .
Example 12. The following example shows the encoding of the S3 API operation called deleteBucketEncryption, which requires as unique input parameter
the name of the bucket whose encryption configuration is to be deleted. Since
a bucket can have multiple encryption configuration rules (each prescribing
different encryption keys and algorithms to be used) we use an action query φ
to select all the nodes that match the assertions structure to be removed.
φ[y, k, z](x) = S3::Bucket(x) ∧ encrRule(x, y) ∧ SSEKey(y, k) ∧ SSEAlgo(y, z)
The query φ is instantiated by the specific bucket instance (which will replace
the variable x) and returns all the triples (y, k, z) of encryption rule, key,
and algorithm, respectively, which identify the assertions corresponding to the
different encryption configurations that the bucket has. The answer variables
are then used in the action effect to instantiate the assertions to remove from
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Mx :
deleteBucketEncryption(x : name) =
[ φ[y, k, z](x) ⇝ ⊖x { encrRule(x, y), SSEKey(y, k), SSEAlgo(y, z) } ] · ϵ

4.4.2

Semantics

So far, we have described the syntax of our action language and provided two
examples that showcase the encoding of real-world API calls. Now, we define
the semantics of action effects with respect to the changes that they induce
over a knowledge base. Let us recall that given a substitution θ⃗ for the input
parameters of an action γ, we denote by γ θ⃗ the grounded action where all the
⃗ Let us also
input variables are replaced according to what prescribed by θ.
recall that the effects of an action apply only to assertions in M and individuals
from IM , and cannot affect nodes and assertions from the open portion of the
knowledge base.
The execution of a grounded action γ θ⃗ over a DL-LiteF core-closed knowledge base K = (T , A, S, M), defined over the set IM of partially-closed in⃗
⃗
dividuals, generates a new knowledge base Kγ θ = (T , A, S, Mγ θ ), defined
⃗
γθ

over an updated set of partially-closed individuals IM . Let S be a set of
M-assertions, γ a complex action, θ⃗ an input parameter substitution, and ρ
⃗
a generic substitution that potentially replaces all free variables in the action
γ. Let ρ
⃗1 and ρ
⃗2 be two substitutions with signature Var → I such that
dom(⃗
ρ1 ) ∩ dom(⃗
ρ2 ) = ∅; we denote their composition by ρ
⃗1 ρ
⃗2 and define it
as the new substitution such that ρ
⃗1 ρ
⃗2 (x) = a if ρ
⃗1 (x) = a ∨ ρ
⃗2 (x) = a, and
ρ
⃗1 ρ
⃗2 (x) = ⊥ if ρ
⃗1 (x) = ⊥ ∧ ρ
⃗2 (x) = ⊥. We formalize the application of the
grounded action γ θ⃗ as the transformation Tγ θ⃗ that maps the pair M, IM into
D
E
′
the new pair M′ , IM . We sometimes use the notation Tγ θ⃗ (M) or Tγ θ⃗ (IM )
to refer to the updated MBox or to the updated set of model nodes, respectively.
The rules for applying the transformation depend on the structure of the action
γ and are reported below. The transformation starts with an initial generic
⃗ As the transformation progresses, the generic substitution
substitution ρ
⃗ = θ.
ρ
⃗ can be updated only as a result of the evaluation of an action query φ over
M. Precisely, all the tuples t⃗1 , ..., t⃗n making φ true in M will be considered
and composed with the current substitution ρ
⃗ generating n fresh substitutions
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⃗ 1 , ..., ρt⃗n which are used in the subsequent application of the nested effect β.
ρt
Tϵ⃗ρ (M, IM ) =(M, IM )

Tβ·γ⃗ρ (M, IM ) =Tγ⃗ρ Tβ⃗ρ (M, IM )


M

if ANS(φ, M) = tt
Tγ⃗ρ Tβ⃗ρ (M, I )
M
M
T[φ⇝β]·γ⃗ρ (M, I ) = Tγ⃗ρ (M, I )
if ANS(φ, M) = ∅ or ff



Tγ⃗ρ Tβ⃗ρ⃗t1 ·..·β⃗ρ⃗tn (M, IM ) if ANS(φ, M) = {⃗t1 , .., ⃗tn }

T⊕x S⃗ρ (M, IM ) = {Mi }i̸=ρ⃗(x) ∪ {Mρ⃗(x) ∪ Sρ⃗ } , IM ∪ ind(Sρ⃗ )

T⊖x S⃗ρ (M, IM ) = {Mi }i̸=ρ⃗(x) ∪ {Mρ⃗(x) ∖ Sρ⃗ } , IM ∖ ind(Sρ⃗ )

T⊙x S⃗ρ (M, IM ) = M ∪ {Mρ⃗(x) = Sρ⃗ } , IM ∪ ind(Sρ⃗ )

T⊖x ρ⃗ (M, IM ) = M ∖ Mρ⃗(x) , IM ∖ ind(Mρ⃗(x) )
Since the core M of the knowledge base K changes at every action execution,
its domain of model nodes IM changes as well. The execution of an action
γ θ⃗ over the knowledge base K = (T , A, S, M) with set of model nodes IM
⃗
⃗
could generate a new Kγ θ = (T , A, S, Mγ θ ) with a new set of model nodes
M′
I
that is not core-complete or not open-consistent (see Section 4.3 for the
corresponding definitions). We illustrate two examples next.
Example 13 (Violation of core-completeness). Consider the case where the
general specifications of the system require all objects of type bucket to have a
logging configuration, and an action that removes the logging configuration from
a bucket. Consider the core-closed knowledge base K where S = {S3::Bucket ⊑
∃loggingConfiguration} and M = {S3::Bucket(b), loggingConfiguration(b, c)} (consistent wrt S) and the action γ defined as
deleteLoggingConfiguration(x : name) =
[ (φ[y](x) = S3::Bucket(x) ∧ loggingConfiguration(x, y))
⇝ ⊖x {loggingConfiguration(x, y)} ] · ϵ
For the input parameter substitution θ⃗ = [ x ← b ], it is easy to see that the
⃗
transformation Tγ θ⃗ applied to M results in the update Mγ θ = {S3::Bucket(b)},
which is not core-complete.
Example 14 (Violation of open-consistency). Consider the case where an
action application indirectly affects boundary nodes and their properties, leading
to inconsistencies in the open portion of the knowledge base. For example,
when the knowledge base prescribes that buckets used to store logs cannot be
public; however, a change in the configuration of a bucket instance causes a
second bucket (initially known to be public) to also become a log store. In
particular, this happens when the knowledge base K contains the T -axiom
∃loggingDestination− ⊑ ¬PublicBucket and the A-assertion PublicBucket(b), and
we apply an action that introduces a new bucket storing its logs to b, defined as
follows:
createBucketWithLogging(x : name, y : log) =
⊙x {S3::Bucket(x), loggingDestination(x, y)}
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For the input parameter substitution θ⃗ = [ x ← newBucket, y ← b ], the result
of applying the transformation Tγ θ⃗ is the set M = { S3::Bucket(newBucket),
loggingDestination(newBucket, b) } which, combined with the pre-existing and
⃗
unchanged sets T and A, causes the updated Kγ θ to be not open-consistent.
From a practical point of view, the examples highlight the need to reevaluate core-completeness and open-consistency of a core-closed knowledge
base after each action execution. Detecting a violation to core-completeness
signals that we have modeled an action that is inconsistent with respect to
the systems specifications, which most likely means that the action is missing
something and needs to be revised. Detecting a violation to open-consistency
signals that our action, even when consistent with respect to the specifications,
introduces a change that conflicts with other assumptions that we made about
the system, and generally indicates that we should either revise the assumptions
or forbid the application of the action. Both cases are important to consider in
the development life cycle of the core-closed KB and the action definitions.

4.5

Static Verification

In this section, we investigate the problem of computing whether the execution
of an action, no matter the specific instantiation, always preserves given
properties of core-closed knowledge bases. We focus on properties expressed as
Must/May queries and define the static verification problem as follows.
Definition 6 (Static Verification). Let K be a DL-LiteF core-closed knowledge
base, q be a Must/May query, and γ be an action with free variables from
the language presented above. Let θ⃗ be an assignment for the input variables
⃗ Let Kγ θ⃗ be the DL-LiteF
of γ that transforms γ into the grounded action γ θ.
core-closed knowledge base resulting from the application of the grounded action
γ θ⃗ onto K. We say that the action γ “preserves q over K” iff for every grounded
⃗
instance γ θ⃗ we have that ANS(q, K) = ANS(q, Kγ θ ). The static verification
problem is that of determining whether an action γ is q-preserving over K.
An action γ is not q-preserving over K iff there exists a grounding θ⃗ for
⃗
the input variables of γ such that ANS(q, K) ̸= ANS(q, Kγ θ ); that is, fixed
the grounding θ⃗ there exists a tuple ⃗t for q’s answer variables such that
⃗t ∈ ANS(q, K) ∖ ANS(q, Kγ θ⃗ ) or ⃗t ∈ ANS(q, Kγ θ⃗ ) ∖ ANS(q, K).
Theorem 8 (Complexity of the Static Verification Problem). The static
verification problem, i.e.deciding whether an action γ is q-preserving over K,
can be decided in polynomial time in data complexity.
Proof. The proof relies on the fact that one could: enumerate all possible
⃗ compute the updated knowledge bases Kγ θ⃗ ; check whether these
assignments θ;
are fully satisfiable; enumerate all tuples ⃗t for the query q; and, finally, check
⃗
whether there exists at least one such tuple that satisfies q over K but not Kγ θ or

ar(γ)
vice versa. The number of assignments θ⃗ is bounded by |IM ⊎ IK | + ar(γ)
as it is sufficient to replace each variable appearing in the action γ either by a
known object from IM ⊎ IK or by a fresh one. The computation of the updated
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⃗

Kγ θ is done in polynomial time in M (and is exponential in the size of the
action γ) as it may require the evaluation of an internal action query φ and the
consecutive re-application of the transformation for a number of tuples that
is bounded by a polynomial over the size of M. As explained in Section 4.3,
checking full satisfiability of the resulting core-closed knowledge base is also
ar(q)
polynomial in M. The number of tuples ⃗t is bounded by |IM ⊎IK |+ar(γ)
as it is enough to consider all those tuples involving known objects plus the
⃗ Checking whether a tuple ⃗t
fresh individuals introduced by the assignment θ.
satisfies the query q over a core-closed knowledge base is decided in LogSpace
in the size of M [93] which is, thus, also polynomial in M.

4.6

Planning

As discussed throughout the paper, the execution of a mutating action modifies
the configuration of a deployment and potentially changes its posture with
respect to a given set of requirements. In the previous two sections, we
introduced a language to encode mutating actions and we investigated the
problem of checking whether the application of an action preserves the properties
of a core-closed knowledge base. In this section, we investigate the plan existence
and synthesis problems; that is, the problem of deciding whether there exists
a sequence of grounded actions that leads the knowledge base to a state
where a certain requirement is met, and the problem of finding a set of such
plans, respectively. We start by defining a notion of transition system that
is generated by applying actions to a core-closed knowledge base and then
use this notion to focus on the mentioned planning problems. As in classical
planning, the plan existence problem for plans computed over unbounded
domains is undecidable [94, 95]. The undecidability proof is done via reduction
from the Word problem. The problem of deciding whether a deterministic
Turing machine M accepts a word w ∈ {0, 1}∗ is reduced to the plan existence
problem. Since undecidability holds even for basic action effects, we can show
undecidability over an unbounded domain by using the same encoding of [96].
Transition Systems In the style of the work done in [97,98], the combination
of a DL-LiteF core-closed knowledge base and a set of actions can be viewed
as the transition system it generates. Intuitively, the states of the transition
system correspond to MBoxes and the transitions between states are labeled by
grounded actions. A DL-LiteF core-closed knowledge base K = (T , A, S, M0 ),
defined over the possibly infinite set of individuals I (and model nodes IM
0 ⊆ I)
and the set Act of ungrounded actions, generates the transition system (TS)
ΥK = (I, T , A, S, Σ, M0 , →) where Σ is a set of fully satisfiable (i.e., corecomplete and open-consistent) MBoxes; M0 is the initial MBox; and →⊆ Σ ×
LAct ×Σ is a labeled transition relation with LAct the set of all possible grounded
actions. The sets Σ and → are defined by mutual induction as the smallest
sets such that: if Mi ∈ Σ then for every grounded action γ θ⃗ ∈ LAct such that
the fresh MBox Mi+1 resulting from the transformation Tγ θ⃗ is core-complete
⃗ Mi+1 ) ∈→.
and open-consistent, we have that Mi+1 ∈ Σ and (Mi , γ θ,
Since we assume that actions have input parameters that are replaced
during execution by values from I, which contains both known objects from
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IM ⊎ IK and possibly infinitely many fresh objects, the generated transition
system ΥK is generally infinite. To keep the planning problem decidable, we
concentrate on a known finite subset D ⊂ I containing all the fresh nodes and
value assignments to action variables that are of interest for our application. In
the remainder of this paper, we discuss the plan existence and synthesis problem
for finite transition systems ΥK = (D, T , A, S, Σ, M0 , →), whose states in Σ
have a domain that is also bounded by D.
The Plan Existence Problem A plan is a sequence of grounded actions whose execution leads to a state satisfying a given property. Let
K = (T , A, S, M0 ) be a DL-LiteF core-closed knowledge base; Act be a set
of ungrounded actions; and let ΥK = (D, T , A, S, Σ, M0 , →) be its generated
finite TS. Let π be a finite sequence γ1 θ⃗1 · · · γn θ⃗n of grounded actions taken
from the set LAct . We call the sequence π consistent iff there exists a run
⃗1
γ1 θ

⃗2
γ2 θ

⃗n
γn θ

ρ = M0 −−−→ M1 −−−→ · · · −−−→ Mn in ΥK . Let q be a Must/May query
mentioning objects from adom(K) and ⃗t a tuple from the set adom(K)ar(q) .
A consistent sequence π of grounded actions is a plan from K to (⃗t, q) iff
⃗t ∈ ANS(q, Kn = (T , A, S, Mn )) with Mn the final state of the run induced
by π.
Definition 7 (Plan Existence). Given a DL-LiteF core-closed knowledge base
K, a tuple ⃗t, and a Must/May query q, the plan existence problem is that of
deciding whether there exists a plan from K to (⃗t, q).
Example 15. Let us consider the transition system ΥK generated by the
core-closed knowledge base K = (T , A, S, M0 ) having the set of partially-closed
assertions M0 defined as
{ S3::Bucket(b), KMS::Key(k), bucketEncryptionRule(b, r), bucketKey(r, k),
bucketKeyEnabled(r, true), enableKeyRotation(k, f alse) }
and the set of action labels Act containing the actions deleteBucket, createBucket,
deleteKey, createKey, enableKeyRotation, putBucketEncryption, and deleteBucketEncryption. Let us assume that we are interested in verifying the existence of a
sequence of grounded actions that when applied onto the knowledge base would
configure the bucket node b to be encrypted with a rotating key. Formally, this
is equivalent to checking the existence of a consistent plan π that when executed
on the transition system ΥK leads to a state Mn such that the tuple ⃗t = b is in
the set ANS(q, Kn = (T , A, S, Mn )) for q the query
q[x] = S3 :: Bucket(x) ∧ Must

∃y, z. bucketSSEncryption(x, y) ∧

bucketKey(y, z) ∧ enableKeyRotation(z, true)

It is easy to see that the following three sequences of grounded actions are valid
plans from K to (b, q):
π1 = enableKeyRotation(k)
π2 = createKey(k1 ) · enableKeyRotation(k1 ) · putBucketEncryption(b, k1 )
π3 = deleteBucketEncryption(b, k) · createKey(k1 ) · enableKeyRotation(k1 )·
putBucketEncryption(b, k1 )
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If, for example, a bucket was only allowed to have one encryption (by means
of a functional axiom in S), then π2 would not be a valid plan, as it would
generate an inconsistent run leading to a state Mi that is not open-consistent
w.r.t. S.
Lemma 14. The plan existence problem for a finite transition system ΥK
generated by a DL-LiteF core-closed knowledge base K and a set of actions Act,
over a finite domain of objects D, reduces to graph reachability over a graph
whose number of states is at most exponential in the size of D.
The Plan Synthesis Problem We now focus on the problem of finding plans
that satisfy a given condition. As discussed in the previous paragraph, we are
mostly driven by query answering; in particular, by conditions corresponding
to a tuple (of objects from our starting deployment configuration) satisfying a
given requirement expressed as a Must/May query. Clearly, this problem is
meaningful in our application of interest because it corresponds to finding a set
of potential sequences of changes that would allow one to reach a configuration
satisfying (resp., not satisfying) one, or more, security mitigations (resp.,
vulnerabilities). We concentrate on DL-LiteF core-closed knowledge bases
and their generated finite transition systems, where potential fresh objects are
drawn from a fixed set D. We are interested in sequences of grounded actions
that are minimal and ignore sequences that extend these. We sometimes call
such mimimal sequences simple plans. A plan π from an initial core-closed
knowledge base K to a goal condition b is minimal (or simple) iff there does
not exist a plan π ′ (from the same initial K to the same goal condition b) s.t.
π = π ′ · σ, for σ a non-empty suffix of grounded actions.
In Algorithm 5, we present a depth-first search algorithm that, starting from
K, searches for all simple plans that achieve a given target query membership
condition. The transition system ΥK is computed, and stored, on the fly in
the Successors sub-procedure and the graph is explored in a depth-first search
traversal fashion. We note that the condition ⃗t ∈ ANS(q, ⟨T , A, S, M⟩) (line 9)
could be replaced by any other query satisfiability condition and that one could
easily rewrite the algorithm to be parameterized by a more general boolean
goal. For example, the condition that a given tuple ⃗t is not an answer to a
query q over the analyzed state, with the query q representing an undesired
configuration, or a boolean formula over multiple query membership assertions.
We also note that Algorithm 5 could be simplified to return only one simple plan,
if a plan exists, or NULL, if a plan does not exist, thus solving the so-called plan
generation problem. We include the modified algorithm in Appendix C.1 and
the proofs of the following Theorems in Appendices C.2 and C.3, respectively.
Theorem 9 (Minimal Plan Synthesis Correctness). Let K be a DL-LiteF coreclosed knowledge base, D be a fixed finite domain, Act be a set of ungrounded
action labels, and ⃗t, q be a goal. Then a plan π is returned by the algorithm
FindPlans(K, D, Act, ⃗t, q ) if and only if π is a minimal plan from K to ⃗t, q .
Theorem 10 (Minimal Plan Synthesis Complexity). The FindPlans algorithm
runs in polynomial time in M and exponential time in D.
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Algorithm 5:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

FindPlans(K, D, Act, ⃗t, q )

Inputs : A ccKB K = (T , A, S, M0 ), a domain D, a set of actions Act
and a pair ⃗t, q of an answer tuple and a Must/May query
Output : An possibly empty set Π of consistent simple plans
def FindPlans ( K, D, Act, ⃗t, q ):
Π := ∅;
S := ⊥;
AllPlanSearch(M0 , ϵ, ∅, K, D, Act, ⃗t, q ) ;
return Π;
def AllPlanSearch ( M, π, V, K, D, Act, ⃗t, q ):
if M ∈ V then
return;
if ⃗t ∈ ANS(q, ⟨T , A, S, M⟩) then
Π := Π ∪ {π};
return;
Q := ∅; D
E
⃗ M′ ∈ Successors(M, Act, D) do
foreach γ θ,
D
E
⃗ M′ );
Q.push( γ θ,
V := V ∪ {M};
while
D Q ̸=E∅ do
⃗ M′ = Q.pop();
γ θ,
⃗ V, K, D, Act, ⃗t, q );
AllPlanSearch(M′ , π · γ θ,
V := V ∖ {M};
return;
def Successors (M, Act, D):
if S[M] is defined then
return S[M];
N := ∅;
foreach γ ∈ Act, θ⃗ ∈ Dar(γ) do
M′ := Tγ θ⃗ (M);
if M′ is fully satisfiable
D
E then
′
⃗ M }
N := N ∪ { γ θ,
S[M] := N ;
return N ;
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Related Work

The syntax of the action language that we presented in this paper is similar to
that of [96, 99, 100]. Differently from their work, we disallow complex action
effects to be nested inside conditional statements, and we define basic action
effects that consist purely in the addition and deletion of concept and role
M-assertions. Thus, our actions are much less general than those used in
their framework. The semantics of their action language is defined in terms of
changes applied to instances, and the action effects are captured and encoded
through a variant of ALCHOIQ called ALCHOIQbr . In our work, instead,
the execution of an action updates a portion of the core-closed knowledge
base K—the core M, which is interpreted under a close-world assumption and
can be seen as a partial assignment for the interpretations that are models
of K. Since we directly manipulate M, the semantics of our actions is more
similar to that of [98] and, in general, to ABox updates [101, 102]. Like the
frameworks introduced in [97, 103–105], our actions are parameterized and
when combined with a core-closed knowledge base generate a transition system.
In [104], the authors focus on a variant of Knowledge and Action Bases ( [98])
called Explicit-Input KABs (eKABs); in particular, on finite and on statebounded eKABs, for which planning existence is decidable. Our generated
transition systems are an adaptation of the work done in Description Logic based
Dynamic Systems, KABs, and eKABs to our setting of core-closed knowledge
bases. In [106], the authors address decidability of the plan existence problem
for logics that are subset of ALCOI. Their action language is similar to the
one presented in this paper; including pre-conditions, in the form of a set of
ABox assertions, post-conditions, in the form of basic addition or removal of
assertions, concatenation, and input parameters. In [104], the plan synthesis
problem is discussed also for lightweight description logics. Relying on the
FOL-reducibility of DL-LiteA , it is shown that plan synthesis over DL-LiteA
can be compiled into an ADL planning problem [107]. This does not seem
possible in our case, as not all necessary tests over core-closed knowledge bases
are known to be FOL-reducible. In [97] and [105], the authors concentrate
on verifying and synthesizing temporal properties expressed in a variant of
µ-calculus over description logic based dynamic systems, both problems are
relevant in our application scenario and we will consider them in future works.

4.8

Conclusion

We focused on the problem of analyzing cloud infrastructure encoded as description logic knowledge bases combining complete and incomplete information.
From a practical standpoint, we concentrated on formalizing and foreseeing
the impact of potential changes pre-deployment. We introduced an action
language to encode mutating actions, whose semantics is given in terms of
changes induced to the complete portion of the knowledge base. We defined
the static verification problem as that of deciding whether the execution of
an action, no matter the specific parameters passed, always preserves a set
of properties of the knowledge base. We characterized the complexity of the
problem and provided procedural steps to solve it. We then focused on three

4.8. CONCLUSION
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formulations of the classical AI planning problem; namely, plan existence, generation, and synthesis. In our setting, the planning problem is formulated with
respect to the transition system arising from the combination of a core-closed
knowledge base and a set of actions; goals are given in terms of one, or more,
Must/May conjunctive query membership assertion; and plans of interest are
simple sequences of parameterized actions.
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Appendix

C.1

FindPlan algorithm

C.2

Proof of FindPlans Correctness

Proof.
⇐ Let us assume that the sequence π is a minimal plan from K to ⃗t, q .
Since π is a plan, then it is a consistent sequence of grounded actions that gen⃗1
γ1 θ

⃗2
γ2 θ

⃗n
γn θ

erates a run ρ = M0 −−−→ M1 −−−→ · · · −−−→ Mn over the transition system
ΥK , terminating in a state Mn such that ⃗t ∈ ANS(q, ⟨T , A, S, Mn ⟩). Since π
is minimal, there is no index i < n in the run ρ s.t. ⃗t ∈ ANS(q, ⟨T , A, S, Mi ⟩),
which also implies that the run does not have any loops. The algorithm starts
from M0 , and recursively explores all consistent runs (via the Successors procedure, lines 21-30), marking the current state as visited before the recursive
invocation (line 15), and skipping already visited states when re-entering the
AllPlanSearch function (therefore avoiding loops within a given explored path,
lines 7-8). The search space of the algorithm includes ρ and the node Mn
will be reached. Finally, since the condition over Mn is true (line 9), then the
sequence π explored so far is added to set Π (line 10), and will ultimately be
returned by the FindPlans function (line 4).
⇒ Let us assume that a sequence π is returned by Algorithm 5 but that π is not a
minimal plan from K to ⃗t, q . The sequence π is either (1) not a valid sequence,
or (2) not a consistent sequence, or (3) does not reach a state satisfying the
goal, or (4) is not minimal. The algorithm starts with an empty sequence ϵ (line
4) and appends a new grounded action γ θ⃗ to the sequence only upon recursive
invocation of the AllPlanSearch function. The grounded action γ θ⃗ is returned by
the Successors
function,
which explores only valid grounded actions and returns
D
E
′
⃗
a pair γ θ, M only if M′ is fully satisfiable (line 27). Since every prefix of
π is built by appending valid grounded actions that lead to a fully-satisfiable
M′ then the whole sequence π is valid and consistent (contradicting (1) and
(2)). The sequence π is returned by the algorithm, therefore it was inserted in
the set Π at line 10 and the goal condition was satisfied (contradicting (3)).
Since the algorithm returns after adding any sequence π to the set Π then
there cannot exists an extension of such sequence (contradicting (4)).

C.3

Proof of FindPlans Complexity

Proof. The algorithm implements a depth-first search over a graph whose nodes
are fully satisfiable MBoxes and edges are labeled by grounded actions. Nodes
are never visited twice along the same recursion path, but can be re-visited
along different recursion paths. Let us assume that the maximum number n
of input parameters that an action can have is known; and let us also assume
that n ≪ D and generally independent of either D or M. Each node can have
at most |Act| · |D|n successors (line 25) and the recursion depth of the graph
exploration is linear in D. We have that the number of nodes is bounded by
a function that is exponential in the size of the domain D. The nodes are
computed on the fly in the Successors sub-procedure, which checks whether the
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Algorithm 6:

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

FindPlan(K, D, Act, ⃗t, q )

Inputs : A core-closed KB K = (T , A, S, M0 ), a domain D, a set of
ungrounded action labels Act and a pair ⃗t, q of an answer
tuple and a Must/May query
Output : NULL if a plan does not exist, a consistent plan π otherwise
def FindPlan ( K, D, Act, ⃗t, q ):
// V and S have global scope
V := ∅;
S := ⊥;
return PlanSearch(M0 , ϵ, K, D, Act, ⃗t, q );
def PlanSearch (M, π, K, D, Act, ⃗t, q ):
if M ∈ V then
return NULL;

14

V := V ∪ {M};
if ⃗t ∈ ANS(q, ⟨T , A, S, M⟩) then
return π;
D
E
⃗ M′ ∈ Successors(M, Act, D) do
foreach γ θ,
⃗ K, D, Act, ⃗t, q );
π ′ = PlanSearch(M′ , π · γ θ,
′
if π ̸= NULL then
return π ′ ;

15

return NULL;

8
9
10
11
12
13

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26

def Successors (M, Act, D):
if S[M] is defined then
return S[M];
N := ∅;
foreach γ ∈ Act do
foreach θ⃗ ∈ Dar(γ) do
M′ := Tγ θ⃗ (M);
if M′ is fully satisfiable
D
E then
′
⃗
N := N ∪ { γ θ, M }
S[M] := N ;
return N ;
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current MBox is fully satisfiable (check done in polynomial time in M and in
D) and stores it. The AllPlanSearch algorithm explores the graph looking for
D
minimal paths achieving a goal assertion. There can be max |Act| · |D|n
such paths (that do not visit the same node twice).
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